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Question Mitra Ahadpour
1. State Funding & Policies 1. Answers

1.1  GIFTED & TALENTED (GT) REGULATIONS. How will you ensure that GT COMAR 

regulations are upheld in every school in MCPS? 

1.1 More oversight of principal and administration program execution would be very helpful.  MCPS should be transparent with the community and fully 

share all data it collects on Gifted and Talented programs to ensure a robust and comprehensive analysis of the accessibility and effectiveness of the 

program.  As critical partners in oversight of our community resources, MCCPTA deserves a seat at the table to examine all aspects of the program and 

make recommendations as a result. We also need to ensure that our most vulnerable student populations are afforded the same opportunities to 

participate in these programs.
1.2 ACCELERATED & ENRICHED INSTRUCTION (AEI). Do you feel the MCPS AEI group is 

sufficiently staffed to create, update, maintain and oversee all choice, magnet and local GT 

programming in addition to ensuring COMAR is upheld in all? They are currently 

responsible for 39,000 students.         

1.2 Most findings seem to indicate that the Accelerated and Enriched programs are serving majority populations well, but not serving students of color or 

other vulnerable populations as well, although feedback I have received from families indicate that it is hit or miss whether families can easily locate where 

the programs reside, and how to apply for them.  These findings might or might not be related to a resource allocation lack, but it does suggest the need to 

place a renewed focus on goal setting and ensuring efficiency, outreach, and getting information to the school community as well as feedback on how well 

the program is meeting student needs overall.
1.3 KIRWAN FUNDING. Do you support any of the tax bills being proposed by the 

Maryland State Legislature, including an assessment of sales tax on professional services, 

as a means to fund the KIRWAN Commission initiatives? Please elaborate on your reasons 

for your support and/or non-support.

1.3 The Kirwan recommendations are an amazing opportunity to transform our education system and close the opportunity gap. There needs to be full and 

open discussion with the community on funding options, including the possibilities of assessing a sales tax on professional services.  Funding options are 

critical to the success of the proposals, and we need a wide range of stakeholder input to sort out the most viable recommendations.

2. Capital Improvements 2. Answers

Background: MCPS has ~$800,000,000 of proposed new/addition projects and 

~$800,000,000 of maintenance backlog.  

2.1 SPENDING AFFORDABILITY GUIDELINES. What measures should be taken to finance 

MCPS’s growing capital improvement needs— both upgrades to aging infrastructure and 

capacity expansion? Should school construction take a backseat to other County 

infrastructure priorities?

2.1 Passing the new Build to Learn Act is important, since it will give us access to funds for capital improvement needs. School construction should be a 

priority for the county. Striving for rebuilding schools with sustainable infrastructures - “green” schools - will cut costs while creating safer, healthier 

learning environments. To be successful we need to hear the voices of students and families in the conversation of school improvement policies.  We must 

incorporate student, parent and teacher voices in these planning discussions.  As we know from extensive recent BOE testimony, the public at large is not 

happy with the way the BOE has not been transparent about proposing, initiating or canceling construction and changes to schools.  We cannot afford not 

to continue upgrading and building new schools; our county student population is growing at too fast a rate to allow for over-crowding of existing 

classrooms.
2.2 NON-TRADITIONAL FACILITIES. There are areas in the County that are lacking available 

parcels of land with adequate square footage to fit traditional school facilities, including 

outdoor space. Would you consider having MCPS use or build non-traditional facilities to 

house traditional and/or non-traditional facilities and/or programs? If so, please provide 

an example of what you would consider?

2.2 I would support non-traditional use ideas.  A recent community use program I read about involved afternoon and evening use of existing school 

buildings for a “second” school day for those who wish to work part-time during the day while pursuing an evening high school diploma program – not for 

students who need remedial support, but for those students for whom day time school is not as attractive or even manageable.  Certain states do this now 

and it has been an effective way to use public facilities in the afternoons and evenings and also relieve overburdened day-time classrooms and school 

facilities.  We need to use all of our available resources creatively and effectively to meet our budget constraints, including building non-traditional facilities 

and programs.
3. Comunication and Addressing Equity 3. Answers

3.1 ACHIEVING EQUITY. What measures should be put in place to ensure every child 

(regardless of disability, geography, socio-economic conditions, ethnicity, or other factors) 

receives high quality instruction to meet his/her potential?

3.1 Outstanding, empathetic teachers who love teaching and know their subjects and students well are the key to a sound education.  Having an excellent 

teacher is one of the single most important factors in student academic success.  Having teachers, staff and administrators with a wide variety of 

backgrounds is highly encouraging to a diverse student body and helps reach the widest variety of student learning styles.  Black and brown students, for 

example, tend to do much better when they see and hear from teachers and staff members who look like them.  The development of effective strategies to 

close the opportunity gap is generally achievable by addressing the root causes of socio-economic disparity and racial disparities, and by increasing broader 

cultural awareness in all of our schools.  Cultural competency should be built into our teacher development and our student curriculum. Overall, we need 

better data to work with.  Such data is currently missing in measuring the goal of closing the opportunity gap.

3.2 OUTREACH. Does MCPS need to improve its communication with students and 

families? If so, what should MCPS’s priorities be in improving communication?

3.2 MPCS has a pretty large credibility problem.  It has to some extent become an organization dedicated to preventing negative press and lawsuits, as 

opposed to an organization committed to sharing and hearing genuine communications from the widest range of constituencies possible, in order to meet 

the important goal of providing every child an appropriate education.  When parents receive word from their children that their Instagram feeds are 

lighting up with a school shooter threat, and the school under potential threat does not choose to respond to concerned families before the next school 

day, that is a problem.  When parents email or call to ask about the application of specific policy questions and no one responds back to them, that is a 

problem.  When PTA leaders contact principals and next level administrators up to and including the superintendent about concerns and do not hear back, 

that is a problem.  We need strong community-based partnerships with our families. There are so many innovative approaches we could be using to engage 

and communicate with our community stakeholders, and thus far, MCPS and the BOE do not seem overly concerned about engaging.  I was recently at the 

Blair Cluster meeting - the parents and teachers told the Board of Education to come more often.  The last time the Board had gone to their community was 

four years ago.  Board meetings and public forums are also held during the daytime, not during a time when many working parents can attend meetings.  

We need an overhaul about how we interact with one another.  We also need to be sure that BOE members visit each MCPS school during each school year.  

Perhaps each member is assigned a suite of schools to visit, and they are apportioned out for oversight.  Complaints abound that board members are not 

present in schools throughout the year, and are out of touch with community needs until forums are held in the formalized, stilted way that the current 

process provides for.  We need far more open conversations with school communities, and far more responsiveness from MCPS as well.  We are hardly 

going to agree on all initiatives, all allocations of resources, all programs, all methodologies.  But we certainly need to do much better simply responding to 

questions that community members ask of MCPS officials.  Not all questions will have an easy answer, or an answer at all – but that does not mean MCPS 

should not respond.  No response is the worst thing a communicator can do.  It is critical for those in public roles to respond to their constituencies.  

Responding, even to communicate that little is known yet, is the basis of building trust and credibility. 

3.3 TRANSPARENCY. MCPS has published equity accountability models to ensure MCPS is 

transparent about each demographic of each school to assess performance. How should 

this information inform future policy?

3.3 Providing clear, open, transparent information about our students’ successes is critical.  We know from much research that standardized test scores do 

not adequately gauge a child’s success in later life.  In addition to the raw data generated to assess the success of the current equity accountability model, 

we also need to see metrics about the efficacy of our overall teaching system and school environment and climate to ensure that we have the best data-

driven decision-making information before us in order to close the opportunity gap and ensure what the federal government is legally obligated to provide 

for all students – an appropriate education.  Looking predominantly or exclusively at student test scores against demographic backgrounds does not give a 

full picture of the learning environment students are facing or work best in.

3.4 GT OPPORTUNITIES. How will you ensure that GT opportunities, curricula, enrichment 

and professional development are held to uniform standards across all local elementary, 

middle and high schools, as well as regional programs?

3.4 All students are capable. I challenge us to re-think the Gifted and Talented programs by having rigorous curriculum available to all students, which 

would reduce under-representation of diverse learners. We need to implement evidence-based practices to prepare our children with the knowledge and 

skills to be successful in school and life. In today's workplace, the skills that are in high demand are problem solving; creativity; collaboration; emotional 

intelligence; cultural competence; science, technology, engineering, arts and math.  We need a leader at the helm who believes strongly in these goals and 

pursues them vigorously.
3.5 GT ACCOUNTABILITY. With limited seats available at regional GT centers at every 

grade level, how can MCPS ensure that students who are identified as GT receive 

programming and enrichment that is distributed consistently and equitably throughout 

the magnet programs and within local school settings? How will you ensure accountability 

at the local school level?

3.5 All students are capable.  MCPS chose not to increase the budget and the number of Gifted and Talents seats.  MCPS also did not share its data for 

transparent public analysis. All MCPS families and employees deserve and need transparency in communications in order to develop effective and fair 

solutions for all students.  Accountability begins by sourcing, hiring, training and retaining dedicated employees who are fully committed to high goals and 

standards.  Oversight and governance is the next step to ensure that principals and administrations fairly, fully and with a deep commitment to the well-

being of all students fulfill their obligations to all school families.  Right now, too few provide oversight of principals, and the public does not participate in 

these reviews, or hear of MCPS’ feedback.  That needs to change.  The success of our principals are the single largest indicator of school and curriculum 

program health.
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3.6 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What do you believe is the proper role of boundary 

adjustments in ensuring that all students receive an excellent and equitable education 

within MCPS?

3.6 Fostering inclusion, diversity, equity and civility benefits all students. I think most of us would also agree that disparities in academic and career 

outcomes based on one’s race or economic background is unfair and unacceptable. We need multi-faceted policies developed in collaboration with 

students, parents, educators and community members to address these disparities.  Dividing communities, as the current boundary study roll-out has done, 

has resulted in many unintended consequences, including creating divisions among friends, mistrust, and much anxiety.  Simply collecting and using raw 

numbers to examine boundary lines does not begin to give us a complete picture of the realities of our community and neighborhood schools. There are 

many evidence-based approaches that will close the opportunity gap. We know that providing safe and stable school environments, addressing the unmet 

mental health needs and substance use in our children, promoting and assisting parent engagement, and supporting our teachers and staff are just a few 

strategies that will improve educational attainment for all students.  We can do better than we are now. There are many creative approaches we can take.  

Having a “whole student” approach with students at the center of all of our decisions is key.  We obviously need to understand where our facilities are 

overused and underused and offer families a wider variety of options in trying to balance our facility use.  But imposing boundary changes on unwilling 

communities is not the answer.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

One way that I believe we could more equitably allocate resources among all our schools in the county is by placing highly desirable, competitive magnet, 

language immersion, IB or academy type programs within each school, or at least within schools where there is under-capacity, so that more families may 

voluntarily choose to attend one school or another based on the program that will best suit their children, and not necessarily within over-capacity schools.  

Once students are voluntarily diversifying their populations according to programs of interest, it is incumbent on us to ensure inclusivity within those 

populations, particularly ensuring as well that we do not create “schools within schools” and ensure that the entire population connects effectively.

4. Health and Wellness 4. Answers

4.1 DIVERSITY & INCLUSION. Describe your commitment to fostering a climate of cultural 

sensitivity and tolerance. Please discuss what steps MCPS should take to ensure every 

student feels safe, respected, and valued for being exactly who he/she is.

4.1 Fostering a climate of cultural sensitivity and tolerance and respect refers in part to the presence of diversity in our school populations.  Diversity often 

refers to raw demographics; inclusion refers to how well an organizational culture responds, adapts and continuously grows with those demographic 

differences present. If students feel they belong, are respected, have a safe school environment and that there are high expectations of them, studies show 

that they achieve more.  We need a much stronger level of administrative oversight of all of our schools.  Ultimately, principals need to be held accountable 

for how well they lead their schools with foresight, creativity, enthusiasm, intellectual engagement, clarity, long-range goals, fairness, equity, compassion 

and commitment.  They should be evaluated by the public they serve. The happiest schools are almost always the schools with outstanding administrators.  

I cannot recall a job I have had where I was not given some form of professional evaluation. Usually these days it is a 360-degree feedback mechanism, 

where my direct reports, colleagues and peers and managers evaluate me.  Where and when and how does this type of robust evaluation occur for the all-

important role of principals?  We need far more inclusive family feedback on how well our schools operate in total, and then take that data and use it 

accordingly.  Students will not feel respected or valued if the administrative leadership of each school does not demonstrate a genuine and committed 

interest in each student.  That includes being at school each morning to greet students as they walk in; ensuring that administrators walk the hall 

consistently throughout each day to get to know students and intervene as appropriate when things go awry; role modeling excellent leadership 

competencies, including putting cell phones away while in discussions; encouraging and praising as often as possible; reaching out to staff who may in need 

to offer or locate support for them; creating long-term plans and programs with the consistent input of students, parents, staff and teachers in solid 

partnership with the PTSA.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

A school climate that is unhealthy will not contribute to student feelings of safety.  Rampant drug sales and use; out of control cell phone use in classrooms 

and hallways in violation of COGRA and FERPA policies; unfair and/or inconsistently applied grading policies; low staff morale; high staff turnover; low 

parent communication; limited responses to parent requests; bullying; hazing; these are the earmarks of schools that do not foster student feelings of 

safety.  Our school principals are key in creating and sustaining climates of learning and inclusion.  We should do everything we can to ensure that our 

schools have outstanding, caring, excellent principals and dedicated, well trained, committed teachers and staff.

4.2 STANDARDS. How should regulations be used to advance school standards in areas 

ranging from physical and mental health & wellness to digital safety and Wi-Fi exposure?

4.2 For all decisions pertaining to our children, we need to use evidence-based practices.  Having physical outlets for all students during the school day is 

key.  For younger students, it is critical.  We must ensure more recess time and less classroom sitting time for our elementary students in particular.  Our 

high school students can also benefit in the same way from gym classes on a daily basis. Less focus on grades is important to our students’ mental health. 

Too much academic competition has led to suicides in the not-too-distant past.                                                                                                                                                                   

School Wi-Fi exposure needs to decrease significantly. Too much router exposure can lead to cancer.  Our students are bombarded with radiation in every 

classroom that has a router, all day long.  Recent monitoring of schools show radiation emissions off the charts.  Not all learning needs to take place with 

Internet-linked computers or promethean boards.  And most apps used in the classrooms have not been used with parent opt-in permissions and are thus 

being used without proper controls.  Many apps routinely show students inappropriate messages, including ads for vaping.  Student data is prized by 

companies as a saleable commodity and is extracted without permission. Most studies show that pencil and paper and physical paper book studying 

correlates to an increase in grades and concentration.  Even Silicon Valley executives – including Google’s own CEO – severely restrict their own children’s 

use of technology on a daily basis.  MCPS overly relies on technology in classrooms and teachers often tell students they may use their phones if they are 

done with work.  It is a constant distraction and not a safe environment – particularly for students who have ADHD and are already easily distractible.  For 

students with special needs who have accommodations that provide for personal mobile devices, PMDs should be provided.  But most students do not fall 

in that category.  Student use of cell phones continues to include such violations as taking photos of tests and uploading them to others; taking photos 

under bathroom stalls and posting graphic photos online to humiliate or bully; recording fights or relationship break-ups at school and posting online to 

create drama and embarrassment; texting one another when and where to meet up to purchase and/or use drugs.  Our high school students, and more and 

more of our middle school students, are enduring toxic vape chemicals when they enter bathrooms and some hallways, and sometimes within classrooms 

themselves.  The dangers of these addictive substances provides has been clearly documented.  Yet school administrators have done little to contain this 

growing teenage epidemic and seem unwilling to use the disciplinary measures provided for in the student code of conduct and implement interventions. 

Leadership is not an exercise in being popular; it is an exercise in doing the right thing.                                                                                                                                   

Our students’ physical health would also be better served by starting school later, and for high schools, no earlier than 8:30 am, preferably 9:00 am.  The 

minimal 20 minutes later start time we achieved through vigorous parent advocacy a few years ago was a good start, but not good enough.  The Start 

School Later organization has excellent research on the importance of achieving this goal. Teens in particular suffer daily as they struggle to force their 

natural circadian rhythms into a school-enforced start time that is far too early for them.  The consequences are chronic sleep deprivation, a drop in mental 

health wellness, and related illnesses.

4.3 HEALTH/NUTRITION. Should health and nutrition education be better integrated into 

MCPS curricula? How might this impact MCPS’ Food and Nutrition Division practices and 

policies?

4.3 We need to better integrate health and nutrition into the curricula overall.  Our health teachers typically teach from an outstanding curriculum that 

supports these goals.  Additionally, we need to improve nutrition quality, and access to school-provided meals and snacks that provide for the health of our 

children.  Removing some of the junk food and beverage dispensers at school would be a good start. I support all of the proposals put forth by the Real 

Food for Kids Montgomery initiative.  And when we find out that some of our children are not eating well at home – or not eating many meals at all or are 

hungry at schools as can’t afford food - we need to immediately address this need.  There is no shortage of volunteer agencies to support these children.  

We should not be ignoring the most vulnerable among us.
4.4 MENTAL HEALTH. Please describe your commitment to ensuring adequate mental 

health and counseling services for MCPS students.

4.4 For students to be successful in life there is a need for a whole student approach that includes early learning, school climates that enable individualized 

learning and well-being, and supportive family engagement. We are missing safety in our school environments. There are students who are vaping and 

using drugs in classrooms, bathrooms, hallways and buses. Schools need to become equipped to address this substance use and mental illness. There are 

many evidence-based practices we could be accessing both to prevent substance use from starting, and in reducing anxiety and stress and improving the 

well-being of our children.  We also need far fewer students to be aligned per counselor.  These critical staff members are overburdened on a daily basis 

with far too many caseloads.
4.5 BE WELL 365. What is your take on Be Well 365? Where do you see it working and 

what steps do you think need to be taken to implement it more effectively?

4.5 There is no comprehensive strategy for implementation and measurement of the success of this program. For any initiative to be successful, we need to 

follow the basics of establishing annual objectives, policies for execution of strategies, allocation of resources, measuring effectiveness, and having 

transparent data to share with the community. On the web page of Be Well 365 there are 6 essentials mentioned; however, there is no mention of 

substance use. In our high schools in particular, there is rampant use of drugs and drug dealing. We need interventions and policies in place for prevention 

and helping students who have become addicted to drugs.  The idea behind the program seems to be well-intentioned; however, it has had a great deal of 

difficulty gaining positive traction with the students at our school, and in fact has stressed many of them because it has removed their agency to accomplish 

what they believe they need during the enforced Be Well times.

5. School Climate and Safety 5. Answers

5.1 POLICE/MCPS. Do you believe the current SRO (School Resource Officer) staffing is 

adequate in our middle and high schools? Would you recommend any changes in SRO 

staffing? How would you propose funding any proposed additional SRO staffing? Would 

you propose any amendments to the MoU between MCPS and MCPD?

5.1 The quality of the staffing is more important than the quantity.  Our school resource officers need to know the students, walk the halls, learn the 

personalities, be seen, be heard, be a living part of the schools.  Having more than one would possibly intimidate students.  Having one good SRO who is 

truly invested in ensuring positive student behaviors is critical.  SROs who are missing in action are not helpful at all.

5.2 SCHOOL CLIMATE. What is your take on school climate, how it is measured, and what 

steps MCPS might take to improve it?

5.2 I could write on this subject for days!  A healthy, open, warm, vibrant, encouraging and inclusive school climate is critical for student learning and 

thriving.  Some schools do better than this than others, of course.  But many could use a lot of improvement in this area.  As always, a school is typically an 

outstanding school based on the leadership at the top, and the dedicated teaching in the classrooms.  We need to ask for far more input in this area from 

our students and parents, assess our school climates carefully, and make robust changes where needed.  Again, community evaluations of the principals 

and administration is key in ensuring that changes needed occur.  Without public oversight of the governance efficiencies of each principal, our school 

cultures languish.  I am unclear how school climate is measured.  If there is such a protocol, it should be made much clearer to the school community at 

large.
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5.3 DISCIPLINE. What is your understanding of MCPS’s approach to discipline? Would you 

recommend	 any changes?

5.3 My understanding is that administrators in each school are informally “dinged” for levying discipline to students.  I hear it from so many staff members, 

who relate that this reluctance to generate a “negative” principal record is one of the primary reasons that students are not being held to school policies 

and rules.  There are a number of egregious violations that occur in our schools every day, and we need to be much more consistent in enforcing the rules.  

I am not in favor of a zero-tolerance policy, however, which may unfairly be imposed on our minority and/or special education students who are often more 

subjected to discipline than majority students.  MCPS’ approach to discipline needs to be much more consistently and evenly and fairly applied across 

student populations.  And where there are easy ways to prevent mis-use of technology, or removing drug use, disciplinary measures need to occur with far 

more consistency, with the goal of enforcement and learning.

5.4 MOBILE DEVICES. MCPS sanctions the use of personal mobile devices in middle and 

high school; some teachers/administrators treat the device use as a reward for good 

behavior. Do you agree with MCPS’s current practice or favor an “Away for the Day” 

model that requires students to keep their mobile devices in their lockers during 

instructional periods?

5.4 All cell phones should be out of sight throughout the school day for all schools except for students who are allowed them based on their IEP or other 

disability accommodations.  There is no other reason for a student to have a cell phone out during the school day unless it is a genuine emergency, or at a 

high school level, during the lunch hour.  Cell phone use throughout the day should be routinely discouraged and enforced. (see my response above as well 

in 4.2 about health and safety in schools as it relates to cell phones.) Administrators and teachers need to follow this rule as well.

5.5 ADA COMPLIANCE. How will you ensure that MCPS is in full compliance with Maryland 

House Bill HB1061, which requires local schools to update their emergency plans to 

accommodate, evacuate and safeguard students, staff and visitors with disabilities?

5.5 This compliance is critical.  Many technologies are available today to support safe evacuation plans for all abilities of students.  It is past time we 

implemented an update.  And we need to encourage full community input as we review plans.  I was present at the recent board testimony when students 

testified to the importance of crafting evacuation methods for students with disabilities.  They gave compelling testimony, the ideas in which seemed to 

surprise some board members.
5.6 PEDESTRIAN SAFETY. Proposed state bill (HB615) would require all school projects 

that use state funds for the construction of a new school or the renovation of or an 

addition to an existing school that would increase the capacity by more than 100 students, 

to submit a pedestrian safety plan identifying safe routes for students to walk or bike to 

school. Would you support new vision zero policies that review the placement of bus 

stops, crosswalks, walking paths, speed limits, lights, and signs to create a school zone for 

children to arrive and depart from school more safely?

5.6 I am 100% in support of all pedestrian safety plans for safe routes.  Vision Zero is critical to implement fully.  In addition, our parents urgently want 

MCPS to implement an app that allows parents to track where school buses are at any given time, so that they can know whether their children will be on 

time, delayed, or should be picked up.  We are the only county in this general region that has not implemented such an important safety app for parents.  

Many prototypes are out there to draw from.  The bus depot has a huge job, and it can be difficult to manage to track all the buses and drivers needed to 

provided services to so many children each day.  But we do know how to do this better, if children need to take the bus.  It is very difficult for parents to 

hear consistent information about why a bus has not reached a student’s stop with the current situation.  In addition, many parents have been so pleased 

that the Ride On Bus has been more available to our students this year.  That has helped families who fall just under the radius for county bus availability.  I 

fully support continuing that service to our families.

6. Growth 6. Answers

6.1 ENROLLMENT. With MCPS enrollment growing at 2,000 to 3,000 students per year,  

what is your commitment to ensuring capacity keeps pace with growth, and class sizes do 

not increase?

6.1 It is critical that we correctly plan to prevent overcrowding in our schools.  We need transparency on decisions being made on selecting schools for 

major capital projects. How are the KFI data determined to correctly predict which schools will be over-capacity? The funds need to be strategically spent to 

help all our schools. We will also need to advocate for increase in State and Capital budgets.  My commitment is to look at all available sources of data and 

to develop strong relationships with the Planning Board and community members.  I will do my own analysis of internal and consultant data and speak with 

experts available to me.  I will also seek innovative approaches to this problem from relationships that I develop with other stakeholders throughout the 

state.
6.2 PLANNING. How would you balance the need for additional seats/need for additional 

classrooms with the inventory of current buildings MCPS owns/leases?

6.2 Looking at the budget, I see an opportunity for fiscally responsible spending by more effective management. We can maintain a balanced budget while 

supporting academic excellence and expanding resources for our students. The planning of education resources should be informed by research and 

evaluation results as well as strategic objectives to guide the planning process. There is need to use data and evaluation results in the budgeting process 

and to adopt efficient ways to support the achievement of equity objectives through school funding mechanisms.  I would like to see how we can best 

utilize our existing capacity and match it with the programs in most demand.  For example, I would put highly sought out magnet programs in areas where 

there is capacity that is hard to fill.  In addition, think it’s important to make use of properties in MCPS inventory that were previously closed, and renovate 

and improve them where we can to provide more capacity.

6.3 SUBDIVISION. In the next Subdivision Staging Policy revision, would you support a 

dedicated fund for school land acquisition, financed in part by land developers?

6.3 Yes, I would.  It is important during these tough economic times, and when we have an ever-growing student population, to bring in private funding as 

long as it is not tied to promises to developers.  We must put our students’ needs first. The growth in residential land development necessitates that we be 

visionary in our strategy to ensure capacity keeps pace with growth. 
6.4 PROFESSIONAL SHORTAGES. How will you support MCPS leadership in addressing 

support professional shortages (bus drivers, security staff, IT, paraeducators, sign 

language interpreters, etc.) and the overuse of temporary part-time positions?

6.4 School support professionals are an integral part of our school system.  Our bus drivers in particular are a huge part of our children’s daily lives.  Security 

personnel provide our children daily supervision and monitoring. Our IT staff are critical.  Our paraeducators support so many different students.  Each of 

these valued members of our school community should be offered the opportunity to convert to full-time employees, or at least be able to earn enough 

hours that they can be provided with important health and other benefits that their families need.  I would support career training programs in our schools, 

to mentor potential candidates for these positions.  Further, I would have the best of those employees in these positions encourage and mentor others who 

might be interested in filling them.  In addition to advocating for increased funding, we need to be fiscally responsible by improving management of our 

budget. Looking at the details of the budget proposed by the Superintendent, I see many opportunities for re-allocation.

7. Policy 7. Answers

7.1 MCPS POLICIES. What, if any, MCPS policies/regulations do you see proposing for 

revision in your first year in office?

7.1 If I am fortunate to be elected, during my first year, I will do my best to visit every school to hear the concerns of students, parents, staff and educators. 

To close the opportunity gap, we need to have a whole student approach. A one-size-fits-all approach to classroom education is not effective. To improve 

the quality of schools for all students, we need to identify the root causes of challenges faced by our children so that we can improve the quality of all 

schools. Additionally, it is critical to have input from students, parents and educators on how well the superintendent and the board of education are 

addressing the issues.  I would craft policies based on gathering first-hand data in this fashion and implementing evidence-based solutions. We have strong 

needs in MCPS right now like the achievement gap, need for more buildings, mental health and student safety to name just a few.  In my first year I would 

focus on the issues at hand in the county before dedicating time to altering MSDE policies.

7.2 MSDE POLICIES. What, if any, MSDE policies would you advocate for changing in your 

first year in office?

7.2 There are several issues that I would be advocating for; however, I would first want to hear from the students, parents and teachers on what is 

important to them.
7.3 CHILD PROTECTION. How effective do you think MCPS is in addressing child protection 

concerns? Would you recommend any changes to policies and procedures to better 

prevent and respond to such concerns?

7.3 Far more protections need to be put in place. One challenge seems to be that there are typically numerous doors for fire egress requirements in each 

school, and that often people prop doors open throughout the day to be able to go in and out with ease without having to go back through the more 

secured front doors.  I don’t know of any schools that use metal detector doors, and that is one way to ensure that we minimize the risk of individuals 

carrying weapons into schools.  A top security concern is the nearly complete lack of consistent response to illegal drug sales and use in most middle and 

high schools.  There seems to be little uniformity as to how security guards, SROs, administrators or teachers address students who vape, use opioids, or 

are caught with marijuana or other drugs. A drug-filled school environment is not a safe or healthy place for our students.

7.4 SUSTAINABILITY. What responsibility do you think the school system has in addressing 

and Responding to environmental sustainability issues? Would you recommend any 

specific changes to curricula, buildings, and operations to address climate change?

7.4 Our newest buildings should be built to be as energy efficient as possible, and not be pollution intensive. The schools I visit rarely seem to reduce use of 

plastic and paper, turn off lights when not needed, replace regular bulbs with environmentally friendly lights, and overall rarely reduce, re-use, replace, 

repair or refuse items.  All our schools could use more sustainable approaches and recycling friendly policies.  MCPS should have transparent reports on 

their energy use and efficiency. We should be moving toward electronic buses as fast as possible, to reduce further carbon emissions.  Montgomery County 

Students on Climate have created an excellent Advocacy Brief. They have found that each electric bus would save our schools about $2,000 a year in fuel 

costs and $4,400 in maintenance.
7.5 RESTORATIVE JUSTICE. Do you believe that a policy is needed to address how best to 

balance school safety and discipline with restorative justice practices? Why or why not?

7.5 Anything we can do to ensure fairer disciplinary practices that do not include a zero-tolerance policy will help our school communities.  We know from 

recent research that brown and black students, as well as special education students, unfairly face the brunt of most school discipline in all of our schools, in 

spite of the fact that these student populations do not make up the majority of the students by demographic analysis.  We also know that students who end 

up in disciplinary trouble are in need of more counseling, coaching, mentoring and adult attention.  Judiciously used, restorative justice can be a helpful 

approach.
7.6 BOUNDARY ANALYSIS. What do you think should be the next step(s) for the 

Countywide Boundary Analysis after the consultant’s final report is provided to the BOE?

7.6 The next steps of the boundary analysis need to be more creative and far greater community participation as we strive to make changes within our 

school systems that will help ensure our students are ready to take on the challenges their futures will hold, and be successful throughout their lives. I was 

at the recent meeting by the Association of Black Democrats and heard a lot of feedback about the lack of adequate community inclusion in this process. 

We need to pay attention to the quote, “Nothing About Me Without Me.”
7.7 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What is your position on how boundary changes should 

be proposed, considered, implemented and reviewed by MCPS, and how frequently they 

should occur? Should there be boundary reviews at set time intervals, or only on an as as-

needed basis?

7.7 All school systems that experience a growth in population need to review school utilization and capacity vs. demand on a timely basis, to ensure 

appropriate allocation of resources.  Boundary studies may or may not be what is needed.  There are other ways to address school utilization and capacity 

planning (see my response to 6.2).

7.8 KIRWAN: THE BLUEPRINT FOR MARYLAND’S FUTURE. The implementation of Kirwan: 

The Blueprint for Maryland’s Future includes the community schools model. Do you 

support having school councils implemented as part of this model? Please elaborate on 

your reasons for or against having them.

7.8 Any organization, including what I take to be a school council, that provides for candid, forthright, and participative input from community stakeholders 

to strengthen our schools would be welcome.  We are sorely lacking in such discussion forums currently.  School administrators operate in near silos away 

from open discussions with teacher and staff communities, and from parent and student communities.  The BOE and MCPS as a whole operate almost in 

isolation from parent and student input.  If school councils would breach this gap, it would be important to implement.
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Question Stephen Austin
1. State Funding & Policies 1. Answers

1.1  GIFTED & TALENTED (GT) REGULATIONS. How will you ensure that GT COMAR 

regulations are upheld in every school in MCPS? 

1.1 The current requirements through various MCPS policies are quite descriptive of how the oversight for this should be achieved.  It depends heavily on 

the superintendent, principals, and somewhat on teachers.  As a board member, I will push for transparency on how that is being implemented.  I also think 

we need to improve how we identify gifted students in populations that have historically been underrepresented, as we also grow the number of seats.

1.2 ACCELERATED & ENRICHED INSTRUCTION (AEI). Do you feel the MCPS AEI group is 

sufficiently staffed to create, update, maintain and oversee all choice, magnet and local GT 

programming in addition to ensuring COMAR is upheld in all? They are currently 

responsible for 39,000 students.         

1.2 There are probably more than 39,000 students in MCPS who could benefit from accelerated or enriched instruction.  Streamlining the programs more, 

and giving AEI more control over the programs could help.  Oversight (OSSI) and AEI should also work more closely together.

1.3 KIRWAN FUNDING. Do you support any of the tax bills being proposed by the 

Maryland State Legislature, including an assessment of sales tax on professional services, 

as a means to fund the KIRWAN Commission initiatives? Please elaborate on your reasons 

for your support and/or non-support.

1.3 The reality of the situation is that Maryland has to come up with $4bn per year after implementation to fund the initiatives.  The revenue needs to come 

from somewhere.  I think all options should be on the table, but I also think we should look to be more creative.  How can we spur economic activity that 

would generate more tax revenue organically?  University of Maryland has a top Computer Science program, yet we have very few incubation or venture 

capital initiatives in place to encourage a local innovation economy similar to cities like Austin, TX, Pittsburgh, PA, Boston, MA.

2. Capital Improvements 2. Answers

Background: MCPS has ~$800,000,000 of proposed new/addition projects and 

~$800,000,000 of maintenance backlog.  

2.1 SPENDING AFFORDABILITY GUIDELINES. What measures should be taken to finance 

MCPS’s growing capital improvement needs— both upgrades to aging infrastructure and 

capacity expansion? Should school construction take a backseat to other County 

infrastructure priorities?

2.1 I am a firm believer in both upgrades and expansion.  We have a 14,000 seat deficit over the next 5-6 years, and we need to build room for those 

students.  One good outcome of the recent market reaction to Corona fears is the market cost of debt has been significantly reduced.  MoCo’s current 

weighted average yield to maturity is 4%.  The 10 year bond is now at 0.7%.  Perhaps the County could retire expensive debt and reissue at much lower 

yields.  This could facilitate accelerating the CIP timeline.
2.2 NON-TRADITIONAL FACILITIES. There are areas in the County that are lacking available 

parcels of land with adequate square footage to fit traditional school facilities, including 

outdoor space. Would you consider having MCPS use or build non-traditional facilities to 

house traditional and/or non-traditional facilities and/or programs? If so, please provide 

an example of what you would consider?

2.2 This sounds like a density question.  My family and I used to live in lower Manhattan which is also severely constrained in its land parcels.  My daughter 

attended a new school called PS 276, which is an elementary and middle school combined (rare in NYC) in a very vertical structure.  In fact, the playground 

is in a breezeway on the 3rd floor of the building, and they have a greenhouse on the 5th floor.  The structure worked very well and the kids loved the 

building.  I think MCPS could do something in a similar direction.

3. Comunication and Addressing Equity 3. Answers

3.1 ACHIEVING EQUITY. What measures should be put in place to ensure every child 

(regardless of disability, geography, socio-economic conditions, ethnicity, or other factors) 

receives high quality instruction to meet his/her potential?

3.1 I could write pages on this, but at a high level, we need to have less of a “one size fits all” approach to some of the more challenged schools.  We have 

examples of programs and approaches that have resulted in higher performance in high poverty schools (Leleck at Broad Acres and Gaithersburg Elem), and 

we should study the best practices of these to apply elsewhere.  If newer programs show success, we can slowly scale it with the assumption that each new 

school will have different needs.  Ultimately, an effective principal with empowered teachers can make a huge difference.  We need a hiring process in 

place to make that more of a priority.
3.2 OUTREACH. Does MCPS need to improve its communication with students and 

families? If so, what should MCPS’s priorities be in improving communication?

3.2  Yes.  From the BOE down, the communication style needs to move away from lawyer-speak to actual community engagement, in every language 

parents speak.  Some recent communication problems could have been way better addressed if this were the case.  More text reminders, customized for 

individual families would be great as well.
3.3 TRANSPARENCY. MCPS has published equity accountability models to ensure MCPS is 

transparent about each demographic of each school to assess performance. How should 

this information inform future policy?

3.3 I think the outputs of the model need to consider more variables.  One of the key takeaways from the model, per MCPS, is that low-income students do 

not perform any better in low-impact schools than they do in high-impact schools.  I think we need to explore why that is in more detail.  Are we capturing 

all the data to describe this output?  From what I can tell, ESOL students are blended in with everyone else.  We have 30k students in ESOL, so we should be 

better identifying where language barriers are the issue for overall performance and present that in an effective manner.

3.4 GT OPPORTUNITIES. How will you ensure that GT opportunities, curricula, enrichment 

and professional development are held to uniform standards across all local elementary, 

middle and high schools, as well as regional programs?

3.4 MCPS and BOE should work on a comprehensive, coherent plan instead of piecemeal development and rushed implementation.  We shouldn’t have a 

bottleneck in middle school magnet seats, etc.

3.5 GT ACCOUNTABILITY. With limited seats available at regional GT centers at every 

grade level, how can MCPS ensure that students who are identified as GT receive 

programming and enrichment that is distributed consistently and equitably throughout 

the magnet programs and within local school settings? How will you ensure accountability 

at the local school level?

3.5 The most important key to achieve that is to increase the available seats and make sure the program is being consistently administered.

3.6 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What do you believe is the proper role of boundary 

adjustments in ensuring that all students receive an excellent and equitable education 

within MCPS?

3.6 The best way to adjust boundaries is to ensure the most kids are able to attend their neighborhood schools as possible (outside of magnet/choice 

programs).  We spend $113m per year on buses, and we should be focused on reducing that.  Temporary classrooms, while not ideal, cost about half as 

much per student as busing.  Statistically, buses are much less safe vs keeping kids local, not to mention the environmental and traffic impacts.

4. Health and Wellness 4. Answers

4.1 DIVERSITY & INCLUSION. Describe your commitment to fostering a climate of cultural 

sensitivity and tolerance. Please discuss what steps MCPS should take to ensure every 

student feels safe, respected, and valued for being exactly who he/she is.

4.1 I fully support respecting everyone’s culture and dignity.  I think MCPS takes this pretty seriously already, but needs to find funds to increase its mental 

health staff in order to really get there.  The ratio of students to mental health professionals is unacceptable.  The kinds of pressures kids face today require 

extreme attention and care.

4.2 STANDARDS. How should regulations be used to advance school standards in areas 

ranging from physical and mental health & wellness to digital safety and Wi-Fi exposure?

4.2 MCPS should develop minimum standards in these areas, at least - particularly around mental health services.  On digital safety, while at school, MCPS 

should limit cell phone usage during classes.  This may require significantly more advanced measures than are currently in place.

4.3 HEALTH/NUTRITION. Should health and nutrition education be better integrated into 

MCPS curricula? How might this impact MCPS’ Food and Nutrition Division practices and 

policies?

4.3 Yes.  Healthy kids perform better.  Also, cafeteria services need a serious overhaul.  We live in a society where food options are healthier, cheaper and 

tastier than ever.  MCPS needs to improve in this area.

4.4 MENTAL HEALTH. Please describe your commitment to ensuring adequate mental 

health and counseling services for MCPS students.

4.4 100% commitment.  I know we are severely lacking in mental health staff.  I have heard 1800:1 student to staff ratios.  This is completely unacceptable.  

We also need to focus more on removing the stigmas associated with seeking help.

4.5 BE WELL 365. What is your take on Be Well 365? Where do you see it working and 

what steps do you think need to be taken to implement it more effectively?

4.5 It is an ambitious program with goals that I support.  We need more focus on mental and emotional health, and on physical fitness.  Not all kids love PE, 

but we need more opportunities for kids to be active in engaging ways.
5. School Climate and Safety 5. Answers

5.1 POLICE/MCPS. Do you believe the current SRO (School Resource Officer) staffing is 

adequate in our middle and high schools? Would you recommend any changes in SRO 

staffing? How would you propose funding any proposed additional SRO staffing? Would 

you propose any amendments to the MoU between MCPS and MCPD?

5.1 I think it depends on the school.  If there are high levels of crime that put the students at risk, we should look at the option of increasing SRO presence.  

We definitely should have a minimum level.  We just had a county bill to add more funding fail, so I’m not sure how else that could be accomplished.  I 

would not amend the MoU.

5.2 SCHOOL CLIMATE. What is your take on school climate, how it is measured, and what 

steps MCPS might take to improve it?

5.2 I believe MCPS needs to get a better system to monitor air quality for ultrafine particles (produced from diesel engines), particularly at schools that are 

near heavy vehicular traffic.  Research shows that ultrafine particle exposure may be linked to brain cancer.  In schools with unacceptable levels, higher 

quality air filtration should be installed.
5.3 DISCIPLINE. What is your understanding of MCPS’s approach to discipline? Would you 

recommend	 any changes?

5.3 I am generally in support of current discipline approaches.  I think Restorative Justice programs need to be properly administered and monitored.  I 

believe these methods can be successful if followed correctly.

5.4 MOBILE DEVICES. MCPS sanctions the use of personal mobile devices in middle and 

high school; some teachers/administrators treat the device use as a reward for good 

behavior. Do you agree with MCPS’s current practice or favor an “Away for the Day” 

model that requires students to keep their mobile devices in their lockers during 

instructional periods?

5.4  I absolutely support keeping kids off devices during the school day.  Device addiction is a big problem.  I realize kids want access during off-time, but 

less is more.

5.5 ADA COMPLIANCE. How will you ensure that MCPS is in full compliance with Maryland 

House Bill HB1061, which requires local schools to update their emergency plans to 

accommodate, evacuate and safeguard students, staff and visitors with disabilities?

5.5 Every school should be in full compliance at all times.  If there are structural barriers to these plans, these need to be addressed promptly.  Maintenance 

staff should be accountable for this.

5.6 PEDESTRIAN SAFETY. Proposed state bill (HB615) would require all school projects 

that use state funds for the construction of a new school or the renovation of or an 

addition to an existing school that would increase the capacity by more than 100 students, 

to submit a pedestrian safety plan identifying safe routes for students to walk or bike to 

school. Would you support new vision zero policies that review the placement of bus 

stops, crosswalks, walking paths, speed limits, lights, and signs to create a school zone for 

children to arrive and depart from school more safely?

5.6 I absolutely would support that.  Pedestrian safety is critical.  Montgomery County is not a pedestrian friendly place in general, so MCPS should do 

everything it can to help improve that.
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6. Growth 6. Answers

6.1 ENROLLMENT. With MCPS enrollment growing at 2,000 to 3,000 students per year,  

what is your commitment to ensuring capacity keeps pace with growth, and class sizes do 

not increase?

6.1 My commitment is to work as an advocate to make sure our schools are upgraded with extra capacity to keep pace with enrollment.  I will work to 

secure CIP funding for the schools most in need of addressing these issues.

6.2 PLANNING. How would you balance the need for additional seats/need for additional 

classrooms with the inventory of current buildings MCPS owns/leases?

6.2 Since diversity is now required to be the top priority of Policy FAA, we are quite limited from pursuing options that balance the available space from 

strictly a capacity perspective.  When we look at the schools at overcapacity that border under capacity schools, there are very few situations that would 

also balance FARMs rates at the same time.  The current CIP schedule, if approved, would create 14,000 seats.  This looks to cover most of the capacity 

issues over the next 5-6 years.  We will have to conduct boundary studies along the way, but we should aim to keep kids as close to home as possible in so 

doing.
6.3 SUBDIVISION. In the next Subdivision Staging Policy revision, would you support a 

dedicated fund for school land acquisition, financed in part by land developers?

6.3 Yes.  Developers need to have more skin in the game. 

6.4 PROFESSIONAL SHORTAGES. How will you support MCPS leadership in addressing 

support professional shortages (bus drivers, security staff, IT, paraeducators, sign 

language interpreters, etc.) and the overuse of temporary part-time positions?

6.4 One way would be to reduce the need for more bus drivers.  Current proposals to balance out FARMs rates with capacity would likely require MORE 

buses.  We cannot afford this in the current revenue environment.  Reducing bus costs would free up more funds to hire other staff.  In addition, we need a 

full operational audit of MCPS and IG oversight to help increase efficiency.  This too would free more funds for hiring.

7. Policy 7. Answers

7.1 MCPS POLICIES. What, if any, MCPS policies/regulations do you see proposing for 

revision in your first year in office?

7.1 Policy FAA should be reversed to equally balance the four criteria.  Increased diversity is absolutely something we should strive for, when feasible, but 

we need more flexibility for each individual situation.  Many communities deeply value neighborhood schools, and we should be able to consider those 

options.  I will also work to change Policy JEE, if passed in its current form.  There is no reason to exclude sibling COSAs for separations caused by boundary 

changes.
7.2 MSDE POLICIES. What, if any, MSDE policies would you advocate for changing in your 

first year in office?

7.2 MSDE is a complex organization, but I fully align with its stated goal of making ALL the schools the best they can be.  For MCPS, one issue that I think 

needs more development is the trades career track.  My father was a machinist and metal trades teacher, and my brother is an electrician.  I have deep 

respect for the trades and think we should give the kids who want to pursue that career the best tools available.

7.3 CHILD PROTECTION. How effective do you think MCPS is in addressing child protection 

concerns? Would you recommend any changes to policies and procedures to better 

prevent and respond to such concerns?

7.3 I think MCPS does the best it can, but there have been some high profile bullying and sexual abuse cases.  I think we should strive to get those as close 

to zero as possible.  We certainly should not allow violent criminals to attend school with the general population after committing those crimes.

7.4 SUSTAINABILITY. What responsibility do you think the school system has in addressing 

and Responding to environmental sustainability issues? Would you recommend any 

specific changes to curricula, buildings, and operations to address climate change?

7.4 I think we should avoid putting more diesel engine buses on the roads unnecessarily.  Diesel engines produce ultrafine particles that are linked to brain 

cancer, and many other horrible pollutants.  Electric buses are a better option, but they are 2x the price.  We should also constantly strive to make our 

buildings as green as possible.

7.5 RESTORATIVE JUSTICE. Do you believe that a policy is needed to address how best to 

balance school safety and discipline with restorative justice practices? Why or why not?

7.5 Yes.  Restorative Justice is most effective when it is correctly applied.  But if a student is not showing positive results, we should have other options.

7.6 BOUNDARY ANALYSIS. What do you think should be the next step(s) for the 

Countywide Boundary Analysis after the consultant’s final report is provided to the BOE?

7.6 Nothing until Policy FAA is reversed.  If that is not possible, the WXY tool needs to be made 100% available to the public, with full transparency.  The tool 

should only be applied for boundary studies from new capacity going forward, or where communities are asking for it.

7.7 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What is your position on how boundary changes should 

be proposed, considered, implemented and reviewed by MCPS, and how frequently they 

should occur? Should there be boundary reviews at set time intervals, or only on an as as-

needed basis?

7.7 Boundary changes should be enacted as infrequently as possible.  Moving kids from their neighborhoods and support networks is known to cause 

trauma.  With our currently deficient mental health staffing, this could be a major problem.  Changes should only occur during boundary studies where new 

capacity needs to be distributed, or where communities are overwhelmingly asking for it.

7.8 KIRWAN: THE BLUEPRINT FOR MARYLAND’S FUTURE. The implementation of Kirwan: 

The Blueprint for Maryland’s Future includes the community schools model. Do you 

support having school councils implemented as part of this model? Please elaborate on 

your reasons for or against having them.

7.8 Yes.  Communities with higher concentrations of poverty can greatly benefit from these services.  It is another example of why neighborhood schools 

are a strength.  The achievement gap is best addressed in early childhood, and I believe some of the Blueprint initiatives go a long way there.
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Question Anil Chaudhry
1. State Funding & Policies 1. Answers

1.1  GIFTED & TALENTED (GT) REGULATIONS. How will you ensure that GT COMAR 

regulations are upheld in every school in MCPS? 

1.1 Gifted and talented students are found in all Maryland schools and in all cultural, ethnic, and economic groups. Each local school system is required to 

establish an equitable process for identifying gifted and talented students in accordance with Education Article, §8-201, Annotated Code of Maryland. Each 

school district is required to use equitable and universal screening using multiple indicators of potential, ability, and achievement from an annually 

reviewed Maryland State Department of Education approved list of assessments and checklists. Each local school systems is required to report on GT 

programs in their consolidated local Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) plan to include the specific process used to identify gifted and talented students in 

an equitable manner. I will work collaboratively with my peers on the Board of Education to ensure that the results of the tri-annual peer-review of MCPS 

systems’ gifted and talented identification, programs, and services in publicly posted to the MCPS website along with the annual report on the status and 

progress of gifted and talented students submitted to the Maryland State Board of Education.

1.2 ACCELERATED & ENRICHED INSTRUCTION (AEI). Do you feel the MCPS AEI group is 

sufficiently staffed to create, update, maintain and oversee all choice, magnet and local GT 

programming in addition to ensuring COMAR is upheld in all? They are currently 

responsible for 39,000 students.         

1.2 I, as most parents, do not have access to the core data regarding the resource management strategy of the MCPS AEI group. Although, more FTE 

(people) resources on individualized accelerated and enriched instruction are always beneficial, I would recommend allocating additional resources to 

ensure transparency and accessibility for the AEi curriculum with strategies such as a "Train the Trainer (T3)" model by which MCPS could expand access 

through community groups, non-profits, PTA's, or family based instruction.
1.3 KIRWAN FUNDING. Do you support any of the tax bills being proposed by the 

Maryland State Legislature, including an assessment of sales tax on professional services, 

as a means to fund the KIRWAN Commission initiatives? Please elaborate on your reasons 

for your support and/or non-support.

1.3 No, I do not support any of the tax bills at this time. We need to ensure that we have strong resource accountability measures in place before going 

down a "tax and spend" road that has not worked in past. This includes haphazard implementation of initiatives recommended by the Thornton Commission 

and the Gaming Commission that have not resulted in any improved educational outcomes. The tax bills as written and presented by the Maryland State 

Legislature will disproportionate impact middle class families with children in MCPS schools. I would support additional funding through increases taxes 

after strong consequence based accountability measures are put in place to ensure all additional resources provided by hardworking Maryland families are 

not wasted.
2. Capital Improvements 2. Answers

Background: MCPS has ~$800,000,000 of proposed new/addition projects and 

~$800,000,000 of maintenance backlog.  

2.1 SPENDING AFFORDABILITY GUIDELINES. What measures should be taken to finance 

MCPS’s growing capital improvement needs— both upgrades to aging infrastructure and 

capacity expansion? Should school construction take a backseat to other County 

infrastructure priorities?

2.1 I believe that  school construction should never take a backseat to other County infrastructure priorities and the only way to ensure that school facilities 

funding is integrated in county infrastructure planning is for MCPS to divest itself from activities that are not inherently educational in nature to include 

facilities construction, maintenance, and improvement. The core competency of MCPS is to educate our children and one of the reasons why MCPS is failing 

to do so is because approximately 48% of MCPS staff is doing things other than educating our children.

2.2 NON-TRADITIONAL FACILITIES. There are areas in the County that are lacking available 

parcels of land with adequate square footage to fit traditional school facilities, including 

outdoor space. Would you consider having MCPS use or build non-traditional facilities to 

house traditional and/or non-traditional facilities and/or programs? If so, please provide 

an example of what you would consider?

2.2 As a parent with background in architecture, urban planning, and multi-functional logistics, I am a very big fan of multi-use facilities. I would encourage 

the development of "vertical" schools with below ground parking, open air atriums at the ground level, multi-use facilities (convertible gym / arena stage / 

concert halls) on lower levels, classrooms and offices on lower middle levels, and flex use support facilities (labs, media centers, and rooftop garden) on 

upper levels. I would put these new schools in dense multi-use corridors to encourage smart and sustainable urban growth.

3. Comunication and Addressing Equity 3. Answers

3.1 ACHIEVING EQUITY. What measures should be put in place to ensure every child 

(regardless of disability, geography, socio-economic conditions, ethnicity, or other factors) 

receives high quality instruction to meet his/her potential?

3.1 As a parent of three children attending local schools in Montgomery County, I want to improve educational outcomes for all children in the county using 

meaningful data driven input from all local families, communities, and educators. My inclusive agenda includes parents, community members, and 

educators working together to improve educational outcomes for all children. Parents in the county have a meaningful and equitable voice in the 

educational choices for their children; local community stakeholders have a meaningful and equitable voice in the education choices that impact local 

quality of life and civic engagement; and educators in Montgomery County Public School have adequate and appropriate resources to improve educational 

outcomes for all children in a fiscally responsible and economically sustainable way. This begins with transparency at MCPS driven by BoE leadership. The 

BoE is not a "rubber stamp" for MCPS; BoE members serve to provide executive oversight over measures put in place to ensure every child (regardless of 

disability, geography, socio-economic conditions, ethnicity, or other factors) receives high quality instruction to meet his/her potential. As a BOE member, I 

would have advocated for and negotiated stronger contact with the superintendent that had accountability measures built into it.

3.2 OUTREACH. Does MCPS need to improve its communication with students and 

families? If so, what should MCPS’s priorities be in improving communication?

3.2  Yes, MCPS and the BoE needs to improve communication with parents, guardians, community stakeholders, and teachers. In its current form, both the 

MCPS and BoE are "tone deaf" because of the way BoE elections are held in this county and all countywide issues are judged through a "purity test" of 

stakeholders in the down-county crescent area. MCPS and the BoE have not done themselves any service by publicly disparaging parents and community 

members both on and off the record. MCPS and the BoE cannot build trust with the community after MPIA requests have members on record for 

"punishing white privilege" or "destroying the W schools". MCPS and the BoE, in collaboration with both the county council and county government should 

immediately establish a centralized location where all parents, community members, and teachers could look at MCPS data in a holistic manner. In addition, 

MPCS should make a concerted effort to have written transcripts with electronic translation services for each session of open meetings to ensure 

community members can fully participate in MPCS engagements. 

3.3 TRANSPARENCY. MCPS has published equity accountability models to ensure MCPS is 

transparent about each demographic of each school to assess performance. How should 

this information inform future policy?

3.3 I will work collaboratively with my peers on the Board of Education to ensure that the results of all of MCPS systems’ equity programs and services are 

publicly posted to the MCPS website along with the annual report on the status and progress of underrepresented students submitted to the Maryland 

State Board of Education.
3.4 GT OPPORTUNITIES. How will you ensure that GT opportunities, curricula, enrichment 

and professional development are held to uniform standards across all local elementary, 

middle and high schools, as well as regional programs?

3.4 I would recommend allocating additional resources to ensure transparency and accessibility for the GT curriculum with strategies such as a "Train the 

Trainer (T3)" model by which MCPS could expand access through community groups, non-profits, PTA's, or family based instruction. Having a publicly 

available GT curriculum will ensure that all GT programs are  held to uniform standards across all local elementary, middle and high schools, as well as 

regional programs. 
3.5 GT ACCOUNTABILITY. With limited seats available at regional GT centers at every 

grade level, how can MCPS ensure that students who are identified as GT receive 

programming and enrichment that is distributed consistently and equitably throughout 

the magnet programs and within local school settings? How will you ensure accountability 

at the local school level?

3.5 Gifted and talented students are found in all Maryland schools and in all cultural, ethnic, and economic groups. Each local school system is required to 

establish an equitable process for identifying gifted and talented students in accordance with Education Article, §8-201, Annotated Code of Maryland. Each 

school district is required to use equitable and universal screening using multiple indicators of potential, ability, and achievement from an annually 

reviewed Maryland State Department of Education approved list of assessments and checklists. Each local school systems is required to report on GT 

programs in their consolidated local Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) plan to include the specific process used to identify gifted and talented students in 

an equitable manner. I will work collaboratively with my peers on the Board of Education to ensure that the results of the tri-annual peer-review of MCPS 

systems’ gifted and talented identification, programs, and services in publicly posted to the MCPS website along with the annual report on the status and 

progress of gifted and talented students submitted to the Maryland State Board of Education.

3.6 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What do you believe is the proper role of boundary 

adjustments in ensuring that all students receive an excellent and equitable education 

within MCPS?

3.6 The BoE should engage in systemic and predictable boundary adjustment process on a recurring basis. I would work with my peers on the BoE to ensure 

that an independent committee that included local community members conducted a county wide boundary study every three years. In addition, I would 

ensure that each boundary analysis was contiguous, compact, and limited in scope to ensure  all students receive an excellent and equitable education 

within MCPS.
4. Health and Wellness 4. Answers

4.1 DIVERSITY & INCLUSION. Describe your commitment to fostering a climate of cultural 

sensitivity and tolerance. Please discuss what steps MCPS should take to ensure every 

student feels safe, respected, and valued for being exactly who he/she is.

4.1 I believe that  fostering a climate of cultural sensitivity and tolerance is a joint responsibility of a family, community, and teacher. MCPS should provide 

consistent tools, toolkits, and training to parents, community members, and teachers on a recurring basis. I would also support additional SRO's in all 

schools and also increase diversity and inclusion training for SRO's including training for cultural competence and de-escalation training.

4.2 STANDARDS. How should regulations be used to advance school standards in areas 

ranging from physical and mental health & wellness to digital safety and Wi-Fi exposure?

4.2 We already have enough regulations - we don't need more. Legislating every breath everyone takes is not an answer or panacea to common sense 

solutions at the local level. We can leverage existing federal and state regulations to  advance school standards in areas ranging from physical and mental 

health & wellness to digital safety and Wi-Fi exposure. 
4.3 HEALTH/NUTRITION. Should health and nutrition education be better integrated into 

MCPS curricula? How might this impact MCPS’ Food and Nutrition Division practices and 

policies?

4.3 We already have enough regulations - we don't need more. Legislating every breath everyone takes is not an answer or panacea to common sense 

solutions at the local level. I would recommend MCPS have cooking and nutrition classes where families, community members, and teachers can participate 

and learn from one another.
4.4 MENTAL HEALTH. Please describe your commitment to ensuring adequate mental 

health and counseling services for MCPS students.

4.4 Mental health of children is important. I would recommend that teachers and administrators get appropriate training on federal and state standards to 

ensure adequate and sustainable mental health and counseling services are available for MCPS students. 

4.5 BE WELL 365. What is your take on Be Well 365? Where do you see it working and 

what steps do you think need to be taken to implement it more effectively?

4.5 I agree with Dr. Smith that academic success is directly related to the physical, social and psychological well-being of every one of our students. Students 

perform better academically when they are healthy in body, mind and spirit. We should find ways where families, community members, and teachers can 

participate and learn from one another.
5. School Climate and Safety 5. Answers

5.1 POLICE/MCPS. Do you believe the current SRO (School Resource Officer) staffing is 

adequate in our middle and high schools? Would you recommend any changes in SRO 

staffing? How would you propose funding any proposed additional SRO staffing? Would 

you propose any amendments to the MoU between MCPS and MCPD?

5.1 I would also support additional SRO's in all schools and also increase diversity and inclusion training for SRO's including training for cultural competence 

and de-escalation training. 
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5.2 SCHOOL CLIMATE. What is your take on school climate, how it is measured, and what 

steps MCPS might take to improve it?

5.2 School climate is a reflection of the students, parents, community members, and educators at a point in time and at a particular place. We need to 

measure climate once a quarter with focus on  students, parents, community members, and educators in each quarter. 

5.3 DISCIPLINE. What is your understanding of MCPS’s approach to discipline? Would you 

recommend	 any changes?

5.3 I would focus on de-escalation and use a variation of the Douglass Factor test such as a points based system to ensure consistency in discipline.  The 

following relevant factors must be considered in determining the severity of the discipline:  (1) The nature and seriousness of the offense, and its relation to 

the students duties, position, and responsibilities, including whether the offense was intentional or technical or inadvertent, or was committed maliciously 

or for gain, or was frequently repeated; (2) the students level and type of education;(3) the students past disciplinary record; (4) the students past academic 

record; (5) the effect of the offense upon the students ability to perform at a satisfactory level and its effect upon other students; (6) consistency of the 

penalty with those imposed upon other students for the same or similar offenses; (7) consistency of the penalty with any applicable mcps table of penalties; 

(8) the notoriety of the offense or its impact upon the reputation of mcps; (9) the clarity with which the student was on notice of any rules that were 

violated in committing the offense, or had been warned about the conduct in question; (10) the potential for the students rehabilitation; (11) mitigating 

circumstances surrounding the offense such as unusual home tensions, personality problems, mental impairment, harassment, or bad faith, malice or 

provocation on the part of others involved in the matter; and (12) the adequacy and effectiveness of alternative sanctions to deter such conduct in the 

future by the student or others. 

5.4 MOBILE DEVICES. MCPS sanctions the use of personal mobile devices in middle and 

high school; some teachers/administrators treat the device use as a reward for good 

behavior. Do you agree with MCPS’s current practice or favor an “Away for the Day” 

model that requires students to keep their mobile devices in their lockers during 

instructional periods?

5.4  I agree with MCPS’s current practice or favor an “Away for the Day” model that requires students to keep their mobile devices in their lockers during 

instructional periods.

5.5 ADA COMPLIANCE. How will you ensure that MCPS is in full compliance with Maryland 

House Bill HB1061, which requires local schools to update their emergency plans to 

accommodate, evacuate and safeguard students, staff and visitors with disabilities?

5.5 By providing executive oversight and asking for on the record meetings with MCPS staff.

5.6 PEDESTRIAN SAFETY. Proposed state bill (HB615) would require all school projects 

that use state funds for the construction of a new school or the renovation of or an 

addition to an existing school that would increase the capacity by more than 100 students, 

to submit a pedestrian safety plan identifying safe routes for students to walk or bike to 

school. Would you support new vision zero policies that review the placement of bus 

stops, crosswalks, walking paths, speed limits, lights, and signs to create a school zone for 

children to arrive and depart from school more safely?

5.6 Yes ... as long as it done in a fiscally prudent and sustainable way without impacting safety or violating any existing laws.

6. Growth 6. Answers

6.1 ENROLLMENT. With MCPS enrollment growing at 2,000 to 3,000 students per year,  

what is your commitment to ensuring capacity keeps pace with growth, and class sizes do 

not increase?

6.1 Ensure all school have equitable access to mcps and community resources. Adopt technology to provide asymetric instruction to students. Rethink how 

a model school should look.

6.2 PLANNING. How would you balance the need for additional seats/need for additional 

classrooms with the inventory of current buildings MCPS owns/leases?

6.2 By being transparent with the community about mcps resources.

6.3 SUBDIVISION. In the next Subdivision Staging Policy revision, would you support a 

dedicated fund for school land acquisition, financed in part by land developers?

6.3 No, i would support a working capital fund instead.

6.4 PROFESSIONAL SHORTAGES. How will you support MCPS leadership in addressing 

support professional shortages (bus drivers, security staff, IT, paraeducators, sign 

language interpreters, etc.) and the overuse of temporary part-time positions?

6.4 I would take a clean look at core and non-core services across mcps and divest of non-core services to that mcsp can address professional shortages in 

core occupations. 

7. Policy 7. Answers

7.1 MCPS POLICIES. What, if any, MCPS policies/regulations do you see proposing for 

revision in your first year in office?

7.1 none

7.2 MSDE POLICIES. What, if any, MSDE policies would you advocate for changing in your 

first year in office?

7.2 none

7.3 CHILD PROTECTION. How effective do you think MCPS is in addressing child protection 

concerns? Would you recommend any changes to policies and procedures to better 

prevent and respond to such concerns?

7.3 NO ... MCPS NEEDS TO ADDRESS THIS LAX ATTITUDE TO THE RAPE OF CHILDREN IMMEDIATELY. I WOULD RECOMMEND THE IMMEDIATE TERMINATION 

OF DR. SMITH IF ANOTHER CHILD IS RAPED WHILE UNDER THE CARE OF MCPS. 

7.4 SUSTAINABILITY. What responsibility do you think the school system has in addressing 

and Responding to environmental sustainability issues? Would you recommend any 

specific changes to curricula, buildings, and operations to address climate change?

7.4 no

7.5 RESTORATIVE JUSTICE. Do you believe that a policy is needed to address how best to 

balance school safety and discipline with restorative justice practices? Why or why not?

7.5 no, we already have enough policies - we don't need more. Legislating every breath everyone takes is not an answer or panacea to common sense 

solutions at the local level. We can leverage existing federal and state regulations to ensure there is a  balance between school safety and discipline that 

uses best practices of the restorative justice methodology.  
7.6 BOUNDARY ANALYSIS. What do you think should be the next step(s) for the 

Countywide Boundary Analysis after the consultant’s final report is provided to the BOE?

7.6 have a community member led commission to engage the community and gather their input on the next steps or path forward.

7.7 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What is your position on how boundary changes should 

be proposed, considered, implemented and reviewed by MCPS, and how frequently they 

should occur? Should there be boundary reviews at set time intervals, or only on an as as-

needed basis?

7.7 county wide school boundaries should be revisited every three years. individual school boundaries should be visited in "off years". in essence year 1 

county boundary analysis, year 2 elementary school boundary changes, year 3 middle and high school boundary changes.

7.8 KIRWAN: THE BLUEPRINT FOR MARYLAND’S FUTURE. The implementation of Kirwan: 

The Blueprint for Maryland’s Future includes the community schools model. Do you 

support having school councils implemented as part of this model? Please elaborate on 

your reasons for or against having them.

7.8 No, I do not support any new programs at this time. We need to ensure that we have strong resource accountability measures in place before going 

down a "tax and spend" road that has not worked in past. This includes haphazard implementation of initiatives recommended by the Thornton Commission 

and the Gaming Commission that have not resulted in any improved educational outcomes. The tax bills as written and presented by the Maryland State 

Legislature will disproportionate impact middle class families with children in MCPS schools. I would support additional programs only after strong 

consequence based accountability measures are put in place to ensure all additional resources provided by hardworking Maryland families are not wasted.
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Question Sunil Dasgupta
1. State Funding & Policies 1. Answers

1.1  GIFTED & TALENTED (GT) REGULATIONS. How will you ensure that GT COMAR 

regulations are upheld in every school in MCPS? 

1.1 First, through professional development. Second, we should strive toward having effective GT liaison in all schools on the parent and the teacher sides. 

Third, by reporting clearly GT-relevant data by school,. Fourth, through professional development of teachers and staff. Lastly, continue universal screening 

and use that process to make school communities GT-aware.
1.2 ACCELERATED & ENRICHED INSTRUCTION (AEI). Do you feel the MCPS AEI group is 

sufficiently staffed to create, update, maintain and oversee all choice, magnet and local GT 

programming in addition to ensuring COMAR is upheld in all? They are currently 

responsible for 39,000 students.         

1.2 Given the large task at hand, there are two possible models: one, is to add more staff to AEI; and the second is to empower all our teachers to represent 

GT-ready and our regular oversight processes to include GT supervision. There are pros and cons for both models. Typically, we have sought a balance 

between the two approaches and the balance to me is contextual based on the type of program, the level of schooling, and the local school resources 

available.
1.3 KIRWAN FUNDING. Do you support any of the tax bills being proposed by the 

Maryland State Legislature, including an assessment of sales tax on professional services, 

as a means to fund the KIRWAN Commission initiatives? Please elaborate on your reasons 

for your support and/or non-support.

1.3 I support the Kirwan Commission’s recommendations and I believe the state and county will have to examine revenue options to fully fund our schools. 

Currently, we are funded for the next few years and really the debate is about the next tranche of spending. Keep in mind that the BOE is not a taxing 

authority. Our work in this regard is persuasive and should directed not only toward elected officials in the county and the state but also toward county and 

state residents who benefit from public education. Of all the candidates running for BOE, however, I have the clearest plan for saving money by rebalancing 

our budget. 
2. Capital Improvements 2. Answers

Background: MCPS has ~$800,000,000 of proposed new/addition projects and 

~$800,000,000 of maintenance backlog.  

2.1 SPENDING AFFORDABILITY GUIDELINES. What measures should be taken to finance 

MCPS’s growing capital improvement needs— both upgrades to aging infrastructure and 

capacity expansion? Should school construction take a backseat to other County 

infrastructure priorities?

2.1 We have a capacity problem in MCPS, but we also have an allocation problem. We have overcrowding in 100 schools AND we have underenrollment in 

97 schools. Now, we are not going to resolve the entirety of the problem by redistricting students or do it in the next two, three, or give years, but we can 

cut down the size of the problem. We still need to build in particular locations such as in the upcounty Clarksburg cluster as well as in the Down County 

Consortium.   Most of our construction money comes from selling municipal bonds. The state is going to add more money as well. There is a matching 

requirement for state funds and, as a Board member, I would like to see maximized investment in our schools. I think implied in this question is an 

understanding of the problem as a hard choice between county and school projects. It need not be. Take one example: Hazard busing, which is the idea that 

MCPS has to provide buses for students within the walking range of the school because there is a big roadway/highway in the middle. We must absolutely 

support county projects that reduce hazard busing and can save MCPS money.   The problem we have right now is that our reimbursement rate from the 

state is lower than other counties and I would like to investigate how we can get more money from the state. We may very well need to look at school 

design to increase state reimbursement for new construction.   

2.2 NON-TRADITIONAL FACILITIES. There are areas in the County that are lacking available 

parcels of land with adequate square footage to fit traditional school facilities, including 

outdoor space. Would you consider having MCPS use or build non-traditional facilities to 

house traditional and/or non-traditional facilities and/or programs? If so, please provide 

an example of what you would consider?

2.2 Yes, I support innovative and context-based school design. An urban school will have different footprint and possibly programming that is different from 

an exurban school. I am widely open to new ideas about where schools can be located. I am also open to new ideas for programming that will allow the use 

of non-traditional facilities.

3. Comunication and Addressing Equity 3. Answers

3.1 ACHIEVING EQUITY. What measures should be put in place to ensure every child 

(regardless of disability, geography, socio-economic conditions, ethnicity, or other factors) 

receives high quality instruction to meet his/her potential?

3.1 We need to double down and prioritize closing the achievement/performance gap in the next five years. We know that parts of the MCPS approach 

work, but some parts are failing to break through. This is a key reason I am running for a Board of Education seat. I hope to target the performance gap by 

finding ways to hire more teachers, staff, and counselors to make a real dent in class size and staff ratios; empowering teachers and staff with training and 

planning time; and helping rebuild the home and school partnership. Meeting these goals come down to money. Board members have a pulpit they can use 

to generate public support for more county and state funding, but they have a responsibility to make the best use of the money that is allocated. I have a 

plan that can help rebalance capital and operating budgets over time and allow MCPS to vastly expand hiring.

3.2 OUTREACH. Does MCPS need to improve its communication with students and 

families? If so, what should MCPS’s priorities be in improving communication?

3.2  Yes. MCPS communications need to be clearer and timely. I think what is missing is a sense of participatory understanding of issues and we can think of 

a community advisory group that can help MCPS develop clearer and timely communication. I think a more consistent commitment to general transparency 

is also part of the solution. I would encourage MCPS to fully participate in county Open Data platform and to provide data that in usable format across 

various reporting systems.  The MCPS website is also complicated and needs to be easier to navigate. This is not an easy task. MCPS is a large system with 

lots of moving parts.
3.3 TRANSPARENCY. MCPS has published equity accountability models to ensure MCPS is 

transparent about each demographic of each school to assess performance. How should 

this information inform future policy?

3.3 The model should drive investments to remedy the performance gap. When we can identify schools or parts of schools that are underserving our 

students, we should thereafter change policy and move resources. Currently, the data shows that minority students are tracked low and are generally 

taught by teachers with less experience. This requires us to think about how to resolve the problem. One solution is to pay experience teachers more to 

take positions in impacted schools, but this is just the first step. What we need thereafter is to make sure to the students also receive support services, in 

particular English-language and counseling support. 
3.4 GT OPPORTUNITIES. How will you ensure that GT opportunities, curricula, enrichment 

and professional development are held to uniform standards across all local elementary, 

middle and high schools, as well as regional programs?

3.4 First, through professional development. Second, we should strive toward having effective GT liaison in all schools on the parent and the teacher sides. 

Third, by reporting clearly GT-relevant data by schools, which really goes to the broader open data project. Fourth, through professional development of 

teachers and staff. Lastly, continue universal screening and use that process to make school communities GT-aware.

3.5 GT ACCOUNTABILITY. With limited seats available at regional GT centers at every 

grade level, how can MCPS ensure that students who are identified as GT receive 

programming and enrichment that is distributed consistently and equitably throughout 

the magnet programs and within local school settings? How will you ensure accountability 

at the local school level?

3.5 First, through professional development. Second, we should strive toward having effective GT liaison in all schools on the parent and the teacher sides. 

Third, by reporting clearly GT-relevant data by schools, which really goes to the broader open data project. Fourth, through professional development of 

teachers and staff. Lastly, continue universal screening and use that process to make school communities GT-aware.

3.6 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What do you believe is the proper role of boundary 

adjustments in ensuring that all students receive an excellent and equitable education 

within MCPS?

3.6 I have studied and written articles investigating this complex issue. After decades of massive demographic and population change—and 100 

overcrowded and 99 under-enrolled schools--boundary changes are inevitable. We can either plan for it or be forced into it. We can balance utilization, 

stability, proximity, and diversity by developing a regular, transparent, and fair process of systemwide review and adjustments. Four basic principles: create 

an office to develop the planning and public engagement expertise, do it regularly, do it systemwide to allow cascading adjustments, and do it in a 

predictable way to ensure student-cohort stability. See more here: https://bit.ly/2SMdVv7

4. Health and Wellness 4. Answers

4.1 DIVERSITY & INCLUSION. Describe your commitment to fostering a climate of cultural 

sensitivity and tolerance. Please discuss what steps MCPS should take to ensure every 

student feels safe, respected, and valued for being exactly who he/she is.

4.1 Invest in student and staff health, safety, and training including mental health and wellness to promote school climate and effective teaching. Hiring 

more counselors, psychologists, and social workers who provide can mental health support and, second, offering curriculum and staff diversity. More 

generally, professional development around cultural competency for teachers, staff, and administrators. Lastly, use parent academy, PTA, and other groups 

to reach out to school communities reporting low climate scores.
4.2 STANDARDS. How should regulations be used to advance school standards in areas 

ranging from physical and mental health & wellness to digital safety and Wi-Fi exposure?

4.2 Having been involved in advocacy around these issues, I believe we are not using the wealth of research and resources we have to improve policy in 

these areas. I think these types of issues are considered to be outside the realm of academics and so are addressed separately from the academic work of 

MCPS as a local education agency. We are extraordinarily fortunate in MCPS to have a families with incredible expertise across many issues and we need to 

find a way to harness that knowledge and energy in setting standards so that MCPS is really a leader on these issues.

4.3 HEALTH/NUTRITION. Should health and nutrition education be better integrated into 

MCPS curricula? How might this impact MCPS’ Food and Nutrition Division practices and 

policies?

4.3 Absolutely. Health and nutrition is not just a sunrise industry with growing career paths for our students, but also one of the most fascinating, 

interesting, debated areas of social, economic, and political life in the United States. Our students do well to learn  this substantive area of knowledge early. 

I hope that this knowledge eventually pushes us—and the Division of Food and Nutrition—toward healthier food choices including scratch cooking, healthy 

options like salads, and better student health and life choices.
4.4 MENTAL HEALTH. Please describe your commitment to ensuring adequate mental 

health and counseling services for MCPS students.

4.4 As MCCPTA’s Health and Safety Committee Chair, I have brought together other parent leaders, students, MCPS, county department of Health and 

Human Services, hundreds of providers to organize the annual Mental Health and Wellness Forum. We have seen incredible support from our families, 

students, and staff. The last annual event was held this past Jan 11 with more than 300 people attending, 10 breakout sessions, onsite Mental Health First 

Aid training, mindfulness class, and much much more.   I am committed to making sure that we address the mental wellness of our students and staff and it 

is one reason I am running for the BOE. Unless we address mental health we are not going to address academic performance and the performance gap will 

persist.  
4.5 BE WELL 365. What is your take on Be Well 365? Where do you see it working and 

what steps do you think need to be taken to implement it more effectively?

4.5 BeWell365 is an umbrella concept managed by the Office of Student and Family Engagement that subsumes several mental health and wellness 

programs in MCPS. Our most effective programming actually occurs in our schools. For BeWell365 to be successful, I think it should be an innovation hub, 

providing “seed funding” for new ideas—perhaps through a competitive grant process to teacher/staff teams—and looking at ways to scale up successful 

ideas. Once a successful pilot is scaled up, the effort should be to transfer the project to the curriculum side for integration.
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5. School Climate and Safety 5. Answers

5.1 POLICE/MCPS. Do you believe the current SRO (School Resource Officer) staffing is 

adequate in our middle and high schools? Would you recommend any changes in SRO 

staffing? How would you propose funding any proposed additional SRO staffing? Would 

you propose any amendments to the MoU between MCPS and MCPD?

5.1 To address physical security, I’d focus on reducing portable use, adding entrance vestibules, and cameras that work and are monitored. Long-term, use 

educational approaches, not more police officers inside schools and therefore I do not want to expand the SRO program. More counselors, restorative 

practices, teacher diversity, and lower teacher/staff ratios so students have a trusted adult in the building. Rebuild the home and school partnership. 

Introduce age-appropriate brain science coursework to train students in the life sciences, but also to empower students to manage stress and anxiety 

better.
5.2 SCHOOL CLIMATE. What is your take on school climate, how it is measured, and what 

steps MCPS might take to improve it?

5.2 To my mind, the problem with school climate concerns in MCPS is not its measurement but rather in our causal understanding of what factors drive it. 

School climate is a broad concept and everything from principal quality and student safety to national politics and poverty play a role. Therefore, it becomes 

very hard to find effective tools to deal with the problem. More counselors, restorative practices, teacher diversity, and lower teacher/staff ratios so 

students have a trusted adult in the building. Rebuild the home and school partnership. Introduce age-appropriate brain science coursework to train 

students in the life sciences, but also to empower students to manage stress and anxiety better.

5.3 DISCIPLINE. What is your understanding of MCPS’s approach to discipline? Would you 

recommend	 any changes?

5.3 Formally, MCPS discipline tends to procedural rather than contextual; that is, it tends about steps rather than the conditions surrounding an event. In 

practice, I believe teachers and administrators are conscious of conditions but the process is step by and step and limiting. It also tends to be more punitive 

to toward students of color. I think we need to integrate restorative practices not just in the disciplinary proceedings but also in the curriculum. Over the 

long-term, I would like to see more counselors and social workers in schools so we can address underlying trauma rather than go after the symptoms of the 

problem.  Practically, I would also recommend involving parents sooner when that’s feasible.  

5.4 MOBILE DEVICES. MCPS sanctions the use of personal mobile devices in middle and 

high school; some teachers/administrators treat the device use as a reward for good 

behavior. Do you agree with MCPS’s current practice or favor an “Away for the Day” 

model that requires students to keep their mobile devices in their lockers during 

instructional periods?

5.4 I would prefer reduced use of mobile devices in classrooms; and no use in elementary schools. I am open to all ideas to achieve this goal, but want to 

emphasize that families and schools share responsibility when it comes to cell phones. Families provide their children with the devices and we include to 

include families in the conversation. Leaving the schools and teachers to be smartphone police is unreasonable especially since we as parents model 

smartphone use for our children. I would like to see a closer parent-teacher partnership on this issue.

5.5 ADA COMPLIANCE. How will you ensure that MCPS is in full compliance with Maryland 

House Bill HB1061, which requires local schools to update their emergency plans to 

accommodate, evacuate and safeguard students, staff and visitors with disabilities?

5.5 Do an audit. Find where we are deficient. Appropriate money and resources to fix. Where it cannot be done or it is too expensive, make sure there are 

alternative arrangements. I am not sure there are choices here.

5.6 PEDESTRIAN SAFETY. Proposed state bill (HB615) would require all school projects 

that use state funds for the construction of a new school or the renovation of or an 

addition to an existing school that would increase the capacity by more than 100 students, 

to submit a pedestrian safety plan identifying safe routes for students to walk or bike to 

school. Would you support new vision zero policies that review the placement of bus 

stops, crosswalks, walking paths, speed limits, lights, and signs to create a school zone for 

children to arrive and depart from school more safely?

5.6 I absolutely support all of these. I would also use walkability maps to determine projects and work to mitigate hazard busing, which is the idea that 

county infrastructure compels MCPS to offer bus commutes for students within walking distance. This is long-term very important.

6. Growth 6. Answers

6.1 ENROLLMENT. With MCPS enrollment growing at 2,000 to 3,000 students per year,  

what is your commitment to ensuring capacity keeps pace with growth, and class sizes do 

not increase?

6.1 I am running for BOE to find ways to hire more teachers and staff to reduce class size. The last 10 years MCPS has seen budget cuts AND enrollment 

growth. The end of the recession has not restored that funding. We must work together to make sure that our schools are fully funded. The state and the 

county are increasing funding to meet the goals of the Kirwan Commission, but we will need more. I hope to rebalance capital and operating budgets to find 

some of this money. I believe we will have to build more schools and reassign students to take full advantage of our facilities.

6.2 PLANNING. How would you balance the need for additional seats/need for additional 

classrooms with the inventory of current buildings MCPS owns/leases?

6.2 I would use existing buildings and facilities prior to building new. We have to build more, but it would be fiscally irresponsible to build more when we 

have empty space to use.

6.3 SUBDIVISION. In the next Subdivision Staging Policy revision, would you support a 

dedicated fund for school land acquisition, financed in part by land developers?

6.3 I do not believe there is a single solution to the problem of overcrowding as implied in this question. I believe we need a balance of approaches that 

includes new schools and the use of existing buildings with open spaces. This is both fiscally and environmentally sound. A dedicated fund for land 

acquisition financed by developers is an interesting but problematic idea because it will raise the cost of housing in Montgomery County and exacerbate 

extant inequality in housing. If we hurt housing affordability, we hurt the families of our most vulnerable students. I am open to new ideas such as this, but I 

would look at it very, very closely.
6.4 PROFESSIONAL SHORTAGES. How will you support MCPS leadership in addressing 

support professional shortages (bus drivers, security staff, IT, paraeducators, sign 

language interpreters, etc.) and the overuse of temporary part-time positions?

6.4 If we want to retain employees, we have to treat them well, including by offering more hours rather than using temporary part-time positions to avoid 

permanent hires. We get students for 13 years and it important that our staff remain with us for the long-term as well. Employee turnover becomes 

expensive. Also, I would support paid family leave to help employees. A secondary issue not talked about often in this context is professional development 

for staff. MCPS staff bring a varied set of skills from paraeducators and bus drivers to speech pathologists and data analysts. So, designing PD opportunities 

and advancement possibilities can be hard but we need to bring focus to it. I think the Kirwan Commission made a big mistake not including support and 

other staff in its recommendations. MCPS staff are all educators and critical for the effective delivery of education to our students. I believe state legislators 

are going to include staff in the Blueprint legislation, which is good news overall.

7. Policy 7. Answers

7.1 MCPS POLICIES. What, if any, MCPS policies/regulations do you see proposing for 

revision in your first year in office?

7.1 My foremost goal is to find the resources to hire more teachers, staff, and counselors. Second, to invest in the mental health of our students and staff. 

And, third, to rebuild the home and school partnership. My efforts will be focused on these goals.

7.2 MSDE POLICIES. What, if any, MSDE policies would you advocate for changing in your 

first year in office?

7.2  I would like to see what burdens of data reporting MSDE places on teachers and staff, evaluate their necessity, and advocate for adjustment. I would 

look at standardized testing burdens similarly as well. Lastly, I would look at the role school design, though this is more than MSDE and includes the IAC.

7.3 CHILD PROTECTION. How effective do you think MCPS is in addressing child protection 

concerns? Would you recommend any changes to policies and procedures to better 

prevent and respond to such concerns?

7.3 MCPS needs to tighten up background checks and have a clear expectation of early reporting to law enforcement. There really needs to be expanded 

professional development on the early reporting piece.

7.4 SUSTAINABILITY. What responsibility do you think the school system has in addressing 

and Responding to environmental sustainability issues? Would you recommend any 

specific changes to curricula, buildings, and operations to address climate change?

7.4 We teach our students one thing and behave in another. From energy to plastic use, our words and actions do not match. We can find industry funding 

to put solar panels on all our school roofs and even to replace our bus fleet. We have to look into the viability. We have to reduce plastic use in the lunch 

room and really in the rest of the school. I have one daughter who is on a strike from the buying school lunch because of plastic use. We can do better.

7.5 RESTORATIVE JUSTICE. Do you believe that a policy is needed to address how best to 

balance school safety and discipline with restorative justice practices? Why or why not?

7.5 The idea of using restorative justice as an integrated part of disciplinary procedure is a great one. The question often is how to do it. Despite the roll of 

out restorative justice practices in MCPS for a few years now, many school communities report not knowing about it or the process not inspiring 

confidence. Yet, again, moving in this direction will require integration of restorative practice with the curriculum, perhaps, through courses on conflict 

management and participatory problem-solving. So, I am not sure the issue is so much balance but rather integration.

7.6 BOUNDARY ANALYSIS. What do you think should be the next step(s) for the 

Countywide Boundary Analysis after the consultant’s final report is provided to the BOE?

7.6 Create an office to develop the planning and public engagement expertise, develop a schedule for regular boundary changes, do it systemwide to allow 

cascading adjustments, and do it in a predictable way to ensure student-cohort stability. See more here: https://bit.ly/2SMdVv7

7.7 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What is your position on how boundary changes should 

be proposed, considered, implemented and reviewed by MCPS, and how frequently they 

should occur? Should there be boundary reviews at set time intervals, or only on an as as-

needed basis?

7.7 I have studied and written articles investigating this complex issue. After decades of massive demographic and population change—and 100 

overcrowded and 99 under-enrolled schools--boundary changes are inevitable. We can either plan for it or be forced into it. We can balance utilization, 

stability, proximity, and diversity by developing a regular, transparent, and fair process of systemwide review and adjustments. Four basic principles: create 

an office to develop the planning and public engagement expertise, do it regularly, do it systemwide to allow cascading adjustments, and do it in a 

predictable way to ensure student-cohort stability. See more here: https://bit.ly/2SMdVv7

7.8 KIRWAN: THE BLUEPRINT FOR MARYLAND’S FUTURE. The implementation of Kirwan: 

The Blueprint for Maryland’s Future includes the community schools model. Do you 

support having school councils implemented as part of this model? Please elaborate on 

your reasons for or against having them.

7.8 I support the idea of community schools but in the way the concept is being executed in MCPS, we are leaving out the community governance. I support 

school councils as a way of both reviving the home and school partnership and ensuring accountability.
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Question Paul Geller
1. State Funding & Policies 1. Answers

1.1  GIFTED & TALENTED (GT) REGULATIONS. How will you ensure that GT COMAR 

regulations are upheld in every school in MCPS? 

1.1 For those not familiar with the educational lingo, GT is shorthand for gifted and talented students, while COMAR is the Code of Maryland Regulations.  

The specific section referenced in the question is Title 13A State Board of Education, Subtitle 04 Specific Subjects, Chapter 07 Gifted and Talented Education.  

According to the section itself, “These regulations establish the minimum standards for student identification, programs and services, professional learning, 

and reporting requirements.”  As a member of the Board of Education (BOE), I will be available to anyone in the community wanting to discuss issues 

involving MCPS.  If one or more schools are lagging in following these regulations, I would invite anyone in the community, including the organizations 

representing GT students, to let me and my BOE colleagues know so we can make the appropriate inquires to the Superintendent and appropriate MCPS 

staff.  It is vital that all our students receive a challenging and rigorous curriculum be it geared toward college or career readiness, and every student is 

encouraged to do her/his best.

1.2 ACCELERATED & ENRICHED INSTRUCTION (AEI). Do you feel the MCPS AEI group is 

sufficiently staffed to create, update, maintain and oversee all choice, magnet and local GT 

programming in addition to ensuring COMAR is upheld in all? They are currently 

responsible for 39,000 students.         

1.2 Considering only six individuals staff this group, the answer is fairly obvious: more staff are needed.  That said, this is all about funding.  As one of the 

leading advocates for MCPS, and someone who has been at the center of adding $462,000,000 more into MCPS’s Operating Budget since 2016 by getting 

the County Council to exceed Maintenance of Effort each year since then, a handful of us cannot secure all the desired funding alone.  Interested parties 

need to testify to the County Council about why programs like AEI must be invested in to a greater degree.

1.3 KIRWAN FUNDING. Do you support any of the tax bills being proposed by the 

Maryland State Legislature, including an assessment of sales tax on professional services, 

as a means to fund the KIRWAN Commission initiatives? Please elaborate on your reasons 

for your support and/or non-support.

1.3 The professional services tax was a non-starter.  The opposition to the bill was overwhelming and decisive.  It was an ill-conceived plan never fully 

vetted by the sponsors.  For a bill of that scope, you need buy in and input from the parties involved from the start.  This was not the case.  Attorneys and 

Realtors sought me out to let me know how livid they were at this scheme.  One bill I do support is Senate Bill 912/House Bill 1543 – Climate Crisis and 

Education Act in the Budget and Tax Committee sponsored by Senator Ben Kramer and Delegate David Fraser-Hidalgo.  This common sense approach both 

provides additional funding to our schools, and helps reduce air pollution by initiating a greenhouse gas pollution fee.  This bill could add $350,000,000 for 

public education in Maryland annually.  In addition, I would like to see bills targeted at gaining a fairer percentage of promised casino gambling funds 

introduced (a 50/50 profit split between casinos and the Education Trust Fund would yield an additional $300,000,000+ annually), along with proposals for 

how we can provide a better economic climate for businesses so as to increase our tax base.

2. Capital Improvements 2. Answers

Background: MCPS has ~$800,000,000 of proposed new/addition projects and 

~$800,000,000 of maintenance backlog.  

2.1 SPENDING AFFORDABILITY GUIDELINES. What measures should be taken to finance 

MCPS’s growing capital improvement needs— both upgrades to aging infrastructure and 

capacity expansion? Should school construction take a backseat to other County 

infrastructure priorities?

2.1 This is one area where MCPS stands tremendous room for improvement.  Our Division of Facilities Management (DFM) needs to be brought into the 

21st century.  For too long, leadership in this group has steadfastly refused to consider renovations to existing school buildings due to problems they 

encountered with similar projects in the 1980s and early 1990s.  With proper oversight, these problems could have been avoided back then.  Because of 

these bad experiences, DFM insists on carrying out costly raze and rebuild projects, and they steadfastly refuse to open up bidding to outside contractors.  

Contractors from outside of Montgomery County who specialize in school renovations have told me, time and again, it is a joke to even try to get an MCPS 

contract.  I say enough is enough.  This intransigence is costing us tens of millions of dollars annually…funding that could be used for widespread 

renovations and upgrades to existing buildings.  Case in point: Seneca Valley High School.  Yes, the new building will be a magnificent structure.  However, it 

is costing the county in excess of $163,000,000 to build – almost half of our CIP budget for a single year.  Yet we have 207 other schools, many of which also 

need attention.  If we would simply open up bidding to any and all interested contractors who are qualified and capable of renovating existing schools, at a 

cost of nothing to the taxpayers to entertain bids, we may be very pleasantly surprised to realize we can cut through the endless backlog of projects that we 

seemingly never can catch up with.  I recently asked a developer here in Montgomery County what would happen if he refused to renovate the buildings he 

owned, and would only raze and rebuild them.  His answer was simple: he would go out of business in a year.  We need to be smarter about our projects.  

Yes, some buildings need to be torn down and rebuilt, however we should obtain some free bids first before proceeding with any more raze and rebuild 

projects.

2.2 NON-TRADITIONAL FACILITIES. There are areas in the County that are lacking available 

parcels of land with adequate square footage to fit traditional school facilities, including 

outdoor space. Would you consider having MCPS use or build non-traditional facilities to 

house traditional and/or non-traditional facilities and/or programs? If so, please provide 

an example of what you would consider?

2.2 Yes, with the full input of the communities involved, I would consider having MCPS use or build non-traditional facilities to house traditional and/or non-

traditional facilities and/or programs.  This entire discussion came out in the open with former Councilmember Roger Berliner’s watershed March 7, 2015 

forum, "Infrastructure and Growth: Are We Keeping Pace?"  I participated in this event which brought together stakeholders from construction, MCPS, the 

community, the Planning Department, the County Council, MCCPTA, and more to discuss ways to alleviate our overcrowded schools and deal with future 

growth in a common sense manner.  This, in turn, gave rise to the MCCPTA subgroup, the Next Steps Reps, a group I actively participated in.  Out of this 

experience, we should consider using any and all spaces that are conducive to learning.  They must be safe, secure, and should be approved for school use 

by a panel of community members, MCPS personnel, and contractors who can transform existing spaces into learning environments.  The County Council 

has studied this as well.  And, through their work, we have learned about several repurposed spaces that have been transformed into schools in other 

states.  We may want to consider doing the same.

3. Comunication and Addressing Equity 3. Answers

3.1 ACHIEVING EQUITY. What measures should be put in place to ensure every child 

(regardless of disability, geography, socio-economic conditions, ethnicity, or other factors) 

receives high quality instruction to meet his/her potential?

3.1 Every student should be treated like the incredible individual they are.  Paramount to this is making sure every one of our teachers, staff, and 

administrators treats every student as if she or he was their own.  We all need to take a vested interest in every student because they are our future.  I 

have heard far too many students share their discouraging experiences.  For example, the incomparable Michael Williams, one of the best educators in the 

state of Maryland, was one of several educators who helped create the Minority Scholars Program (minorityscholars.org).  This amazing group provides 

mainly students of color an opportunity to come together, share their experiences, and support one another.  I was honored to attend a session Mr. 

Williams hosted with some of his students during the “Educational Equity and Excellence Now!” event hosted by the Black and Brown Coalition for 

Educational Equity and Excellence back in October.  The students shared stories of being discouraged/discriminated against by educators, and how much it 

hurt.  The fact that any one of my 166,300 students was discouraged/discriminated against is wholly unacceptable.  My/our students need to be 

encouraged, challenged to do their best, and supported.  One of the first things I will do as a member of the BOE is work with our Superintendent and the 

MCPS TV staff to put together a series of programs sharing the personal stories of students, teachers, staff, administrators, and community members alike 

who have faced bias in all its ignorant forms.  These programs will be a learning tool to share with viewers the pain that racism, sexism, classism, and all 

forms of discrimination have on individuals.  It will serve as a wake up call to those who may not realize they are harming others with their biases.  In 

addition, we should examine some of the best practices in other school systems nationwide for addressing this issue, and implement the most successful 

programs here with the input of all our stakeholders.

3.2 OUTREACH. Does MCPS need to improve its communication with students and 

families? If so, what should MCPS’s priorities be in improving communication?

3.2 MCPS stands significant room for improvement in the area of communication.  Information is scattered about various webpages, websites, social media, 

take home fliers, telephone calls, the rumor mill, and more.  First of all, MCPS communications need to be targeted and streamlined.  A once daily or weekly 

digest should be created featuring all upcoming MCPS meetings of interest to a parent/family member/guardian, events taking place in their local school(s), 

and general information about education.  Also, almost all school websites lack an updated calendar of events that includes both school sponsored events 

and happenings; along with PTA/PTSA, NAACP, and other school community focussed events.  Once again, forming a task force of all interested 

stakeholders to analyze how MCPS communication can improve would be quite beneficial. 

3.3 TRANSPARENCY. MCPS has published equity accountability models to ensure MCPS is 

transparent about each demographic of each school to assess performance. How should 

this information inform future policy?

3.3 While policy is important, making sure it informs future instruction practices within our schools is just as important.  Our goal is to make sure all 

students perform at a high level.  All our students need to be prepared for the future workplace, and the richness of the diverse tapestry the world is.  So do 

our educators.  There is no magic bullet nor one size fits all approach.  We need to hire the best Principals, and allow them to have the confidence to let 

their teachers do what they do best…TEACH!  Our teachers and staff must all be culturally sensitive, aware, and proficient.  Bigots need not apply for jobs at 

MCPS.  We want caring individuals who will treat each student for who she or he really is – a future doctor, artist, athlete, poet, sailor, parent, scientist,...

3.4 GT OPPORTUNITIES. How will you ensure that GT opportunities, curricula, enrichment 

and professional development are held to uniform standards across all local elementary, 

middle and high schools, as well as regional programs?

3.4 As stated in my reply to question 1.1, as a member of the BOE, I will be available to anyone in the community wanting to discuss any issues involving 

MCPS.  If one or more schools are lagging in Gifted and Talented instruction, and if the situation was not resolved by contacting the teachers and Principal 

in the school involved, and the AEI office was unable to help, I would want me and my BOE colleagues to be notified.  Then we can make the appropriate 

inquires to the Superintendent and MCPS staff.
3.5 GT ACCOUNTABILITY. With limited seats available at regional GT centers at every 

grade level, how can MCPS ensure that students who are identified as GT receive 

programming and enrichment that is distributed consistently and equitably throughout 

the magnet programs and within local school settings? How will you ensure accountability 

at the local school level?

3.5 While the AEI staff will keep the Superintendent and BOE apprised of the GT programs, it is vitally important we hear both from the 

parents/families/guardians of our students, as well as our students themselves about how well these programs are thriving.  Ensuring accountability at the 

local level is the job of AEI and the Superintendent.  If issues arise, the appropriate chain of command should be followed.  And if there are still unresolved 

issues after contacting all those involved, I would invite individuals to contact all the members of the BOE so we can be apprised of the situation and look 

into it further.
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3.6 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What do you believe is the proper role of boundary 

adjustments in ensuring that all students receive an excellent and equitable education 

within MCPS?

3.6 The bottom line is every single one of our 208 schools should be excellent.  Every.  Single.  One.  And each school should provide just as top notch an 

educational experience as every other school.  The proper role of a boundary adjustment is to ensure best use of school capacity within and across facilities.  

People live where they live in many cases because they want their kids to attend a certain school.  My suggestion instead of boundary adjustments is school 

choice.  If you are slated to attend a school at or above 105% of capacity, you can attend another school in close proximity to your home that is at 95% or 

less of capacity.  Also, any possible discussion of boundary adjustments needs to include the voice of the affected communities from the start, and must 

consider all factors including proximity and program placement.

4. Health and Wellness 4. Answers

4.1 DIVERSITY & INCLUSION. Describe your commitment to fostering a climate of cultural 

sensitivity and tolerance. Please discuss what steps MCPS should take to ensure every 

student feels safe, respected, and valued for being exactly who he/she is.

4.1 My commitment to fostering a climate of sensitivity and tolerance is all encompassing.  Having grown up in a multicultural area, and having chosen to 

live in Montgomery County for nearly three decades because it is so wonderfully diverse, I strive to be sensitive to the needs of everyone in the community, 

and the gifts each person brings that enrich us all.  For several years, I have sought out opportunities to get to know anyone and everyone in the community 

where they are at.  In the summer of 2013, a Principal I knew moved to JoAnn Leleck Elementary School at Broad Acres and enlisted my help (and limited 

Spanish speaking ability) to help them build up their PTA.  We learned from each other, and their efforts took flight.  Within two years, a representative 

from National PTA visited their school, made a video about their tremendous success, and showed it to others around the country.  I also make a point of 

attending every meeting I can, especially those sponsored by members of the Black and Brown Coalition for Educational Equity and Excellence, a group I am 

proud to be a member of.  As mentioned earlier, MCPS teachers, staff, and administrators should have a philosophy of every student being hers or his.  This 

basic concept takes some getting used to, however it pays powerful dividends.  Our students are our future.  We need to treat them well, make sure their 

school environment is safe, and let each individual know they are valued.

4.2 STANDARDS. How should regulations be used to advance school standards in areas 

ranging from physical and mental health & wellness to digital safety and Wi-Fi exposure?

4.2 Regulations can play an important role in a variety of areas.  That said, we want to be judicial in the use of regulations, and not regulate MCPS into 

oblivion.  I believe, just as we do with policies, we need to revisit, solicit input, and update both policies and regulations on a regular basis to make sure they 

are keeping up with the times.  When it comes to physical health, regulations regarding the amount of particulate matter in the air, timetables for testing 

water for lead and the air for asbestos, are advantageous since these promote good health.

4.3 HEALTH/NUTRITION. Should health and nutrition education be better integrated into 

MCPS curricula? How might this impact MCPS’ Food and Nutrition Division practices and 

policies?

4.3 Yes.  Science is finding out what Grandma knew all along: eating well is one of the keys to good health.  MCPS’s Food and Nutrition Division (FND) can 

play a key role in this by showing our students the lengths they go to in order to provide them with wholesome, nutritious meals.  One area in which I feel 

FND can improve is limiting/eliminating the amount of junk food they sell, especially to elementary school students.  Foods with little or no nutrition value 

should not be on the menu in MCPS.
4.4 MENTAL HEALTH. Please describe your commitment to ensuring adequate mental 

health and counseling services for MCPS students.

4.4 We need more mental health professionals.  We need lower Counselor/School Psychologist to student ratios, especially at the elementary school level.  

The Counselor to student ratio ideally should be 1:250.  Have advocated for this reduced ratio for years.

4.5 BE WELL 365. What is your take on Be Well 365? Where do you see it working and 

what steps do you think need to be taken to implement it more effectively?

4.5 This is a good program that needs more time to take root.  As with all things MCPS, it could be improved through better communication and promotion.  

It is certainly working in bringing to the fore the importance of taking care of both your social and emotional needs.  To implement this program more 

effectively you either need greater investment to hire more promoters of the program, or you need well trained, passionate volunteers (such as from the 

PTA or retired teachers) to learn the program and get out to the schools and spread the message about the benefits of Be Well 365.

5. School Climate and Safety 5. Answers

5.1 POLICE/MCPS. Do you believe the current SRO (School Resource Officer) staffing is 

adequate in our middle and high schools? Would you recommend any changes in SRO 

staffing? How would you propose funding any proposed additional SRO staffing? Would 

you propose any amendments to the MoU between MCPS and MCPD?

5.1 Currently there are School Resource Officers assigned to all MCPS high schools. These officers are also responsible for assisting with any issues with 

their respective middle schools.  At this time, no SROs are assigned to middle schools.  There are five SROs who are completing their general and specialized 

training at the academy and will be assigned to middle schools soon.  The specific schools have not yet been determined.  The State grant for which the 

Council held a public hearing recently will provide funding for current SROs to use overtime hours to serve in middle schools.  The approval of that state 

grant was on hold while the County Executive asked for time to see if the funds could be applied differently.  This money would cover existing costs.  Would 

need more evidence of need before recommending any changes to SRO staffing.  Would need this funding to be provided by the County Council.  On March 

3, 2020, there was a Supplemental Appropriation to the County Government’s FY20 Operating Budget, Department of Police -$1,436,172 for School Safety 

FY20 School Resource Officer Grant (source of funds: state aid).  As a State Grant, it explicitly states the money is to "fund overtime for sworn personnel to 

provide adequate SRO coverage to all middle schools every day."  As far as amendments to the Memorandum of Understanding between MCPS and MCPD, 

would defer suggestions to the parties most familiar with this issue.

5.2 SCHOOL CLIMATE. What is your take on school climate, how it is measured, and what 

steps MCPS might take to improve it?

5.2 While some foster a spirit of excellent customer service in MCPS, we need this concept to spread.  And, in many cases, it starts from the top down.  

Having a positive school climate is vital.  A great Principal can make a school soar.  And, unfortunately, the opposite is true as well.  The same goes for 

teachers and staff.  Great people make a terrific difference.  School climate surveys, while useful, do not provide the whole story.  Often times, the sample 

number is inadequate, and it is possible the numbers could be skewed by a few responders.  For whatever reason, it mystifies me why some schools that 

repeatedly receive low marks in certain categories, do not undergo a major change.  If MCPS were a business, they would not stay in business long if 

customer satisfaction was low.  Yet, in some schools, this situation lasts for years.  MCPS needs to take these scores more seriously.  The community needs 

to be made aware that the times are changing, and school climate surveys will play a key role in hiring decisions.

5.3 DISCIPLINE. What is your understanding of MCPS’s approach to discipline? Would you 

recommend	 any changes?

5.3 MCPS’s discipline policy is very thoroughly outlined in The Student Code of Conduct.  This was heavily revised in 2015 and has since incorporated 

Restorative Justice (RJ).  While I am a believer in the powers of RJ, I am still concerned that victims are not sufficiently protected from their aggressors, and 

would propose changes so that victims are not further adversely impacted, such as needing to change schools.

5.4 MOBILE DEVICES. MCPS sanctions the use of personal mobile devices in middle and 

high school; some teachers/administrators treat the device use as a reward for good 

behavior. Do you agree with MCPS’s current practice or favor an “Away for the Day” 

model that requires students to keep their mobile devices in their lockers during 

instructional periods?

5.4 I believe the teachers should be in charge of their classrooms.  If they feel a personal mobile device is useful, fine.  If not, and they wish to have the 

students “dock” their devices in the front of the classroom at the beginning of each period, that is acceptable.  However, in this day and age, I am not sure 

how practical it is to have students lock away their devices.  Would want to solicit the input of administrators, teachers, and staff for more information.  

Then would follow up with input from students and their families/guardians.

5.5 ADA COMPLIANCE. How will you ensure that MCPS is in full compliance with Maryland 

House Bill HB1061, which requires local schools to update their emergency plans to 

accommodate, evacuate and safeguard students, staff and visitors with disabilities?

5.5 HB1061 has no such plan provision and does not apply to MCPS schools.  HB1061 relates to reports on deferred maintenance for convention facilities 

and institutions of higher education.  There is no mention in the bill regarding emergency plans regarding people with disabilities.  That said, we must do a 

better job of making our buildings accessible to everyone, especially those with physical challenges.  For example, the newer Farquhar Middle School is 

difficult to navigate if you are in a wheelchair or use a walker.  I know this from accompanying folks who have mobility issues into and out of the building.  

Handicapped parking is located in the rear of the building, forcing them to either trek around to the front of the building, or navigate their way along 

sidewalks to enter from the back…if an open door can even be found.  And in a monumental case of ineptitude, one of the elevators in the building is 

inaccessibly located in a locked portion of the school.  Why?  As an At-Large Member of your Board of Education, I will work with the Superintendent and 

my colleagues on the Board to form a task force to examine this issue and make recommendations of how we can make all our buildings more accessible.

5.6 PEDESTRIAN SAFETY. Proposed state bill (HB615) would require all school projects 

that use state funds for the construction of a new school or the renovation of or an 

addition to an existing school that would increase the capacity by more than 100 students, 

to submit a pedestrian safety plan identifying safe routes for students to walk or bike to 

school. Would you support new vision zero policies that review the placement of bus 

stops, crosswalks, walking paths, speed limits, lights, and signs to create a school zone for 

children to arrive and depart from school more safely?

5.6 Yes, I would support new Vision Zero policies being applied to these school projects.  HB615 Education –School Construction–Pedestrian Safety Plans 

had a hearing on February 25, 2020, however the Maryland General Assembly website for that bill has not been updated since February 26, 2020, so 

current status is unknown.  Thus, the MCPS Legislative Affairs Coordinator is suggesting support with amendment to allow for providing transportation in 

lieu.  The Interagency Agency Commission on School Construction (IAC) reviews all school projects which includes sidewalks, and the like, on school 

property.  The bill does not currently have a clear definition as to what the IAC would constitute as a safe route to school.  MCPS can only control such 

infrastructure on BOE property.  Beyond that, provision must be made with the county and MCDOT.  For state roads, MDOT has jurisdiction.  In the fiscal 

note, this could get expensive for smaller school districts that do not have staff capacity and would have to hire outside contractors.  Also, the IAC does not 

have the staff to evaluate such plans and would have to hire someone.  They have had difficulty in hiring, which would delay implementation.  Best course 

of action is working with the new county Vision Zero coordinator to evaluate school plans and make recommendations.  County Planning is considering 

whether and how to incorporate sidewalks as an Adequate Public Facility during its revision to the Subdivision Staging Policy.  This means sidewalks and 

bike paths may need to be included in the overall infrastructure built when a school is constructed whether by a developer, MCPS, the county, or the state.
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6. Growth 6. Answers

6.1 ENROLLMENT. With MCPS enrollment growing at 2,000 to 3,000 students per year,  

what is your commitment to ensuring capacity keeps pace with growth, and class sizes do 

not increase?

6.1 There is no other option.  We must ensure capacity keeps pace with growth.  I will continue to do this by working with my BOE colleagues and the 

Superintendent to advocate for proper CIP funding each and every year.  I am also committed to making sure MCPS makes better, more accurate 

enrollment projections.  Enrollment projections have been inaccurate in the past, and even more so and less transparent, with the consultant.  MCPS needs 

to work more collaboratively with our municipalities regarding approved developments within their city limits.  Also, there should be an ongoing exchange 

of information and consultation with the County Planning department.  Their data regarding time to housing turnover and specific area trends in student 

generation rates could better inform MCPS’s enrollment projection efforts.  In fact, these projections must be more accurate since they are the basis for 

both Operating and CIP budget processes and comprise more than half of the county’s budget.  Because the county got itself in a hole by not building 

sufficient capacity for about ten years, we are stuck in a situation of trying to play catch up.  As a result, keeping up has been impossible.  There just isn’t 

enough money.  For several years, the BOE was insistent on reducing the number of portable classrooms in use.  That was all well and good in theory, 

however dismantling computer labs (often interior rooms without windows or optimum ventilation) and STEM classrooms into all-day classroom use was 

not good.  We will continue to use portables to maintain class sizes.  However, until there is a better overall strategy of school additions or new facilities, 

core spaces will continue to be overwhelmed in too many schools (i.e., media center, cafeteria, gym, space for pull out instruction).

6.2 PLANNING. How would you balance the need for additional seats/need for additional 

classrooms with the inventory of current buildings MCPS owns/leases?

6.2 The BOE needs to balance using sites in inventory and dedicated school sites with where school capacity is needed.  Using one or the other will not help 

if the site is not in the best location.  And site size and school design are secondary to location, as much as MCPS staff tries to indicate otherwise.  Also, 

MCPS Division of Capital Planning must do a better job of listening to the community the first time.  Both the Gaithersburg and Walter Johnson (WJ) 

Clusters have recently suffered from too many studies.  The answer from the first capacity study in Gaithersburg was clear: a new elementary school was 

needed.  It was disappointing to see the need for two more studies over several years, costing a few hundred thousand dollars, along with much staff and 

community time, just to confirm a new school was necessary.  Sadly, this situation just repeated itself in the WJ Cluster from the 2016 WJ Cluster 

Roundtable and 2018 ES Site Selection Committee process.  A new ES located to serve both WJ and BCC clusters will not resolve the issue for several 

schools, most notably Farmland ES.  Location must be the primary driving factor of determining where a new school should be located or which school(s) 

may be added on to.
6.3 SUBDIVISION. In the next Subdivision Staging Policy revision, would you support a 

dedicated fund for school land acquisition, financed in part by land developers?

6.3 MCCPTA’s CIP subcommittee, the Next Steps Reps, attempted to get an Advance Land Acquisition Revolving Fund (ALARF) fund during the 2016 SSP 

revision.  And yes, it would have been partly funded by payments made by developers.  However, we were told by County Councilmembers at the time that 

an expedited supplemental appropriation could be requested at any time for the purchase of property for a school site and therefore an ALARF was 

unnecessary.  Unless this would result in a significant amount of money and with available land growing scarcer by the day, I am not sure it would be 

prudent to tie up money that could be used toward immediate construction or capital projects. 

6.4 PROFESSIONAL SHORTAGES. How will you support MCPS leadership in addressing 

support professional shortages (bus drivers, security staff, IT, paraeducators, sign 

language interpreters, etc.) and the overuse of temporary part-time positions?

6.4 I am willing to work with MCPS leadership, as well as members of SEIU Local 500, to help resolve these shortages.  One way we can start is by talking to 

our students of today about all the avenues to success they can take tomorrow by working for MCPS.  I will also reach out to BOE colleagues in other 

jurisdictions to find out how they are addressing similar issues, and will encourage the Superintendent to do the same with fellow Superintendents around 

Maryland.
7. Policy 7. Answers

7.1 MCPS POLICIES. What, if any, MCPS policies/regulations do you see proposing for 

revision in your first year in office?

7.1 There currently exist several conflicting policies that must be considered regarding school boundaries.  Not just FAA-RA but also, Program placement, 

Policy JEE and JEE-RA student transfers and the Corsortia model must all be considered as we look forward to future boundary adjustments.

7.2 MSDE POLICIES. What, if any, MSDE policies would you advocate for changing in your 

first year in office?

7.2 I am concerned that planned new schools are exceeding the preferred range of enrollment, especially high schools with Woodward, Northwood and 

Crown being planned to a 2,700 capacity when 2,400 is the stated preferred upper limit. Also elementary schools are now often exceeding 750 capacity in 

their design.  I am not comfortable about these larger sizes becoming the norm, and would like to take a look at that in greater detail as to the effect on 

students and teachers and academic outcomes.
7.3 CHILD PROTECTION. How effective do you think MCPS is in addressing child protection 

concerns? Would you recommend any changes to policies and procedures to better 

prevent and respond to such concerns?

7.3 This was partially covered in question 5.3.  MCPS has already in the FY21-22 Operating Budget recommended making athletic directors twelve month 

positions for greater supervision of athletes.  I believe the same should be true of other teaching positions that regularly have after school rehearsals or 

events, such as choral and band teachers and drama teachers or arts magnet coordinators. Also, simply shuffling students from school to school for 

infractions that are not made clear to the receiving school is inexcusable.  We need to ensure our students are protected from staff and students who may 

pose a threat to students and staff at another school and ensure proper interventions and support are provided to the student to prevent repeat behavior, 

only until it can be reasonable assured that there will not be a reoccurrence should an individual be placed in another MCPS general education school.

7.4 SUSTAINABILITY. What responsibility do you think the school system has in addressing 

and Responding to environmental sustainability issues? Would you recommend any 

specific changes to curricula, buildings, and operations to address climate change?

7.4 MCPS should play a leading role in addressing and responding to environmental sustainability issues.  First of all, wherever possible and practical, all 

MCPS buildings should have solar panels.  These not only pay for themselves within seven years, and keep generating electricity of twenty years, they free 

up Operating Budget funds that can be used to hire more support staff or teachers.  We also need to consider building Net Zero Energy Schools, which use 

solar and geothermal energy, along with other innovations, in new school construction.  Arlington County, Virginia, and even Baltimore City and DC Public 

Schools are building Net Zero Energy Schools at a cost similar to regular construction cost.  MCPS must open up bids to outside contractors and not the 

usual pool they have been using exclusively for years.  The expertise is out there. These are no longer unusual and have been refined over the years.  MCPS 

should and can be doing more. These schools are excellent living learning experiences for children of all ages to participate in greater climate awareness 

and what they can do to help the environment, conserve energy, and recycle.

7.5 RESTORATIVE JUSTICE. Do you believe that a policy is needed to address how best to 

balance school safety and discipline with restorative justice practices? Why or why not?

7.5 Unfortunately this has been rolled out over time with varying success, and school administration and staff buy in are crucial for its success.  It has also 

not necessarily been implemented in the same manner at all schools.  This makes sense because every school is different.  However, variations among 

schools should be addressed by a cross county group to ensure fidelity of implementation.
7.6 BOUNDARY ANALYSIS. What do you think should be the next step(s) for the 

Countywide Boundary Analysis after the consultant’s final report is provided to the BOE?

7.6 I have touched on this is my replies to 3.6 and 7.1.  Some boundaries drawn twenty or more years ago could be re-evaluated if the community desires it.  

Communities wanting a boundary change should be able to request AND receive a boundary study.  The final boundary analysis adopted for Silver Creek 

Middle School has a five year review period.  All future boundary decisions should have a similar review period to see if it is still working for all the schools 

and communities.  Some adjacent adjustments should be considered if the community agrees it will help relieve over/under utilization.  The BOE has always 

had the power and ability to adjust boundaries as a first, noncapital solution to overcrowding, however they have not used it.

7.7 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What is your position on how boundary changes should 

be proposed, considered, implemented and reviewed by MCPS, and how frequently they 

should occur? Should there be boundary reviews at set time intervals, or only on an as as-

needed basis?

7.7 This was addressed in my answer to 7.6.  Yes, review every five years or when new schools or capacity come on line or if large, new housing 

developments will be built.  Would advocate for boundary adjustments to be on an as-needed basis.

7.8 KIRWAN: THE BLUEPRINT FOR MARYLAND’S FUTURE. The implementation of Kirwan: 

The Blueprint for Maryland’s Future includes the community schools model. Do you 

support having school councils implemented as part of this model? Please elaborate on 

your reasons for or against having them.

7.8 I believe MCEA is requesting School Councils in their contract negotiations. Because the Community School model will incorporate other support 

professionals (school nurse, community coordinator, social worker) that may or may not be part of the school, a new school team, hopefully with 

community and parent stakeholders, will be assembled.  Currently, MCPS has Judy Centers, Linkages to Learning sites and School-Based Health and 

Wellness Centers at some elementary and secondary schools that provide wraparound services similar to those of a Community School.  The county has 

already received grant funding to implement Community Schools at 8 Title 1 ES.  Continuation of those programs and expanding to future schools (down to 

a 55% concentration of poverty in ten years) will depend on funding.
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Question Jay Guan
1. State Funding & Policies 1. Answers

1.1  GIFTED & TALENTED (GT) REGULATIONS. How will you ensure that GT COMAR 

regulations are upheld in every school in MCPS? 

1.1 In order to ensure that we comply with COMAR regulation related to GT, AEI will need dedicated personnel for tasks related to monitoring compliance. 

Furthermore, representatives from AEI Feedback Council, AEI, school administration, and teachers for each school should have periodic meetings to review 

how well it is doing on compliance. The Equity Accountability Model should have a component for the monitoring performance of the GT Program. Last but 

not least, we also need to ensure teachers and staff involved with accelerated and enriched instruction are afforded adequate time for training and class 

preparation.
1.2 ACCELERATED & ENRICHED INSTRUCTION (AEI). Do you feel the MCPS AEI group is 

sufficiently staffed to create, update, maintain and oversee all choice, magnet and local GT 

programming in addition to ensuring COMAR is upheld in all? They are currently 

responsible for 39,000 students.         

1.2 MCPS AEI requires expansion and personnel support. There should be two dedicated functions within AEI, one for compliance, and another to focus on 

the management, operation and improvement of all choice, magnet, and local GT programming. The separation and specialization of these two functions 

can help AEI better serve Gifted and Talented students.

1.3 KIRWAN FUNDING. Do you support any of the tax bills being proposed by the 

Maryland State Legislature, including an assessment of sales tax on professional services, 

as a means to fund the KIRWAN Commission initiatives? Please elaborate on your reasons 

for your support and/or non-support.

1.3 Blueprint for Maryland’s Future is an investment we must make if we intend to prepare our children for the future. In addition to the tax bills such as 

assessment of sales tax on professional services, we must seek to diversify funding streams from just sales tax.  Sale tax adjustments have uncertain 

impacts on economic activities. Furthermore, it may not be a dedicated funding stream for the Blueprint. We should seek ways to put more of the much 

coveted “casino” money to work for this. We must ensure that dedicated funding streams are indeed being directed to their intended recipients.

2. Capital Improvements 2. Answers

Background: MCPS has ~$800,000,000 of proposed new/addition projects and 

~$800,000,000 of maintenance backlog.  

2.1 SPENDING AFFORDABILITY GUIDELINES. What measures should be taken to finance 

MCPS’s growing capital improvement needs— both upgrades to aging infrastructure and 

capacity expansion? Should school construction take a backseat to other County 

infrastructure priorities?

2.1 School construction should not take a back seat to the County’s other infrastructure priorities. In addition to advocating for more capital investment 

funding, we can explore partnerships between MCPS and private property owners. In some instances, we may be able to leverage shared use of public 

facilities in close proximity to schools. While there will be operational and security obstacles to these methods, they are worth exploring.

2.2 NON-TRADITIONAL FACILITIES. There are areas in the County that are lacking available 

parcels of land with adequate square footage to fit traditional school facilities, including 

outdoor space. Would you consider having MCPS use or build non-traditional facilities to 

house traditional and/or non-traditional facilities and/or programs? If so, please provide 

an example of what you would consider?

2.2 In urban areas with higher population density, building “up” is a common practice. Certain areas in Montgomery County are seeing steady increase in 

population density. It is sensible to look at other urban areas and how they do more with less land. There are many possibilities to explore, the placement 

of certain CTE and/or specialized programs in shared public facilities (e.g. public library or community center).

3. Comunication and Addressing Equity 3. Answers

3.1 ACHIEVING EQUITY. What measures should be put in place to ensure every child 

(regardless of disability, geography, socio-economic conditions, ethnicity, or other factors) 

receives high quality instruction to meet his/her potential?

3.1 Access to rigorous courses is a key component in ensuring every child receives high quality instruction. To that end, the use of automatic enrollment 

(with the ability for families to opt out) to more rigorous courses based on transparent, objective metrics would be a tried-and-true method. Furthermore, 

we should give our teachers greater autonomy to collaborate and plan for lessons. Lastly, we should do our best in adopting the Black and Brown Coalition’s 

“asks”:  

 

1. All students, particularly Black and Brown students, must have access to effective teaching and diverse teachers, and these teachers must be supported 

to succeed. 

 

2. All students, particularly Black and Brown students, must attend schools led by effective and diverse leaders committed to providing equitable access to 

opportunities and resources, and these school leaders must be supported to succeed. 

 

3: All students, particularly Black and Brown students, must be engaged in and supported to master rigorous coursework to ensure success in college and 

careers.
3.2 OUTREACH. Does MCPS need to improve its communication with students and 

families? If so, what should MCPS’s priorities be in improving communication?

3.2 MCPS would benefit from having a more active presence in social media. Furthermore, MCPS should partner with local non-profit leaders to conduct 

more regular direct engagement with hard-to-reach communities. MCPS must be prepared to go to the hard-to-reach communities rather than waiting for 

the communities to come to it. Culturally responsive community outreach is needed to engage our underserved populations.  

 

MCPS should also make continuous website improvements to be more user friendly for the audience new to MCPS. Current navigation can be counter 

intuitive unless the user knows the current buzzwords.  

 

Furthermore, communications between school and families are hamstrung by a slow and ineffective communications office. Turnaround time on important 

messages that must be vetted is unacceptable. The use of form letters when serious subjects must be addressed simply inadequate. Parents understand the 

need to honor privacy, but this still leaves plenty of room for more clarity and transparency in the information that is provided, especially when it comes to 

student safety and the reporting of incidents at school . 

3.3 TRANSPARENCY. MCPS has published equity accountability models to ensure MCPS is 

transparent about each demographic of each school to assess performance. How should 

this information inform future policy?

3.3 The EAM should be used to evaluate the effectiveness of strategies and policies to improve academic achievements of all students.It should be used to 

inform MCPS and the BOE on what worked, what did not, and what policy adjustments to be made.

3.4 GT OPPORTUNITIES. How will you ensure that GT opportunities, curricula, enrichment 

and professional development are held to uniform standards across all local elementary, 

middle and high schools, as well as regional programs?

3.4 We should provide additional training to our teachers during the year and enact consistent, objective, automatic enrollment standards for students. 

Furthermore, we should consider expanding the existing teacher mentoring/collaboration regiment, and build on the practice of professional development 

where more experienced teachers share their lessons-learned with teachers who are less experienced. Lastly, school administrations where GT and other 

special programs exist should also meet on a regular basis to exchange experience and best practices related to the operation of these programs.

3.5 GT ACCOUNTABILITY. With limited seats available at regional GT centers at every 

grade level, how can MCPS ensure that students who are identified as GT receive 

programming and enrichment that is distributed consistently and equitably throughout 

the magnet programs and within local school settings? How will you ensure accountability 

at the local school level?

3.5 To ensure GT programming and enrichment is distributed consistently and equitably, objective criteria, transparent processes, universal screening, and 

automatic invitations based on academic results are key.  Furthermore, to hold schools accountable for local school programming, the performance of GT 

students should be measured as part of the Equity Accountability Model.

3.6 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What do you believe is the proper role of boundary 

adjustments in ensuring that all students receive an excellent and equitable education 

within MCPS?

3.6 Boundary adjustments are most effective in alleviating facility utilization and proximity. It may also be helpful in providing equitable access to special 

programs.

4. Health and Wellness 4. Answers

4.1 DIVERSITY & INCLUSION. Describe your commitment to fostering a climate of cultural 

sensitivity and tolerance. Please discuss what steps MCPS should take to ensure every 

student feels safe, respected, and valued for being exactly who he/she is.

4.1 Montgomery County is a diverse place where many of its residents are foreign born. Our schools’ demographics reflect that trend. To ensure that our 

students feel at home in MCPS, we should ensure our teachers and staff are knowledgeable about the various, unique experiences of our students. I was a 

strong advocate for Asian Pacific American Cultural Proficiency Training and I think that similar, existing training for other disadvantaged groups should be 

expanded. Furthermore, our students will benefit from having role models that look like them. Thus, diversifying our MCPS workforce is a key component 

to inclusion and diversity.
4.2 STANDARDS. How should regulations be used to advance school standards in areas 

ranging from physical and mental health & wellness to digital safety and Wi-Fi exposure?

4.2 State and County regulations can be used to advance and implement school standards such as longer recess or more mental health professionals in 

schools after extensive community engagement and communication process. We should also take into account the separation of duties between the State, 

County, and the Board of Education.
4.3 HEALTH/NUTRITION. Should health and nutrition education be better integrated into 

MCPS curricula? How might this impact MCPS’ Food and Nutrition Division practices and 

policies?

4.3 Nutrition education should be an integral part of the health and science related MCPS curricula. Calories and nutrition labeling should be implemented 

to help our students develop healthier eating habits.

4.4 MENTAL HEALTH. Please describe your commitment to ensuring adequate mental 

health and counseling services for MCPS students.

4.4 Students who are well in body and mind can perform better academically. Thus it is important that we strive to reduce the counselor to student ratio to 

about 1:250 as recommended by American School Counselor Association. Furthermore, we should strive to meet the school psychologists to student ratio 

of about 500~700 per student.
4.5 BE WELL 365. What is your take on Be Well 365? Where do you see it working and 

what steps do you think need to be taken to implement it more effectively?

4.5 I think the integrated approach of the Be Well 365 program is excellent. Additional psychological and health services at schools and greater number of 

counselors can help this program be more successful and accessible. Furthermore, Parent Community Coordinators should be more prominent in high-

poverty and/or immigrant communities, and be more accessible.
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5. School Climate and Safety 5. Answers

5.1 POLICE/MCPS. Do you believe the current SRO (School Resource Officer) staffing is 

adequate in our middle and high schools? Would you recommend any changes in SRO 

staffing? How would you propose funding any proposed additional SRO staffing? Would 

you propose any amendments to the MoU between MCPS and MCPD?

5.1 While many parents, particularly parents of color are concerned with the impact of increased police presence to their children, we also cannot 

completely eschew law enforcement in schools. In an era where schools are facing a multitude of threats with alarming frequency, law enforcement 

presence is a powerful deterrent and a safeguard. For the MoU with MCPD, I would include amendments to address mandatory bias training, de-escalation 

training, community building, and use of force reports.

5.2 SCHOOL CLIMATE. What is your take on school climate, how it is measured, and what 

steps MCPS might take to improve it?

5.2 At its core, a “good” school climate exists when students and families feel safe and welcome. To that end, building meaningful relationships among 

school, the family, and the students are fundamental. From an administrative perspective, periodic school climate surveys and focus groups with both 

students and parents are useful steps, as are direct incident reporting mechanisms and metrics. Greater promotion of parent education and engagement 

efforts such as the Office of Student and Family Engagement’s Parent Academy are also a strategy that MCPS can pursue.

5.3 DISCIPLINE. What is your understanding of MCPS’s approach to discipline? Would you 

recommend	 any changes?

5.3 MCPS’s goal to disrupt the school-to-prison pipeline and the use of restorative justice are laudable. However, we should explore changes where 

disruptive and/or behaviors harmful to other students are handled with greater fidelity. It is essential that all stakeholders have a full understanding of the 

tenets of restorative justice. This includes all administrative, resource and teaching staff as well as parents and students. A baseline of understanding must 

be established, otherwise to an “outsider” it appears that some get away with behaviors for which others have consequences.

5.4 MOBILE DEVICES. MCPS sanctions the use of personal mobile devices in middle and 

high school; some teachers/administrators treat the device use as a reward for good 

behavior. Do you agree with MCPS’s current practice or favor an “Away for the Day” 

model that requires students to keep their mobile devices in their lockers during 

instructional periods?

5.4 I largely agree with the “Away for the Day '' model, as mobile devices can be distracting for our students. However, it is more important to educate our 

students about the responsible use of technology, particularly personal mobile devices and time management.

5.5 ADA COMPLIANCE. How will you ensure that MCPS is in full compliance with Maryland 

House Bill HB1061, which requires local schools to update their emergency plans to 

accommodate, evacuate and safeguard students, staff and visitors with disabilities?

5.5 To ensure full compliance with HB1061, the MCPS School Emergency Plan (Form 236-2) should be updated with a specific section on ADA compliance in 

accordance with the requirements laid out in the House Bill. The completed School Emergency Plan should also be made available to families on the school 

website and/or via email each year.

5.6 PEDESTRIAN SAFETY. Proposed state bill (HB615) would require all school projects 

that use state funds for the construction of a new school or the renovation of or an 

addition to an existing school that would increase the capacity by more than 100 students, 

to submit a pedestrian safety plan identifying safe routes for students to walk or bike to 

school. Would you support new vision zero policies that review the placement of bus 

stops, crosswalks, walking paths, speed limits, lights, and signs to create a school zone for 

children to arrive and depart from school more safely?

5.6 Yes I would support new vision zero policies. Walkability and safety are important not just for our students but also to the general public. This will 

require a closer working relationship between MCPS Capital Planning and Montgomery County 

Planning Offices  as well as the County Council than we see today. Walking routes and sidewalks need to be part of the MCPS plan and not be left as 

something to address after construction or modifications are complete.

6. Growth 6. Answers

6.1 ENROLLMENT. With MCPS enrollment growing at 2,000 to 3,000 students per year,  

what is your commitment to ensuring capacity keeps pace with growth, and class sizes do 

not increase?

6.1 I am committed to keeping class size in compliance with State requirements. When faced with a hard demand for seats, we need to explore the shared 

use of public facilities and other non-traditional methods to lower the cost of school construction. Ultimately, we have to advocate for additional capital 

investment to meet this hard demand and closer collaboration between The Planning Board and MCPS.
6.2 PLANNING. How would you balance the need for additional seats/need for additional 

classrooms with the inventory of current buildings MCPS owns/leases?

6.2 We need to ensure that projections for the number of students are aligned with reality, and that projections are adjusted when it differs from actual 

numbers more than ~15%. Provided that projections are accurate, we can plan for the repurpose/reopen of certain facilities where needed. We can also 

explore the placement of certain specialized programs at repurpose/reopened facilities in an effort to more fully utilize the capital assets that we have now.

6.3 SUBDIVISION. In the next Subdivision Staging Policy revision, would you support a 

dedicated fund for school land acquisition, financed in part by land developers?

6.3 Yes. Given the experience in some of the newly developed areas in Montgomery County, I think it is prudent to adjust impact fees. Adequate 

infrastructure, whether it be transportation or education, is in the interests of all parties involved. 

6.4 PROFESSIONAL SHORTAGES. How will you support MCPS leadership in addressing 

support professional shortages (bus drivers, security staff, IT, paraeducators, sign 

language interpreters, etc.) and the overuse of temporary part-time positions?

6.4 We can adjust relevant policies and practices to automatically define support positions that require 30+ hours a week as a full time position. This can 

provide greater clarity for MCPS leadership in its planning, recruitment, and hiring. Furthermore, we can set up a program where we provide additional 

training and retainment program.

7. Policy 7. Answers

7.1 MCPS POLICIES. What, if any, MCPS policies/regulations do you see proposing for 

revision in your first year in office?

7.1 MCPS has a myriad of policies that govern the various facets of MCPS operation. As a first year board member, it would be prudent to fully understand 

the institutional history and evolution of various policies, and compare that with the current state of MCPS before seeking changes. That is not to say that a 

1st time BOE member is incapable of advocating for immediate needs and improvements.
7.2 MSDE POLICIES. What, if any, MSDE policies would you advocate for changing in your 

first year in office?

7.2 I would advocate for changes to COMAR such that our older students with disrupted education will have greater options  and access to more 

appropriate education experience. Under the current COMAR , MCPS is required to enroll students under 21. Montgomery College also offers ESOL and 

continued education. There should be greater collaboration between MCPS and Montgomery College in providing the best possible education to our adult 

students who may have experienced disrupted education. We can also consider the expansion and modification of our current alternative programs.

7.3 CHILD PROTECTION. How effective do you think MCPS is in addressing child protection 

concerns? Would you recommend any changes to policies and procedures to better 

prevent and respond to such concerns?

7.3 In recent times, there have been multiple troubling incidents of sexual assaults in our schools. Extensive background check on MCPS employees is one 

safeguard. However, clear and unfettered reporting procedures, combined with more decisive disciplinary actions against at fault personnel should be 

implemented.
7.4 SUSTAINABILITY. What responsibility do you think the school system has in addressing 

and Responding to environmental sustainability issues? Would you recommend any 

specific changes to curricula, buildings, and operations to address climate change?

7.4 MCPS operates 208 schools and a fleet of school buses. It is the school system’s duty to ensure that we are being a responsible actor in environmental 

sustainability. MCPS should enact a per mile per pupil cost and emission metrics on its bus fleet, and seek to minimize the total distance travel. 

Furthermore, MCPS should endeavor to improve each school’s SERT metrics.

7.5 RESTORATIVE JUSTICE. Do you believe that a policy is needed to address how best to 

balance school safety and discipline with restorative justice practices? Why or why not?

7.5 Yes. Given the recent troubling news of firearms in school and alleged sexual assaults, we should adjust disciplinary policy to clearly define the “red 

line”. We should define and list behaviors that are clearly harmful to other students’ safety and its disciplinary consequences. Ultimately, we want students 

to understand the impact of their behaviors on others and its consequences.
7.6 BOUNDARY ANALYSIS. What do you think should be the next step(s) for the 

Countywide Boundary Analysis after the consultant’s final report is provided to the BOE?

7.6 There are currently 3 separate boundary studies on-going. If the interactive tool developed by WXY is to be used to inform future boundary studies, the 

reasonable next step will be to validate the interactive tool’s accuracy with simulations. We also need to constantly validate and ensure that data used by 

the interactive tool is consistent and is reflective of the real-world.
7.7 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What is your position on how boundary changes should 

be proposed, considered, implemented and reviewed by MCPS, and how frequently they 

should occur? Should there be boundary reviews at set time intervals, or only on an as as-

needed basis?

7.7 Boundary adjustments are governed by Policy FAA and are typically triggered by expansion or new facilities. Boundary reviews should be synchronized 

with Subdivision Staging Plan updates. The SSP based its school planning on school clusters. Hence it is reasonable to review boundaries when the SSP is 

being updated.

7.8 KIRWAN: THE BLUEPRINT FOR MARYLAND’S FUTURE. The implementation of Kirwan: 

The Blueprint for Maryland’s Future includes the community schools model. Do you 

support having school councils implemented as part of this model? Please elaborate on 

your reasons for or against having them.

7.8 I am in support of the school councils in the community school model. It enables more collaborative decision making in how to guide the school’s 

trajectory. Furthermore, it offers a more substantive model in family and community engagement. It gives families and community members more stakes in 

the success of a school.
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Question Lynne Harris
1. State Funding & Policies 1. Answers

1.1  GIFTED & TALENTED (GT) REGULATIONS. How will you ensure that GT COMAR 

regulations are upheld in every school in MCPS? 

1.1 I would start by stating clearly that while MCPS has some high-quality GT services, it is not now in full compliance with the COMAR – we have work to 

do.  MCPS must identify the gaps between its practices and those mandated by the COMAR and develop a plan for closing those gaps.  I would also seek to 

add accountability for growth in GT students to principal and educator evaluations.  Every school in MCPS has academically gifted students, and those 

students deserve to learn something in school every day.
1.2 ACCELERATED & ENRICHED INSTRUCTION (AEI). Do you feel the MCPS AEI group is 

sufficiently staffed to create, update, maintain and oversee all choice, magnet and local GT 

programming in addition to ensuring COMAR is upheld in all? They are currently 

responsible for 39,000 students.         

1.2 I do not feel that AEI is sufficiently staffed or funded to meet its responsibilities.  When AEI was downsized from a director-led office, the community 

was promised that each OSSI team would have a specialist trained and tasked with looking after the interests of GT students, that has not yet happened.  

Meanwhile, AEI remains tasked with development and oversight of magnet curriculum, expansion of  GT classes for students in home schools with GT 

cohorts, and training of teachers for both of those populations, as well as advocacy for GT student needs at all schools – all the former responsibilities with 

less staff.
1.3 KIRWAN FUNDING. Do you support any of the tax bills being proposed by the 

Maryland State Legislature, including an assessment of sales tax on professional services, 

as a means to fund the KIRWAN Commission initiatives? Please elaborate on your reasons 

for your support and/or non-support.

1.3 I support the Blueprint and realize that we must generate revenue streams in order to fund the initiatives in full. The sales tax bill as written was too 

broad and potentially had unintended consequences on families that are already living paycheck to paycheck. I am for the smaller package of revenue bills 

that close tax loopholes and increase taxes on tobacco and vaping products. We will need to pass other funding measures in the future such as legalizing 

and taxing marijuana sales.
2. Capital Improvements 2. Answers

Background: MCPS has ~$800,000,000 of proposed new/addition projects and 

~$800,000,000 of maintenance backlog.  

2.1 SPENDING AFFORDABILITY GUIDELINES. What measures should be taken to finance 

MCPS’s growing capital improvement needs— both upgrades to aging infrastructure and 

capacity expansion? Should school construction take a backseat to other County 

infrastructure priorities?

2.1 It is important to reduce our debt service in the operating budget, but we must balance that need with the 1.5 billion dollar backlog in MCPS 

construction projects. Reducing the GO Bonds by 90 million in this CIP went too far towards reduction. If the Built to Learn Act passes, in order to match the 

funds, we should revisit the SAG. Balance is needed, and school CIP should not take a backseat.

2.2 NON-TRADITIONAL FACILITIES. There are areas in the County that are lacking available 

parcels of land with adequate square footage to fit traditional school facilities, including 

outdoor space. Would you consider having MCPS use or build non-traditional facilities to 

house traditional and/or non-traditional facilities and/or programs? If so, please provide 

an example of what you would consider?

2.2 In some areas of the county, we are becoming more urban in nature so it is natural that we should build schools that fit in an urban landscape, such as 

building underground parking and using roofs as usable space. One example of a non-traditional facility would be using office space for a specialized high 

school half day program in Silver Spring, partnering with area businesses to build in apprenticeship opportunities.

3. Comunication and Addressing Equity 3. Answers

3.1 ACHIEVING EQUITY. What measures should be put in place to ensure every child 

(regardless of disability, geography, socio-economic conditions, ethnicity, or other factors) 

receives high quality instruction to meet his/her potential?

3.1 The MCPS Resource study finds that qualified students of color and students in poverty are often overlooked for rigorous AP and IB courses. Flip the 

script: instead of relying on student/parent interest or teacher recommendations, automatically enroll students in rigorous AP and IB courses when they 

meet objective criteria, with an opt-out if the student and family choose not to enroll. 2nd: Review all schools to ensure that a variety of interesting courses 

"beyond the basics" are offered, especially at middle and high schools. 3rd: Provide incentives (like extra planning time) and support (like peer mentors) to 

encourage experienced teachers and administrators to choose and stay in high-needs schools. Finally, partner with unions and county agencies to ensure 

that MCPS preK curriculum is used by all MC providers so every 3 and 4-year-old is equitably prepared to start school successfully.

3.2 OUTREACH. Does MCPS need to improve its communication with students and 

families? If so, what should MCPS’s priorities be in improving communication?

3.2 YES! Resume door-knocking and home visits in hard to reach communities. Give adequate notice of community meetings to solicit input BEFORE 

decisions are made. Require parent, student and staff feedback on Key Facility Indicators that determine which school gets renovated or rebuilt. Hold 

annual student listening sessions. USE social media effectively! BOE's Facebook page was last updated in 2018!
3.3 TRANSPARENCY. MCPS has published equity accountability models to ensure MCPS is 

transparent about each demographic of each school to assess performance. How should 

this information inform future policy?

3.3 The EAMs are a great start, giving us a strong platform to mark our current baseline to see if we are successful in moving the needle.  Our policies 

should be assessed periodically to ensure we are effectively addressing the inequities of the system and seeing positive results for all our students.  I 

commend MCPS for unmasking the data and allowing us to see each demographic.  My approach will be to further this work and create better accessibility 

so parents and advocates can easily see the data points and ask informed questions and engage in the path forward.

3.4 GT OPPORTUNITIES. How will you ensure that GT opportunities, curricula, enrichment 

and professional development are held to uniform standards across all local elementary, 

middle and high schools, as well as regional programs?

3.4 I would promote transparency in the criteria for identifying students who need accelerated and advanced curriculum in order to meet their potential.  I 

would promote implementation with integrity of advanced level classes as an alternative to rigorous on-grade level classes, rather than have one-size-fits-

all classes with misleading names.  I would encourage MCPS to give preference in teacher assignments to teachers who have obtained the GT certification 

specified in the COMAR, and also to seek to have at least one certified teacher in every school with a local GT cohort.

3.5 GT ACCOUNTABILITY. With limited seats available at regional GT centers at every 

grade level, how can MCPS ensure that students who are identified as GT receive 

programming and enrichment that is distributed consistently and equitably throughout 

the magnet programs and within local school settings? How will you ensure accountability 

at the local school level?

3.5 It is impossible to have accountability in GT education if GT students are only ever measured at grade level standards.  I would promote pre-

assessments as part of the Evidence of Learning  imitative, and hold schools accountable for showing growth in all students, including those who 

demonstrate mastery of the grade level standards at the beginning of the year.  The GT COMAR will soon require MCPS to demonstrate growth in students 

identified for GT services, so we may as well start getting ready now.

3.6 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What do you believe is the proper role of boundary 

adjustments in ensuring that all students receive an excellent and equitable education 

within MCPS?

3.6 Adjustments MUST be based on data - it's been 30 years since we reviewed school boundaries as a whole. I support the ongoing analysis. Going 

forward, boundaries should be reviewed regularly in conjunction with the Montgomery County Planning Department's quadrennial review of the 

Subdivision Staging Policy. SSP review focuses on evaluating school capacity and transportation infrastructure as it relates to ongoing and proposed 

development. That regular evaluation could be adapted – in partnership with MCPS – to include looking specifically at boundaries and school capacity every 

four or eight years. A regular, predictable, transparent method of keeping on top of growth, the adequacy of infrastructure, student generation and 

enrollment. This data should be transparently shared with communities on an ongoing basis, so that decision-making includes robust and informed 

community engagement.
4. Health and Wellness 4. Answers

4.1 DIVERSITY & INCLUSION. Describe your commitment to fostering a climate of cultural 

sensitivity and tolerance. Please discuss what steps MCPS should take to ensure every 

student feels safe, respected, and valued for being exactly who he/she is.

4.1 I have been saying for years that every day, every student in every school should feel safe, welcome and valued for being exactly who they are. As a 

system we make that happen with fully inclusive curricula at all grade levels, with a truly diverse workforce reflective of our student population, with a 

focus on trauma-informed practices, and with the daily intentional inclusion of self-care and wellness practices. Study circles should be part of the work of 

each school, enhancing understanding and building the skills to talk about difficult issues.
4.2 STANDARDS. How should regulations be used to advance school standards in areas 

ranging from physical and mental health & wellness to digital safety and Wi-Fi exposure?

4.2 I strongly believe that all standards and policies adopted by the Board should have a strong evidence base, and the regulations implementing policy 

should be clear, and periodically reviewed for relevance and effectiveness. It’s also important that policies and regulations be constructed to allow flexibility 

in implementation but fidelity of outcome.  As a former practicing attorney, I have a unique skill set to bring to this conversation. Where many 

parents/teachers/students become frustrated is with the inconsistent application and implementation of the system’s policies and regulations.  This is 

where clarity of intent is paramount.
4.3 HEALTH/NUTRITION. Should health and nutrition education be better integrated into 

MCPS curricula? How might this impact MCPS’ Food and Nutrition Division practices and 

policies?

4.3 Current and accurate health and nutrition information should be integrated throughout MCPS curricula, not just in PE and Health. Many other core 

content areas and electives are well-suited to the incorporation of health and nutrition data – ES and MS science, biology, FACS. The MCPS Food and 

Nutrition Division should learn from the great work in other school systems to include fresh, local food and truly healthy options. Right now there is 

hyperfocus on specific rules around sugar, fat, etc. but still unhealthy, unappetizing food in the lunchline and vending machines full of junk food. We should 

be working with students to develop menus that meet health and nutrition goals AND are appetizing and tasty.

4.4 MENTAL HEALTH. Please describe your commitment to ensuring adequate mental 

health and counseling services for MCPS students.

4.4 I think it’s essential that MCPS increase the number of counselors and psychologists with an eye towards attaining the ASCA recommended 

250:1student/counselor ratio. We should rethink the workload currently assigned to counselors and psychologists. Counselors should be counselors (not 

schedulers and college application monitors), with adequate time in classrooms teaching the essentials of social and emotional learning. Psychologists 

should be primarily providers of mental wellness services, rather than focusing almost exclusively on testing and screening. Train support staff to handle 

some of the work around scheduling, check-ins to monitor academic progress and the like.

4.5 BE WELL 365. What is your take on Be Well 365? Where do you see it working and 

what steps do you think need to be taken to implement it more effectively?

4.5 BW365 is a good framework, but it has yet to be fully implemented. Effective roll-out will depend on leadership buy-in, truly effective professional 

development for teachers and staff in the “6 Essentials”, and working with students to determine the best way to implement each component of the 

BW365 Framework. This is one key area of work in which MCPS needs to be a system, with fidelity of implementation across all schools – and that requires 

clear guidelines, evidence-based best practices, and thorough planning.
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5. School Climate and Safety 5. Answers

5.1 POLICE/MCPS. Do you believe the current SRO (School Resource Officer) staffing is 

adequate in our middle and high schools? Would you recommend any changes in SRO 

staffing? How would you propose funding any proposed additional SRO staffing? Would 

you propose any amendments to the MoU between MCPS and MCPD?

5.1 I'd like to see the data, and I’d like to hear from MS and HS students across the county. There are competing concerns: 1) the 46% uptick in threats 

against schools and 2) legitimate concerns about disproportionality in discipline and the school-to-prison pipeline. SROs should not be engaged in school 

discipline. They must be trained in de-escalation techniques, implicit bias, restorative justice, evidence-based coordination with mental health professionals 

and should focus on positive relationship building and mentoring.

5.2 SCHOOL CLIMATE. What is your take on school climate, how it is measured, and what 

steps MCPS might take to improve it?

5.2 The tone of a school's climate is set by the school's leadership. MCPS has in place a shared leadership model, for schools, led by Triads.  I would 

strengthen the Triads with training, rewarding those which function effectively, and scale up their best practices. School climate is currently not effectively 

measured. MSDE surveys are implemented but there is a 2 year gap before results are shared with schools. We need school-based data that includes 

student, staff, and parent perspectives. These should form the basis of each school’s climate action.
5.3 DISCIPLINE. What is your understanding of MCPS’s approach to discipline? Would you 

recommend	 any changes?

5.3 Increased training in trauma informed practices will address many discipline issues.  As educators, we teach that actions have consequences.  We must 

also ask what motivated a student's actions.

Discipline is uneven throughout the system. Some schools use RJ, others don't. Implementation is varied. ALL teachers should be trained in trauma-

informed education, restorative justice, and positive behavior interventions. Most important, we need more counselors who are trained to navigate 

complex behavioral issues.
5.4 MOBILE DEVICES. MCPS sanctions the use of personal mobile devices in middle and 

high school; some teachers/administrators treat the device use as a reward for good 

behavior. Do you agree with MCPS’s current practice or favor an “Away for the Day” 

model that requires students to keep their mobile devices in their lockers during 

instructional periods?

5.4 Technology is a tremendous asset and contributes to the learning opportunities available to our students.  But moderation is the key to success.  MCPS 

does not have a consistent way to assess and track student access to electronics.  Personal devices are reportedly distracting teachers and students from 

establishing an effective learning environment and sadly, many teachers feel unsupported in their attempts to get students away from personal devices. 

Other teachers, particularly those teaching students where the personal devices are critical to improved learning opportunities, feel their approaches are 

being scrutinized even though these devices are the most effective way to meet accessibility needs.

5.5 ADA COMPLIANCE. How will you ensure that MCPS is in full compliance with Maryland 

House Bill HB1061, which requires local schools to update their emergency plans to 

accommodate, evacuate and safeguard students, staff and visitors with disabilities?

5.5 I would encourage MCPS to assign an ADA compliance "czar" who would oversee the emergency plans and who would work with schools who have 

challenging facilities.

5.6 PEDESTRIAN SAFETY. Proposed state bill (HB615) would require all school projects 

that use state funds for the construction of a new school or the renovation of or an 

addition to an existing school that would increase the capacity by more than 100 students, 

to submit a pedestrian safety plan identifying safe routes for students to walk or bike to 

school. Would you support new vision zero policies that review the placement of bus 

stops, crosswalks, walking paths, speed limits, lights, and signs to create a school zone for 

children to arrive and depart from school more safely?

5.6 Absolutely.  These policies and practices must also be enacted in existing school communities, not just those undergoing construction or renovation.  

MCPS must work in partnership with MCDOT, SDOT, Vision Zero and MoCo Planning to comprehensively improve safety for all MCPS students.

6. Growth 6. Answers

6.1 ENROLLMENT. With MCPS enrollment growing at 2,000 to 3,000 students per year,  

what is your commitment to ensuring capacity keeps pace with growth, and class sizes do 

not increase?

6.1 First, I support periodic boundary evaluations to continue to balance enrollment and capacity, in addition to other priorities.  Also, we need to pursue 

ongoing improvement in enrollment projection methodologies, partnering closely with the Planning Department on both of these key areas. MCPS and the 

County must work together to ensure that the Adequate Public Facilities Ordnance is actually implemented in a way that promotes the adequacy of 

infrastructure like roads and schools before development permits are issued. That’s the capital side. On the operational side – key to keeping class sizes low 

is having adequate numbers of truly excellent teachers who reflect the diversity of our schools.

6.2 PLANNING. How would you balance the need for additional seats/need for additional 

classrooms with the inventory of current buildings MCPS owns/leases?

6.2 Currently, our capacity roughly matches our enrollment, but some schools are overcrowded while others are under enrolled.  CIP decisions must be 

informed by periodic boundary evaluations to minimize the budget impact of construction, and before deciding to build MCPS must thoroughly look at all 

other options, including non-CIP solutions like shifting boundaries when adjacent schools can balance capacity challenges, and assessing our current 

building inventory for leased or repurposed space that could be converted back to schools.
6.3 SUBDIVISION. In the next Subdivision Staging Policy revision, would you support a 

dedicated fund for school land acquisition, financed in part by land developers?

6.3 I would support a dedicated fund for land acquisition, but funds should also be dedicated for building maintenance to handle the pressures of 

overcapacity on our aging infrastructure.  MCPS does not provide adequate resources for preventive maintenance. 

6.4 PROFESSIONAL SHORTAGES. How will you support MCPS leadership in addressing 

support professional shortages (bus drivers, security staff, IT, paraeducators, sign 

language interpreters, etc.) and the overuse of temporary part-time positions?

6.4 Provide competitive compensation, reward related education and certification, support & promote ongoing professional development and an MCPS 

career ladder for support staff who want to alter their career path but stay within MCPS. Treat support professionals with the respect they deserve.

7. Policy 7. Answers

7.1 MCPS POLICIES. What, if any, MCPS policies/regulations do you see proposing for 

revision in your first year in office?

7.1 Recognition of effective school triads and training and support to strengthen those that struggle to provide shared leadership.

7.2 MSDE POLICIES. What, if any, MSDE policies would you advocate for changing in your 

first year in office?

7.2 I would advocate for changes to MSDE’s graduation credit requirements, and ask for a commonsense evaluation of our CTE course offerings in 

comparison with MSDE required credits. Many CTE courses match the goals of required courses but are only permitted to satisfy elective credits. I would 

also advocate for more parent, teacher and student representation on the State Board of Education.
7.3 CHILD PROTECTION. How effective do you think MCPS is in addressing child protection 

concerns? Would you recommend any changes to policies and procedures to better 

prevent and respond to such concerns?

7.3 The existing training adds value because it educates staff, students, and community members about the signs of abuse.  BOE members can strengthen 

this effort by providing ongoing support to ensure confidentiality of reports made and rapid, comprehensive care for victims of abuse, whether the abuse 

happens in schools or elsewhere. MCPS is thinly staffed. Given the size of our system, we need dedicated child protection professionals at the central office. 

Currently, prevention and response to child protection concerns is handled by former principals with no professional child protection training. The policies 

are ok, the training is weak, and the professional capacity to respond to concerns is limited.

7.4 SUSTAINABILITY. What responsibility do you think the school system has in addressing 

and Responding to environmental sustainability issues? Would you recommend any 

specific changes to curricula, buildings, and operations to address climate change?

7.4 MCPS needs a comprehensive sustainability plan that it implements with fidelity. Maximize the reach and power of SERT to work with schools to achieve 

recycling and energy saving targets. Allow SERT to expand beyond a small pilot composting throughout our schools. Install solar panels on all appropriate 

school roofs. Convert our bus fleet to electric. Ensure all new construction and renovation is fully LEED compliant. Make energy audits part of each school’s 

annual maintenance review, and act on the findings.
7.5 RESTORATIVE JUSTICE. Do you believe that a policy is needed to address how best to 

balance school safety and discipline with restorative justice practices? Why or why not?

7.5 Restorative Justice is a valuable tool for teaching students how to resolve issues and learn to "live together."  It is not a substitute for discipline but 

places value on the "whole person" for all parties involved in a situation.  Often, students act out because they do not feel valued.  Restorative Justice 

reinforces the value of ALL students involved in a dispute. If implemented properly, RJ should always prioritize student safety and wellbeing by providing 

emotional supports and parent notice, there should always be an opt out for victims. RJ is not an appropriate response in all discipline situations. We have a 

state law with which we must comply, but to do so effectively, staff need much more training.

7.6 BOUNDARY ANALYSIS. What do you think should be the next step(s) for the 

Countywide Boundary Analysis after the consultant’s final report is provided to the BOE?

7.6 First, the data must be evaluated.  Presupposing solutions is not helpful. Then I believe the most obvious non-CIP steps should be taken to ease capacity 

stress and reduce the number of portables - looking at adjusting boundaries where overcapacity and under-utilized schools are adjacent. Another early 

project should be looking at placing programs and opportunities truly equitably throughout the county, looking at transit as a resource, so that we can 

honestly say that no student is barred by geography or transportation challenges from accessing a great program.

7.7 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What is your position on how boundary changes should 

be proposed, considered, implemented and reviewed by MCPS, and how frequently they 

should occur? Should there be boundary reviews at set time intervals, or only on an as as-

needed basis?

7.7 MCPS’ current process of collecting and evaluating data is solid.  However, MCPS go decades without objectively and comprehensively assessing 

boundaries system-wide.  MCPS should have a regular, predictable, transparent cycle of boundary review. Partnering with, and augmenting, County 

Planning’s quadrennial Subdivision Staging Policy review is a real opportunity to continuously collect and monitor data on how our capacity is matching our 

growth, and making small adjustments (to boundaries or programming or both) as needed instead of playing an ongoing game of whack-a-mole.

7.8 KIRWAN: THE BLUEPRINT FOR MARYLAND’S FUTURE. The implementation of Kirwan: 

The Blueprint for Maryland’s Future includes the community schools model. Do you 

support having school councils implemented as part of this model? Please elaborate on 

your reasons for or against having them.

7.8 Just as I support the Inspector General for MCPS, I support the concept of Councils for schools because it provides a unique and innovative way to truly 

engage all essential members of a school community in the decision-making about that school. I firmly believe that each group – teachers, students, staff, 

families – have specific and essential wisdom that we need to make the best decisions about our schools. The School Council concept needs to be fully 

vetted with all stakeholders at the table, so everyone understands the purpose of school Councils, the expectations of participants, and how accountability 

is incorporated into the work of the Councils.  Since School Councils came up as an MCEA bargaining issue, they should also be discussed within framework 

of the MCCAP/MCBOA and SEIU bargaining processes.
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Question Cameron Rhode
1. State Funding & Policies 1. Answers

1.1  GIFTED & TALENTED (GT) REGULATIONS. How will you ensure that GT COMAR 

regulations are upheld in every school in MCPS? 

1.1 I will work with teachers and administrators to comply with state regulations regarding Gifted and Talented screening and program implementation.

1.2 ACCELERATED & ENRICHED INSTRUCTION (AEI). Do you feel the MCPS AEI group is 

sufficiently staffed to create, update, maintain and oversee all choice, magnet and local GT 

programming in addition to ensuring COMAR is upheld in all? They are currently 

responsible for 39,000 students.         

1.2 As a graduate of an MCPS magnet school, I can speak firsthand to the importance of our AEI programs. I will look to increase staffing to build on these 

programs.

1.3 KIRWAN FUNDING. Do you support any of the tax bills being proposed by the 

Maryland State Legislature, including an assessment of sales tax on professional services, 

as a means to fund the KIRWAN Commission initiatives? Please elaborate on your reasons 

for your support and/or non-support.

1.3 I support bills introduced by Delegates Palakovich Carr and Smith to make the Maryland tax code fairer. These bills, if enacted, would generate 

significant revenue to fund crucial Kirwan Commission recommendations.

2. Capital Improvements 2. Answers

Background: MCPS has ~$800,000,000 of proposed new/addition projects and 

~$800,000,000 of maintenance backlog.  

2.1 SPENDING AFFORDABILITY GUIDELINES. What measures should be taken to finance 

MCPS’s growing capital improvement needs— both upgrades to aging infrastructure and 

capacity expansion? Should school construction take a backseat to other County 

infrastructure priorities?

2.1 School construction is an investment in reducing overcrowding, and it should not take a back seat to other infrastructure projects.

2.2 NON-TRADITIONAL FACILITIES. There are areas in the County that are lacking available 

parcels of land with adequate square footage to fit traditional school facilities, including 

outdoor space. Would you consider having MCPS use or build non-traditional facilities to 

house traditional and/or non-traditional facilities and/or programs? If so, please provide 

an example of what you would consider?

2.2 I certainly would consider that. I've always been a careful decision-maker. I don't believe in doing things a certain way just because that's how they've 

always been done.

3. Comunication and Addressing Equity 3. Answers

3.1 ACHIEVING EQUITY. What measures should be put in place to ensure every child 

(regardless of disability, geography, socio-economic conditions, ethnicity, or other factors) 

receives high quality instruction to meet his/her potential?

3.1 The boundary analysis is long overdue. While racial segregation of public facilities by law or regulation is no longer in place, school systems may be 

effectively segregated by race or household income. I appreciate that the consultant’s analysis — per Board of Education policy — is considering linguistic, 

ethnic, and socioeconomic diversity in addition to proximity and capacity. The benefits of diverse schools are not superficial; they are tangible and long-

lasting. I am absolutely open to authorizing another boundary study to allow boundary adjustments.

3.2 OUTREACH. Does MCPS need to improve its communication with students and 

families? If so, what should MCPS’s priorities be in improving communication?

3.2 Just the other day I heard from a parent of a neurodivergent child who was understandably frustrated at the lack of communication about post-MCPS 

opportunities for her daughter (what is available and deadlines to apply). Parents should not have to hear about such opportunities secondhand. I will work 

to make sure staff responsible for thoroughly communicating with parents are fulfilling their obligations.

3.3 TRANSPARENCY. MCPS has published equity accountability models to ensure MCPS is 

transparent about each demographic of each school to assess performance. How should 

this information inform future policy?

3.3 I agree with Superintendent Smith that efforts to ensure opportunity for all students should be informed by more detailed data collection of students’ 

performance — that we must consider poverty status, not just race. I will seek to build on the Equity Accountability Model.

3.4 GT OPPORTUNITIES. How will you ensure that GT opportunities, curricula, enrichment 

and professional development are held to uniform standards across all local elementary, 

middle and high schools, as well as regional programs?

3.4 Through 12 years of volunteering politically, I’ve had countless conversations with students, parents, and teachers throughout Montgomery County 

about education issues. I will continue this dialogue to ensure that MCPS initiatives are being implemented fairly county-wide.

3.5 GT ACCOUNTABILITY. With limited seats available at regional GT centers at every 

grade level, how can MCPS ensure that students who are identified as GT receive 

programming and enrichment that is distributed consistently and equitably throughout 

the magnet programs and within local school settings? How will you ensure accountability 

at the local school level?

3.5 I will meet regularly with in-school administrators to ensure Gifted and Talented programs run uniformly within each school and among different 

schools.

3.6 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What do you believe is the proper role of boundary 

adjustments in ensuring that all students receive an excellent and equitable education 

within MCPS?

3.6 MCPS should strive to minimize commuting needs and ease overcrowding while maintaining multiple forms of diversity. This may be difficult, but I 

believe it can be done.

4. Health and Wellness 4. Answers

4.1 DIVERSITY & INCLUSION. Describe your commitment to fostering a climate of cultural 

sensitivity and tolerance. Please discuss what steps MCPS should take to ensure every 

student feels safe, respected, and valued for being exactly who he/she is.

4.1 LGBT students have reported that their concerns are often dismissed by in-school administrators and that sometimes they won’t see changes unless 

teachers stand with them. I will work to make sure school administration is accommodating of LGBT students’ and teachers’ needs.

4.2 STANDARDS. How should regulations be used to advance school standards in areas 

ranging from physical and mental health & wellness to digital safety and Wi-Fi exposure?

4.2 Regulations should reflect the findings of recent, peer-reviewed studies. As a scientist, I will eagerly seek primary literature to guide my decision-

making.

4.3 HEALTH/NUTRITION. Should health and nutrition education be better integrated into 

MCPS curricula? How might this impact MCPS’ Food and Nutrition Division practices and 

policies?

4.3 Yes, because this information is vital regardless of the field the student may enter after graduating from MCPS.

4.4 MENTAL HEALTH. Please describe your commitment to ensuring adequate mental 

health and counseling services for MCPS students.

4.4 I  was fortunate enough to have the same counselor all four years of high school, but not all MCPS students have this privilege. Students have expressed 

frustration at being assigned different counselors in different years of high school. Developing a relationship with one counselor is valuable to students in 

establishing trust and in securing a quality recommendation letter for college. I will work to increase continuity in counseling.

4.5 BE WELL 365. What is your take on Be Well 365? Where do you see it working and 

what steps do you think need to be taken to implement it more effectively?

4.5 Be Well 365 is a well-rounded initiative. I will seek continuous input from students, teachers, and parents on the extent to which resources at their 

schools are meeting the stated goals of the program.
5. School Climate and Safety 5. Answers

5.1 POLICE/MCPS. Do you believe the current SRO (School Resource Officer) staffing is 

adequate in our middle and high schools? Would you recommend any changes in SRO 

staffing? How would you propose funding any proposed additional SRO staffing? Would 

you propose any amendments to the MoU between MCPS and MCPD?

5.1 The Memorandum of Understanding among MCPS and law enforcement agencies uses inaccurate language on sexual orientation and gender identity 

(section H).

5.2 SCHOOL CLIMATE. What is your take on school climate, how it is measured, and what 

steps MCPS might take to improve it?

5.2 As a card-carrying NAACP member, I am dedicated to fighting white supremacy in all its forms. I will combat intolerance proactively instead of merely 

reacting to hate crimes.

5.3 DISCIPLINE. What is your understanding of MCPS’s approach to discipline? Would you 

recommend	 any changes?

5.3 Teachers and other school staff should be familiar with ways in which inadvertent discrimination may take place. For example, students of color may be 

perceived to be older than they are and therefore deserving of harsher punishments. (See www.apa.org/news/press/releases/2014/03/black-boys-older 

for discussion of research on this issue.)
5.4 MOBILE DEVICES. MCPS sanctions the use of personal mobile devices in middle and 

high school; some teachers/administrators treat the device use as a reward for good 

behavior. Do you agree with MCPS’s current practice or favor an “Away for the Day” 

model that requires students to keep their mobile devices in their lockers during 

instructional periods?

5.4 I keep reminders in my cell phone (“Follow up with Person X about Issue Y”, etc.), and I did this as an MCPS student too. My cell phone fits easily in my 

pocket, and the electronic medium facilitates adding, changing, and removing these reminders. Students may want to use their phones between classes 

(without having to go to their lockers) for this and other reasons, so I am hesitant to endorse an “away for the day” policy. But as with any proposal, I will 

keep an open mind and welcome input from students, teachers, and parents.

5.5 ADA COMPLIANCE. How will you ensure that MCPS is in full compliance with Maryland 

House Bill HB1061, which requires local schools to update their emergency plans to 

accommodate, evacuate and safeguard students, staff and visitors with disabilities?

5.5 I will work with MCPS staff to track each school's compliance with this important 2017 legislation.

5.6 PEDESTRIAN SAFETY. Proposed state bill (HB615) would require all school projects 

that use state funds for the construction of a new school or the renovation of or an 

addition to an existing school that would increase the capacity by more than 100 students, 

to submit a pedestrian safety plan identifying safe routes for students to walk or bike to 

school. Would you support new vision zero policies that review the placement of bus 

stops, crosswalks, walking paths, speed limits, lights, and signs to create a school zone for 

children to arrive and depart from school more safely?

5.6  I was a passenger in a car crash in June 2019. As a frequent pedestrian, public transportation user, and advocate for reducing the prevalence of motor 

vehicles, I strongly support this bill from Delegate Solomon. I also support Vision Zero and similar efforts to minimize traffic collisions.
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6. Growth 6. Answers

6.1 ENROLLMENT. With MCPS enrollment growing at 2,000 to 3,000 students per year,  

what is your commitment to ensuring capacity keeps pace with growth, and class sizes do 

not increase?

6.1 Eight years ago I sat in MCPS classrooms. There is a palpable difference between classes of 24 and classes of 28. Classes with too many students are lose-

lose: the classes are more difficult for teachers to manage (both during class sessions and outside-of-class tasks like grading), and students don’t receive as 

much attention as they should. I will be thoroughly committed to lowering class sizes. I see hiring teachers as the primary way to do this and school 

construction as the secondary way.
6.2 PLANNING. How would you balance the need for additional seats/need for additional 

classrooms with the inventory of current buildings MCPS owns/leases?

6.2 One of the main goals of the boundary study is to obtain information that will be useful in developing strategies to reduce overcrowding. I am optimistic 

that this effort will identify long-term solutions.
6.3 SUBDIVISION. In the next Subdivision Staging Policy revision, would you support a 

dedicated fund for school land acquisition, financed in part by land developers?

6.3 I very likely would.

6.4 PROFESSIONAL SHORTAGES. How will you support MCPS leadership in addressing 

support professional shortages (bus drivers, security staff, IT, paraeducators, sign 

language interpreters, etc.) and the overuse of temporary part-time positions?

6.4 My mother is a substitute paraeducator for MCPS. I will be in constant communication with the labor unions represented in MCPS to address these 

issues.

7. Policy 7. Answers

7.1 MCPS POLICIES. What, if any, MCPS policies/regulations do you see proposing for 

revision in your first year in office?

7.1 In addition to maintaining accurate phrasing about gender identity and expression and sexual orientation across all MCPS documents, I am interested in 

revising curricula. I believe history classes should more diligently recognize faults in our country’s history, and English classes should more heavily 

emphasize grammar and mechanics.
7.2 MSDE POLICIES. What, if any, MSDE policies would you advocate for changing in your 

first year in office?

7.2 I strongly oppose the BOOST program.

7.3 CHILD PROTECTION. How effective do you think MCPS is in addressing child protection 

concerns? Would you recommend any changes to policies and procedures to better 

prevent and respond to such concerns?

7.3 I believe that strengthening our counseling services can ameliorate this issue.

7.4 SUSTAINABILITY. What responsibility do you think the school system has in addressing 

and Responding to environmental sustainability issues? Would you recommend any 

specific changes to curricula, buildings, and operations to address climate change?

7.4 Yes! School systems everywhere absolutely have a responsibility to respond to the climate crisis. I’ve always been passionate about environmental 

causes and will look at every issue — whether structural or operational — through a sustainability lens.

7.5 RESTORATIVE JUSTICE. Do you believe that a policy is needed to address how best to 

balance school safety and discipline with restorative justice practices? Why or why not?

7.5 I believe so. Restorative justice is too complex to carry out with only isolated parts of policies and regulations.

7.6 BOUNDARY ANALYSIS. What do you think should be the next step(s) for the 

Countywide Boundary Analysis after the consultant’s final report is provided to the BOE?

7.6 After the final report is released, the Board should heavily consider the interim and final reports as well as the sentiments of students, teachers, 

parents, and other county residents. As I said above (3.1), I have no problem with taking the next step of authorizing another study.

7.7 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What is your position on how boundary changes should 

be proposed, considered, implemented and reviewed by MCPS, and how frequently they 

should occur? Should there be boundary reviews at set time intervals, or only on an as as-

needed basis?

7.7 I believe boundary reviews should take place at least every ten years. (Census data should facilitate this.)

7.8 KIRWAN: THE BLUEPRINT FOR MARYLAND’S FUTURE. The implementation of Kirwan: 

The Blueprint for Maryland’s Future includes the community schools model. Do you 

support having school councils implemented as part of this model? Please elaborate on 

your reasons for or against having them.

7.8 I support the Blueprint for Maryland's Future, including the community schools provisions.
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Question Darwin Romero
1. State Funding & Policies 1. Answers

1.1  GIFTED & TALENTED (GT) REGULATIONS. How will you ensure that GT COMAR 

regulations are upheld in every school in MCPS? 

1.1 As far as I am concerned every second grader is screened for GT programs as part of the Student Instructional Program Planning and Implementation 

but if there are any anomalies I would want to investigate.

1.2 ACCELERATED & ENRICHED INSTRUCTION (AEI). Do you feel the MCPS AEI group is 

sufficiently staffed to create, update, maintain and oversee all choice, magnet and local GT 

programming in addition to ensuring COMAR is upheld in all? They are currently 

responsible for 39,000 students.         

1.2 If parents have concerns that the MCPS AEI group is not sufficiently staffed I would request to have that looked into and survey the parents. Like any 

other program, we need to make sure it is properly staffed to provide great customer service to our students and parents.

1.3 KIRWAN FUNDING. Do you support any of the tax bills being proposed by the 

Maryland State Legislature, including an assessment of sales tax on professional services, 

as a means to fund the KIRWAN Commission initiatives? Please elaborate on your reasons 

for your support and/or non-support.

1.3 I fully support the Kirwan Commission and the need for an education blueprint to create a world class education system for our students but I do not 

support a sales tax on professional services. I believe there are other avenues we can look into to find the money.

2. Capital Improvements 2. Answers

Background: MCPS has ~$800,000,000 of proposed new/addition projects and 

~$800,000,000 of maintenance backlog.  

2.1 SPENDING AFFORDABILITY GUIDELINES. What measures should be taken to finance 

MCPS’s growing capital improvement needs— both upgrades to aging infrastructure and 

capacity expansion? Should school construction take a backseat to other County 

infrastructure priorities?

2.1 We have several community groups that use our facilities and pay a low rate. I believe if we increase our facility rental rates and create spaces that can 

be used for various activies/events we can raise funds for our school construction. 

2.2 NON-TRADITIONAL FACILITIES. There are areas in the County that are lacking available 

parcels of land with adequate square footage to fit traditional school facilities, including 

outdoor space. Would you consider having MCPS use or build non-traditional facilities to 

house traditional and/or non-traditional facilities and/or programs? If so, please provide 

an example of what you would consider?

2.2 Yes. I would consider building training facilities and/or vocational programs that can generate revenue through the rental of the space for events.

3. Comunication and Addressing Equity 3. Answers

3.1 ACHIEVING EQUITY. What measures should be put in place to ensure every child 

(regardless of disability, geography, socio-economic conditions, ethnicity, or other factors) 

receives high quality instruction to meet his/her potential?

3.1 We need to meet students where they are and assess their growth and understanding the material through various forms.

3.2 OUTREACH. Does MCPS need to improve its communication with students and 

families? If so, what should MCPS’s priorities be in improving communication?

3.2 Yes, MCPS needs to use all modes of communication to engage students and parents, have meetings at times when parents are available, and continue 

to provide translation and childcare services.
3.3 TRANSPARENCY. MCPS has published equity accountability models to ensure MCPS is 

transparent about each demographic of each school to assess performance. How should 

this information inform future policy?

3.3 The information gathered should inform the Board if certain student populations ina school need additional supports and/or resources.

3.4 GT OPPORTUNITIES. How will you ensure that GT opportunities, curricula, enrichment 

and professional development are held to uniform standards across all local elementary, 

middle and high schools, as well as regional programs?

3.4 All our GT centers should be accessible to ALL students who meet the requirements.

3.5 GT ACCOUNTABILITY. With limited seats available at regional GT centers at every 

grade level, how can MCPS ensure that students who are identified as GT receive 

programming and enrichment that is distributed consistently and equitably throughout 

the magnet programs and within local school settings? How will you ensure accountability 

at the local school level?

3.5 If there are more students than GT centers we will open up new GT centers to inspire, challenge and teach ALL our students.

3.6 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What do you believe is the proper role of boundary 

adjustments in ensuring that all students receive an excellent and equitable education 

within MCPS?

3.6 I believe that as a system it is our responsibility to ensure that all our students are learning in a comfortable welcoming space and that they are 

supported, inspired and challenged. If that means that boundaries be adjustment then we will adjust boudnaries.

4. Health and Wellness 4. Answers

4.1 DIVERSITY & INCLUSION. Describe your commitment to fostering a climate of cultural 

sensitivity and tolerance. Please discuss what steps MCPS should take to ensure every 

student feels safe, respected, and valued for being exactly who he/she is.

4.1 I am completely committed to fostering a climate of cultural sensitivty and tolerance in our schools. MCPS needs to include as part of their curriculum a 

course on  respect, civility and tolerance.

4.2 STANDARDS. How should regulations be used to advance school standards in areas 

ranging from physical and mental health & wellness to digital safety and Wi-Fi exposure?

4.2 We should use regulations to help our students advance in their educational attainments and become citizens of the world.

4.3 HEALTH/NUTRITION. Should health and nutrition education be better integrated into 

MCPS curricula? How might this impact MCPS’ Food and Nutrition Division practices and 

policies?

4.3 Yes. MCPS needs to re-evaluate the school breakfast and lunches provided to our students. School lunches need to be a source of nutritional value that 

improve student outcomes.

4.4 MENTAL HEALTH. Please describe your commitment to ensuring adequate mental 

health and counseling services for MCPS students.

4.4 Mental health is critical for many of our students and I am committed to increasing health and counseling services for MCPS students.

4.5 BE WELL 365. What is your take on Be Well 365? Where do you see it working and 

what steps do you think need to be taken to implement it more effectively?

4.5 I believe that the Be Well 365 is a good program for all our students because we need to teach them at a young age about conflilct resocultion, managin 

their emotions, and many other social skills necessary to succeed in life.
5. School Climate and Safety 5. Answers

5.1 POLICE/MCPS. Do you believe the current SRO (School Resource Officer) staffing is 

adequate in our middle and high schools? Would you recommend any changes in SRO 

staffing? How would you propose funding any proposed additional SRO staffing? Would 

you propose any amendments to the MoU between MCPS and MCPD?

5.1 I believe the current SRO staffing level is adequate in our schools and at this time would not propose any amendments to the MoU.

5.2 SCHOOL CLIMATE. What is your take on school climate, how it is measured, and what 

steps MCPS might take to improve it?

5.2 Many parents have expressed that schools are not welcoming. I would like to have MCPS send secret Parents similar to secret shoppers to see whether 

schools are actually providing the necessary care and attentions our students and parents require.

5.3 DISCIPLINE. What is your understanding of MCPS’s approach to discipline? Would you 

recommend	 any changes?

5.3 My understanding is that MCPS sees discipline as a developmental process that should be age appropriate nad I happen to agree with that assessment.

5.4 MOBILE DEVICES. MCPS sanctions the use of personal mobile devices in middle and 

high school; some teachers/administrators treat the device use as a reward for good 

behavior. Do you agree with MCPS’s current practice or favor an “Away for the Day” 

model that requires students to keep their mobile devices in their lockers during 

instructional periods?

5.4 I believe we are called to teach students restraint and self-control when it comes to electronics and other distractions in the classroom so I would not 

favor "Away for the Day" model, but rather find ways to include technology that is beneficial to the curriculum.

5.5 ADA COMPLIANCE. How will you ensure that MCPS is in full compliance with Maryland 

House Bill HB1061, which requires local schools to update their emergency plans to 

accommodate, evacuate and safeguard students, staff and visitors with disabilities?

5.5 We would work hand in hand with school administrators to make sure that we meet this requirement.

5.6 PEDESTRIAN SAFETY. Proposed state bill (HB615) would require all school projects 

that use state funds for the construction of a new school or the renovation of or an 

addition to an existing school that would increase the capacity by more than 100 students, 

to submit a pedestrian safety plan identifying safe routes for students to walk or bike to 

school. Would you support new vision zero policies that review the placement of bus 

stops, crosswalks, walking paths, speed limits, lights, and signs to create a school zone for 

children to arrive and depart from school more safely?

5.6  Yes, and it should be done for ALL schools not just new construction or renovations because the safety of our students should be one of our top 

priorities.
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6. Growth 6. Answers

6.1 ENROLLMENT. With MCPS enrollment growing at 2,000 to 3,000 students per year,  

what is your commitment to ensuring capacity keeps pace with growth, and class sizes do 

not increase?

6.1 I am committed to providing our students with the highest quality education by reducing class sizes and providing educators with sufficient time to 

prepare curriculum that both engages and prepares students for college and/or career.

6.2 PLANNING. How would you balance the need for additional seats/need for additional 

classrooms with the inventory of current buildings MCPS owns/leases?

6.2 I would evaluate the current facilities under management and see where we can leverage those spaces to alleviate overcrowding.

6.3 SUBDIVISION. In the next Subdivision Staging Policy revision, would you support a 

dedicated fund for school land acquisition, financed in part by land developers?

6.3 Yes.

6.4 PROFESSIONAL SHORTAGES. How will you support MCPS leadership in addressing 

support professional shortages (bus drivers, security staff, IT, paraeducators, sign 

language interpreters, etc.) and the overuse of temporary part-time positions?

6.4 By working with the human resource department to develop a robust hiring program that reaches out to our communities and creates a steady pipeline 

of potential supporting services professionals.

7. Policy 7. Answers

7.1 MCPS POLICIES. What, if any, MCPS policies/regulations do you see proposing for 

revision in your first year in office?

7.1 I would review the school climate and safety to make sure our students are in safe spaces to learn and excel.

7.2 MSDE POLICIES. What, if any, MSDE policies would you advocate for changing in your 

first year in office?

7.2 At this time I do not have any proposed changes to MSDE policies.

7.3 CHILD PROTECTION. How effective do you think MCPS is in addressing child protection 

concerns? Would you recommend any changes to policies and procedures to better 

prevent and respond to such concerns?

7.3 I think MCPS needs to improve their child protection reporting. It is the responsibility of our coaches, teachers, administrators and supporting services 

employees to report any issues they know is negatively impaction our students learning.

7.4 SUSTAINABILITY. What responsibility do you think the school system has in addressing 

and Responding to environmental sustainability issues? Would you recommend any 

specific changes to curricula, buildings, and operations to address climate change?

7.4 I believe the school system is a microcosm of the world and therefore should play a critical role in raising awareness to envirmental sustainability issues. 

Our responsibility as stewards of planet earth is to teach the future generations how to care for our planet. This can be done in many different ways - 

through the curriculum, building green spaces, field trips, and community service projects.

7.5 RESTORATIVE JUSTICE. Do you believe that a policy is needed to address how best to 

balance school safety and discipline with restorative justice practices? Why or why not?

7.5 I believe part of the work that we do as educators is to model certain behaviors and schools of thought so I would be for a restorative practice policy 

that formalizes our beliefs and values.

7.6 BOUNDARY ANALYSIS. What do you think should be the next step(s) for the 

Countywide Boundary Analysis after the consultant’s final report is provided to the BOE?

7.6 I think the next step for the Board should be to review the final report and make recommendations that would alleviate overcrowding and large class 

sizes.

7.7 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What is your position on how boundary changes should 

be proposed, considered, implemented and reviewed by MCPS, and how frequently they 

should occur? Should there be boundary reviews at set time intervals, or only on an as as-

needed basis?

7.7 I believe we need to have a system wide school boundary analysis at least every 10 years taking into account our population growth, land development, 

and infrastructure needs.

7.8 KIRWAN: THE BLUEPRINT FOR MARYLAND’S FUTURE. The implementation of Kirwan: 

The Blueprint for Maryland’s Future includes the community schools model. Do you 

support having school councils implemented as part of this model? Please elaborate on 

your reasons for or against having them.

7.8 Yes, I support community school councils as part of the community school model because it takes into account the stakeholders and their specific needs. 

A school should serve the needs of the students, parents, and community.
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Question Pavel Sukhobok
1. State Funding & Policies 1. Answers

1.1  GIFTED & TALENTED (GT) REGULATIONS. How will you ensure that GT COMAR 

regulations are upheld in every school in MCPS? 

1.1 I will vote against any effort to dilute Gifted and Talented programs. 

1.2 ACCELERATED & ENRICHED INSTRUCTION (AEI). Do you feel the MCPS AEI group is 

sufficiently staffed to create, update, maintain and oversee all choice, magnet and local GT 

programming in addition to ensuring COMAR is upheld in all? They are currently 

responsible for 39,000 students.         

1.2 The Board of Education has implemented policies that discriminate against Asian American students. While AEI programs should seek to diversity the 

student population, it should not come at the expense of any one group of students. As is, there have less Asian American applicants admitted into these 

programs despite no evidence of lower performance from that group of students. The right way to go about diversifying these programs would have been 

to expand the programs thereby increasing the admission of more underrepresented minority students without punishing Asian American students. 

1.3 KIRWAN FUNDING. Do you support any of the tax bills being proposed by the 

Maryland State Legislature, including an assessment of sales tax on professional services, 

as a means to fund the KIRWAN Commission initiatives? Please elaborate on your reasons 

for your support and/or non-support.

1.3 Studies consistently show that children who start education earlier end up going further in their educational careers. As a result, I strongly support free 

pre-k programs for lower income families. However, the price tag on the Kirwan commission is absurd. We already spend more on education than small 

countries’ GDP. International studies comparing education systems consistently indicate that funding only goes so far in improving education. As a result, I 

believe that we can incorporate the most important aspects of Kirwan, such as free pre-k, without breaking the bank.

2. Capital Improvements 2. Answers

Background: MCPS has ~$800,000,000 of proposed new/addition projects and 

~$800,000,000 of maintenance backlog.  

2.1 SPENDING AFFORDABILITY GUIDELINES. What measures should be taken to finance 

MCPS’s growing capital improvement needs— both upgrades to aging infrastructure and 

capacity expansion? Should school construction take a backseat to other County 

infrastructure priorities?

2.1 Some of my students have complained about broken pipes literally leaking on them. Our children should never be in harm’s way because of ill 

maintained infrastructure. As a result, I support any infrastructure spending that makes our schools safer. 

2.2 NON-TRADITIONAL FACILITIES. There are areas in the County that are lacking available 

parcels of land with adequate square footage to fit traditional school facilities, including 

outdoor space. Would you consider having MCPS use or build non-traditional facilities to 

house traditional and/or non-traditional facilities and/or programs? If so, please provide 

an example of what you would consider?

2.2 As a student who grew up in MCPS, I’ve had a fair number of classes in portable classrooms. I see portables as a practical solution to questions of 

overcapacity. While not the ideal solution, students can still get a quality education in them.

3. Comunication and Addressing Equity 3. Answers

3.1 ACHIEVING EQUITY. What measures should be put in place to ensure every child 

(regardless of disability, geography, socio-economic conditions, ethnicity, or other factors) 

receives high quality instruction to meet his/her potential?

3.1 As the owner of a local tutoring business, I work with many MCPS students. As a result, I have a unique insight into why our education system is not 

delivering for our students. The Board of Education has been watering down our education system for years. The grading system actively discourages hard 

work by disincentiving students from working hard during the second quarter of each semester. By eliminating midterms and finals, the board of education 

has put our students at a distinct disadvantage in colleges where midterms and finals make up the bulk of college grades. Too many MCPS classrooms are 

out of control where the students are walking over the teachers. Even if teachers are able to control classes, the students are often times on their 

smartphones. Moreover, the most experienced teachers end up teaching in the highest performing schools based on the system of seniority that is 

currently in place. As a result, the most inexperienced teachers are often times in the most challenging of environments, and it may come as no surprise 

that many new teachers end up leaving the teaching profession completely within a relatively short period of time. All in all, very little learning is actually 

done in our schools. I see it all the time in my line of work. Middle school students from “high” performing schools who can’t add negative numbers or high 

school student who can’t do basic fractions. Senior on the verge of graduating who are writing college application essays in one block of text, littered with 

grammar errors, and devoid of any organization and structure. The failure of our schools to provide a quality education disproportionately affects lower 

income families. Those who can afford it, end up going to tutoring centers where we’ll do what the schools should have done. However, the students who 

can’t afford tutoring end up falling behind. Let’s empower the teachers to crack down on behavioral issues so that one student doesn’t stop an entire class 

form learning. Let’s bring back academic rigor back by not being afraid to challenge our students and realizing that learnings doesn’t always have to be 

“rainbows and butterflies.” Doing math problems and remembering math formulas may not be fun, but practice is the hallmark of math and that’s how 

students build strong math skills. Let’s challenge our students so they can fulfill their potential, instead of making it as easy as possible to get good grades 

(one reason why grade inflation is through the roof nowadays). Let’s send the most experienced teachers to the lower-performing schools so they can use 

their experience to inspire students to become life long learners. Education is too important to double down on the policies that have been exacerbating 

the achievement gap or to focus on peripheral issues like redistricting that won’t change the fact that, for example, grammar is practically not being taught 

in schools at all. Education has the power to empower. Education is the only thing that can singlehandedly bring people out of poverty. As the founder of a 

nonprofit in Kenya that seeks to help children escape the vicious cycle of poverty by providing a quality education, I understand the power of education. It is 

too important to play politics with.

3.2 OUTREACH. Does MCPS need to improve its communication with students and 

families? If so, what should MCPS’s priorities be in improving communication?

3.2 As someone who is not the frontrunner in this race, I have the opportunity to be rather blunt on these issues. I believe there is this assumption that all 

parents prioritize a quality education for their children. It sounds great, but it is simply not true. I’ve talked to hundreds, if not thousands of MCPS parents in 

my line work. For a lot of parents, obtaining a quality education is simply not a priority. There are varying reasons for this. Some parents may be working 

two jobs and just don’t have the opportunity to prioritize education. Some parents, particularly immigrant parents, may not know that grades play a role in 

college admission (in many countries, only college entrance exams matter). Of course, these parents are the least likely to join PTSA, but many parents fall 

into this category. MCPS should start mandating that parents come to parent workshops to find out how the college process works so they can plan ahead 

and can understand the value of going to college. If the parents are more informed about the importance of doing well in school, as well getting involved in 

school sponsored extracurricular activities outside of school, that will play a huge role in how the students do in school. 

3.3 TRANSPARENCY. MCPS has published equity accountability models to ensure MCPS is 

transparent about each demographic of each school to assess performance. How should 

this information inform future policy?

3.3 Let’s talk about race and education. Wootton, the high school I went to, is a majority minority school. Yes, the biggest minority at that school are Asian 

Americans, but should that matter? Have Asian Americans not faced discrimination like all other minorities? Is it “segregated” because it has too many 

Asian American students? One could make the argument that Asian Americans students, on average, tend to outperform other students. However, even 

that argument is tenuous at best. The categories of Asian America, White, African American, etc. are just too broad. I’ve had the opportunity to work with 

many different families across many different backgrounds. Based on my experience, for example, the families that tend to invest the most resources in 

education tend to be Nigerian-Americans, while the families who are most economically disadvantaged tend to be Vietnamese-Americans. In fact, some 

Vietnamese-American parents have spent their entire life savings on buy a home in a school district that goes to a high-performing school in the hopes that 

their children will end up having a better life than them. However, the Board of Education sees them as “just” Asian Americans undeserving of special 

consideration. We all want diversity in our schools, but redistricting is not the answer. Allowing some students to go to higher-performing schools while 

forcing other students to go to lower-performing schools is not the answer.  We need to improve the quality education across the board, so that all 

students, regardless of race, ethnicity, and religion, can meet the challenges of tomorrow, instead of focusing on shifting children from one school to 

another.

3.4 GT OPPORTUNITIES. How will you ensure that GT opportunities, curricula, enrichment 

and professional development are held to uniform standards across all local elementary, 

middle and high schools, as well as regional programs?

3.4 I don’t necessarily think that GT programs should be held to objective standards. It is perfectly okay to try to increase diversity in classrooms, as long as 

you are not disadvantaging certain groups and are transparent about the process. However, what the Board of Education did was say essentially say that 

there are too many Asian American students at Blair, so let’s create a system where we’ll limit Asian American applicants without publishing the 

results/criteria. That’s not right. Asian American students shouldn’t be penalized for doing well on those tests. Many Asian American students prepare for 

those placements for years. Instead, the board should have done what the Florida school district did in its effort to add diversity to magnet and GT 

programs: it expanded the program so that no group felt disadvantaged by the process. 

3.5 GT ACCOUNTABILITY. With limited seats available at regional GT centers at every 

grade level, how can MCPS ensure that students who are identified as GT receive 

programming and enrichment that is distributed consistently and equitably throughout 

the magnet programs and within local school settings? How will you ensure accountability 

at the local school level?

3.5 The Board of Education made the right decision by testing all students to see who would be eligible for GT programs. Access to those programs should 

not depend on the parents taking initiative. Some parents, particularly, immigrants, may not have the language skills or resources to know how to apply. 

However, the process needs to be transparent. Being an under-represented minority should count as a plus factor in consideration, similarly to how 

affirmative action works in the college application process. 
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3.6 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What do you believe is the proper role of boundary 

adjustments in ensuring that all students receive an excellent and equitable education 

within MCPS?

3.6 Redistricting won’t solve the inherent issues in our education system. It won’t provide for more grammar instruction. It won’t stop schools from 

assigning books to students few below their grade level. It won’t fix the grading system or strengthen the curriculum. However, what it will do is cause a lot 

of pain and suffering for students and families, including immigrant and minority families. As someone who grew in MCPS and changed schools, I know how 

difficult it is to leave everything you know behind. Forcing students to switch schools will take an emotional toll on them, as they’ll be asked to leave their 

friends and favorite teachers behind. Redistricting will affect the housing market. Any families who were in a “higher-performing” school district will see 

that their home prices plummet. That includes my neighborhood, which is made up predominantly of immigrant families of Chinese, Russian and Persian 

descent. Families who likely spent a sizeable amount of their life savings to move into this school so their children can go to a school of their choice. On the 

other hand, real estate developers who own apartment units in lower-performing school districts will surely start to lobby the Board of Education with 

conveniently timed donations to have their neighborhood redistricted to a higher performing school. Before filing to run for Board of Education, I struggled 

with the issue of redistricting because I can sympathize with parents who want to send their children to a better school. However, it shouldn’t come at the 

expense of forcing other parents to send their children to a worse school. As a result, redistricting should be done when new schools are built.

4. Health and Wellness 4. Answers

4.1 DIVERSITY & INCLUSION. Describe your commitment to fostering a climate of cultural 

sensitivity and tolerance. Please discuss what steps MCPS should take to ensure every 

student feels safe, respected, and valued for being exactly who he/she is.

4.1 Studies consistently show that diversity, including racial, socio-economic, religious, etc., is an important factor of classrooms. Diversity should be 

celebrated. What many children of immigrant families who went to MCPS schools will fondly speak of are such events like International Night at schools 

that foster inclusivity and the sharing of cultures. I still remember when I read Alexander Pushkin’s poem at Thurgood Marshall’s international night, 

although I doubt anyone could understand my heavy accent at that time. With that being said, far too often, students do feel marginalized. Right now, for 

example, many Asian American students are being discriminated against because of the Corona virus. Of course, this is just one of the latest incidents, and 

there are numerous reports of racial slurs and religious intolerance aimed many different groups of students. It is important to continue emphasizing the 

important of diversity as a strength. Furthermore, continuing to incorporate literary works like “Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass” and “Night” by 

Elie Wiesel into the curriculum will help students remember the horrors of intolerance and bigotry.

4.2 STANDARDS. How should regulations be used to advance school standards in areas 

ranging from physical and mental health & wellness to digital safety and Wi-Fi exposure?

4.2 One less talked about issue that has a tremendous effect on mental wellbeing is smartphone addiction. A very significant portion of our children is, quite 

simply, addicted to smartphones. Smartphone addiction is real and has very lasting consequence. Studies consistently show that smartphone addiction has 

an adverse effect on the ability to focus over prolonged periods of time, increases feelings of isolation, and can cause depression. The current Board of 

Education is moving in the wrong direction on this issue. Instead of encouraging students to do their homework in a quiet place, away from distractions, we 

are quickly moving to a time where students will be able to do all of their homework on their smartphones. 

4.3 HEALTH/NUTRITION. Should health and nutrition education be better integrated into 

MCPS curricula? How might this impact MCPS’ Food and Nutrition Division practices and 

policies?

4.3 Let’s get real about nutrition. Students are eating junk food in our schools. That’s not to say that there aren’t healthy alternatives. However, as any 

student will tell you, at the end of the day, all the pizza is gone, all the apples remain. When given the choice, the vast majority of students will buy junk 

food. I know I did when I went to MCPS schools. Not to mention, the schools are actually incentivized to offer junk food as options because school lunches 

are revenue raising initiatives. Let’s stop trusting our students to make the healthy choice (to this day, I don’t even trust myself!). Let’s only provide healthy 

options. This is especially vital for students on FARMS who have to eat at school. As the owner of a non-profit in Kenya, I understand how vital nutritious 

meals are to learning, and we need to make sure that we are doing everything we can to encourage that.  

4.4 MENTAL HEALTH. Please describe your commitment to ensuring adequate mental 

health and counseling services for MCPS students.

4.4 Bullying is one of the pervasive and serious problems that are students are faced with. Due to social networking, bullying has taken a much more 

sinister tone. When most parents think of bullying, they might think of someone get stuffed in a locker room. Nowadays, few students are getting stuffed in 

lockers, but students are becoming increasingly more exposed to online bullying that can have lasting, serious damage on the psyche of our students. 

Specifically, students are much more likely to say things online they would not ordinarily say, and comments like, “go kills yourself” have become 

increasingly common. The school needs to take an active role in stopping bullying by educating the students on the harms of bullying (many students simply 

don’t know when things go too far) and training the teachers to spot it. Activities designed to show all the different ways of bulling should be incorporated 

into the curriculum.
4.5 BE WELL 365. What is your take on Be Well 365? Where do you see it working and 

what steps do you think need to be taken to implement it more effectively?

4.5 I don't know too much about it, but based on the research I've done, I support it. 

5. School Climate and Safety 5. Answers

5.1 POLICE/MCPS. Do you believe the current SRO (School Resource Officer) staffing is 

adequate in our middle and high schools? Would you recommend any changes in SRO 

staffing? How would you propose funding any proposed additional SRO staffing? Would 

you propose any amendments to the MoU between MCPS and MCPD?

5.1 This is an issue I am not as familiar with and would need to do more research on. 

5.2 SCHOOL CLIMATE. What is your take on school climate, how it is measured, and what 

steps MCPS might take to improve it?

5.2 More emphasis can be placed on rewarding good academic behavior. Unfortunately, many students don’t end up caring up their academic performance 

until it is too late. Let’s speak in the student’s language. For example, in high schools, where parking is often times scarce, let’s academic performance as a 

basis for parking allocation to encourage students to work hard. On the other hand, there is nothing that students hate more than educators infringing on 

their free time. If a student is not keeping up with their studies by failing to turn in homework assignments, let’s ask them to stay after school to catch up. 

Lastly, students who disrupt class should not be entertained with their silly comments, but should be immediately asked to go to an administrator’s office.

5.3 DISCIPLINE. What is your understanding of MCPS’s approach to discipline? Would you 

recommend	 any changes?

5.3 Comparative studies between different educational systems around the world consistently show an extremely strong correlation between classroom 

behavior and academic performance. When students show up on time and pay attention, not only do they learn more, but they also learn important habits 

for the future. However, when I was going to MCPS schools, I don’t remember anyone getting detention. Nowadays, when I work with many MCPS 

students, I can’t remember them ever mentioning detention. Simply put, teachers are often times too nervous to enforce classrooms because they are 

afraid of having to deal with parents or because they might be perceived as being intolerant of different cultures. The Board needs to send a strong 

message to teachers letting them know that the schools will support them in their disciplinary decisions and insulate them from overwhelming parents.

5.4 MOBILE DEVICES. MCPS sanctions the use of personal mobile devices in middle and 

high school; some teachers/administrators treat the device use as a reward for good 

behavior. Do you agree with MCPS’s current practice or favor an “Away for the Day” 

model that requires students to keep their mobile devices in their lockers during 

instructional periods?

5.4 The fact that smartphones are being used as an incentive is already ridiculous and show how much of a problem smartphone addiction is. Smartphones 

should be kept in lockers and confiscated if students decide to bring them to class. 

5.5 ADA COMPLIANCE. How will you ensure that MCPS is in full compliance with Maryland 

House Bill HB1061, which requires local schools to update their emergency plans to 

accommodate, evacuate and safeguard students, staff and visitors with disabilities?

5.5 I'll support any measures designed to increase the safety of students. 

5.6 PEDESTRIAN SAFETY. Proposed state bill (HB615) would require all school projects 

that use state funds for the construction of a new school or the renovation of or an 

addition to an existing school that would increase the capacity by more than 100 students, 

to submit a pedestrian safety plan identifying safe routes for students to walk or bike to 

school. Would you support new vision zero policies that review the placement of bus 

stops, crosswalks, walking paths, speed limits, lights, and signs to create a school zone for 

children to arrive and depart from school more safely?

5.6  I'll support any measures designed to increase the safety of students. 
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6. Growth 6. Answers

6.1 ENROLLMENT. With MCPS enrollment growing at 2,000 to 3,000 students per year,  

what is your commitment to ensuring capacity keeps pace with growth, and class sizes do 

not increase?

6.1 We need to continue hiring more teachers and expanding the capacity of our schools, if they are over capacity. As I mentioned, I am not against the use 

of portables to expand capacity. As far as teacher hiring goes, we should do everything we can to hire the best and brightest teachers. If we support our 

teachers and foster an atmosphere where teachers are respected, we can stop the high teacher turnover and ensure that the class sizes are as small as 

possible.
6.2 PLANNING. How would you balance the need for additional seats/need for additional 

classrooms with the inventory of current buildings MCPS owns/leases?

6.2 I am not against the use of portable classrooms for classroom instruction. 

6.3 SUBDIVISION. In the next Subdivision Staging Policy revision, would you support a 

dedicated fund for school land acquisition, financed in part by land developers?

6.3 I would have to research this issue more. 

6.4 PROFESSIONAL SHORTAGES. How will you support MCPS leadership in addressing 

support professional shortages (bus drivers, security staff, IT, paraeducators, sign 

language interpreters, etc.) and the overuse of temporary part-time positions?

6.4 It is important that MCPS offers the most competitive compensatory packages available to workers. However, as numerous studies show, retaining 

people working for MCPS is not just about compensation. MCPS should do more to recognize those who are going above and beyond for the students. 

Similarly, in order to retain talent, MCPS should have a career plan for as many employees as possible. 

7. Policy 7. Answers

7.1 MCPS POLICIES. What, if any, MCPS policies/regulations do you see proposing for 

revision in your first year in office?

7.1 I'll revamp the curriculum to make it more challenging and fix the broken grading system. Specifically, that includes bringing back midterms and finals, 

changing the grading system so that second quarters actually matter, and strengthen the curriculum by having students read challenging, literary works and 

learn the grammar rules in English and encourage more focus on practice in math, among other changes. 

7.2 MSDE POLICIES. What, if any, MSDE policies would you advocate for changing in your 

first year in office?

7.2 There has to be a better way of assessing students’ progress than the tests that Maryland forces upon MCPS. These tests often times don’t count for 

grades, so the students don’t try on them. The ones that do are often times too easy because they are designed for the entire state, not MCPS students.

7.3 CHILD PROTECTION. How effective do you think MCPS is in addressing child protection 

concerns? Would you recommend any changes to policies and procedures to better 

prevent and respond to such concerns?

7.3 MCPS should have the right to take disciplinary action for things that happen outside of school. Too many students are engaging in reckless and 

dangerous that are putting other children's safety at risk. If, for example, a student is found to have been harassing another student online outside of 

school hours, the school should have the power to take disciplinary action.
7.4 SUSTAINABILITY. What responsibility do you think the school system has in addressing 

and Responding to environmental sustainability issues? Would you recommend any 

specific changes to curricula, buildings, and operations to address climate change?

7.4 The best way to address sustainability issues is by educating the students so they can make informed decisions as citizens. 

7.5 RESTORATIVE JUSTICE. Do you believe that a policy is needed to address how best to 

balance school safety and discipline with restorative justice practices? Why or why not?

7.5 I want to do more research on this question before forming an opinion. 

7.6 BOUNDARY ANALYSIS. What do you think should be the next step(s) for the 

Countywide Boundary Analysis after the consultant’s final report is provided to the BOE?

7.6 It should be used for when new schools open.

7.7 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What is your position on how boundary changes should 

be proposed, considered, implemented and reviewed by MCPS, and how frequently they 

should occur? Should there be boundary reviews at set time intervals, or only on an as as-

needed basis?

7.7 Considering that MPCS hasn't adjusted boundaries since before I was born, I am against starting now. If schools become overcrowded, we should 

expand the capacity of current schools or open new schools, not force students to attend school they don't want to attend. With that caveat, I support 

boundary analyses conducted every 10 years for new school openings. 

7.8 KIRWAN: THE BLUEPRINT FOR MARYLAND’S FUTURE. The implementation of Kirwan: 

The Blueprint for Maryland’s Future includes the community schools model. Do you 

support having school councils implemented as part of this model? Please elaborate on 

your reasons for or against having them.

7.8 I'd be open to considering them, but I'd have to do more research on this issue before forming an opinion. 
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Question Lumpoange Thomas
1. State Funding & Policies 1. Answers

1.1  GIFTED & TALENTED (GT) REGULATIONS. How will you ensure that GT COMAR 

regulations are upheld in every school in MCPS? 

1.1 Prior to the beginning of every school year, I would ensure that every school Principal adhered to the blueprint as identified in the Gifted and Talented 

Regulations.

1.2 ACCELERATED & ENRICHED INSTRUCTION (AEI). Do you feel the MCPS AEI group is 

sufficiently staffed to create, update, maintain and oversee all choice, magnet and local GT 

programming in addition to ensuring COMAR is upheld in all? They are currently 

responsible for 39,000 students.         

1.2 The mission of the AEI Council very important, ensuring that the approximately 39,000 students are being adequately challenged through rigorous 

coursework and a continuum of opportunities. If the Council is falling short of guaranteeing accelerated and enriching curriculum, then the AEI staff ought 

to be augmented to ensure the mandate of providing. The last meeting minutes of the Council published online is from October 2016. If 2016 was the last 

time the Council met, then it appears the Council is not currently fulfilling its charge.
1.3 KIRWAN FUNDING. Do you support any of the tax bills being proposed by the 

Maryland State Legislature, including an assessment of sales tax on professional services, 

as a means to fund the KIRWAN Commission initiatives? Please elaborate on your reasons 

for your support and/or non-support.

1.3 I support the initiatives identified in the KIRWIN Commission, as I am a firm believer in early childhood intervention and education. However, I do not 

support any tax increase on professional services or property, to fund the initiatives. State and county representatives need to think of other  growth 

strategies and initiatives to generate revenue to fund the initiatives.

2. Capital Improvements 2. Answers

Background: MCPS has ~$800,000,000 of proposed new/addition projects and 

~$800,000,000 of maintenance backlog.  

2.1 SPENDING AFFORDABILITY GUIDELINES. What measures should be taken to finance 

MCPS’s growing capital improvement needs— both upgrades to aging infrastructure and 

capacity expansion? Should school construction take a backseat to other County 

infrastructure priorities?

2.1 School construction and building updates should be the top priority of county council representatives. Research has consistently found that school 

facilities impact teaching and learning in meaningful manners. Improving facilities and/or construction contribute to improving outcomes for teachers and 

help with retention. students. New and/or improved facilities enhance student outcomes by providing many benefits, such as ample space for collaborated 

learning and problem solving.
2.2 NON-TRADITIONAL FACILITIES. There are areas in the County that are lacking available 

parcels of land with adequate square footage to fit traditional school facilities, including 

outdoor space. Would you consider having MCPS use or build non-traditional facilities to 

house traditional and/or non-traditional facilities and/or programs? If so, please provide 

an example of what you would consider?

2.2 I would consider the use of non-traditional facilities to house programs such as the CTE. 

3. Comunication and Addressing Equity 3. Answers

3.1 ACHIEVING EQUITY. What measures should be put in place to ensure every child 

(regardless of disability, geography, socio-economic conditions, ethnicity, or other factors) 

receives high quality instruction to meet his/her potential?

3.1 This is not a one size fits all approach. Educators need to ensure that they are universally screening all children for advanced coursework and 

encouraging students where they see potential. There should be multiple access points for children to take rigorous coursework, suited to meet their needs 

in attaining their highest educatonal potential.
3.2 OUTREACH. Does MCPS need to improve its communication with students and 

families? If so, what should MCPS’s priorities be in improving communication?

3.2 Yes, MCPS could improve in its outreach to parents, which can be done through mail, email, social media, and phone calls. These should also 

communicated in several languages, as we have a very diverse county. 
3.3 TRANSPARENCY. MCPS has published equity accountability models to ensure MCPS is 

transparent about each demographic of each school to assess performance. How should 

this information inform future policy?

3.3 The information gained from the assessment performance should be used to see how we can better serve our diverse student body, This information 

provides a look as to whether schools are addressing opportunity gaps for certain demographic groups,and what work is still needed..

3.4 GT OPPORTUNITIES. How will you ensure that GT opportunities, curricula, enrichment 

and professional development are held to uniform standards across all local elementary, 

middle and high schools, as well as regional programs?

3.4 I would encourage professional training, collaboration, peer review, best practices workshops, and mentoring across the county, to ensure consistency 

in teaching. 

3.5 GT ACCOUNTABILITY. With limited seats available at regional GT centers at every 

grade level, how can MCPS ensure that students who are identified as GT receive 

programming and enrichment that is distributed consistently and equitably throughout 

the magnet programs and within local school settings? How will you ensure accountability 

at the local school level?

3.5 I would provide professional development and training for all educators, so as to provide accommodations and in all classrooms for differentiated 

learning to meet individual student needs. 

3.6 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What do you believe is the proper role of boundary 

adjustments in ensuring that all students receive an excellent and equitable education 

within MCPS?

3.6 To ensure that every single child in MCPS receives the best possible education, we need to set high standards and achievement for every school. The 

schools not meeting the high standards, need to be strengthened and provided additional programs and services that address the low performance. 

4. Health and Wellness 4. Answers

4.1 DIVERSITY & INCLUSION. Describe your commitment to fostering a climate of cultural 

sensitivity and tolerance. Please discuss what steps MCPS should take to ensure every 

student feels safe, respected, and valued for being exactly who he/she is.

4.1 Diversity and inclusion is very important in our school system. I believe that there should be a diversity and inclusion class and/or workshop where 

students can participate with others of different backgrounds. We also need to lead by example and show children that diversity is to be celebrated and 

respected. .

4.2 STANDARDS. How should regulations be used to advance school standards in areas 

ranging from physical and mental health & wellness to digital safety and Wi-Fi exposure?

4.2 I think programs/initiatives that help teach our children healthy habits in all areas of their life, can be very beneficial.

4.3 HEALTH/NUTRITION. Should health and nutrition education be better integrated into 

MCPS curricula? How might this impact MCPS’ Food and Nutrition Division practices and 

policies?

4.3 I believe that health and nutrition should be integrated into elementary and middle schools, where students are taught the importance of healthy eating 

habits and nutrition.  

4.4 MENTAL HEALTH. Please describe your commitment to ensuring adequate mental 

health and counseling services for MCPS students.

4.4 Mental health and counseling services are very important for our students and teachers alike. I will ensure that a mental health counselor is placed full 

time in every school and accessible to all students. I will seek additional funding for mental health activities for all our students. We also need to guarantee 

our teachers and staff, have access to mental health counseling as well.
4.5 BE WELL 365. What is your take on Be Well 365? Where do you see it working and 

what steps do you think need to be taken to implement it more effectively?

4.5 I believe this is a great initiative and will work. Any program designed to nurture and positively enhance the well-being of the whole child - physically, 

mentally, and socially - is one that I will fully support, always..
5. School Climate and Safety 5. Answers

5.1 POLICE/MCPS. Do you believe the current SRO (School Resource Officer) staffing is 

adequate in our middle and high schools? Would you recommend any changes in SRO 

staffing? How would you propose funding any proposed additional SRO staffing? Would 

you propose any amendments to the MoU between MCPS and MCPD?

5.1 I believe having one SRO is necessary in our schools, given today's climate. I would first have to read the MOU between MCPS and the MCPD before I 

could make any comments on any proposed amendments.

5.2 SCHOOL CLIMATE. What is your take on school climate, how it is measured, and what 

steps MCPS might take to improve it?

5.2 I believe school climate is important. When our children feel supported and safe in school, this has a positive influence in their educational performance 

and outcomes. I believe school climate is measured by identifying the specific school needs, setting goals, and then tracking progress to meeting the goals. 

5.3 DISCIPLINE. What is your understanding of MCPS’s approach to discipline? Would you 

recommend	 any changes?

5.3 I support the MCPS approach to discipline as stated in its policy.

5.4 MOBILE DEVICES. MCPS sanctions the use of personal mobile devices in middle and 

high school; some teachers/administrators treat the device use as a reward for good 

behavior. Do you agree with MCPS’s current practice or favor an “Away for the Day” 

model that requires students to keep their mobile devices in their lockers during 

instructional periods?

5.4 I believe that elementary and middle school students should have their mobile devices in their backpacks and/or lockers during the school day. 

However, I believe that high school students ought to be permitted to carry cell phones on their person.

5.5 ADA COMPLIANCE. How will you ensure that MCPS is in full compliance with Maryland 

House Bill HB1061, which requires local schools to update their emergency plans to 

accommodate, evacuate and safeguard students, staff and visitors with disabilities?

5.5 I would require every school to update its emergency plan prior to every school year, to ensure its compliance with all applicable laws and regulations.

5.6 PEDESTRIAN SAFETY. Proposed state bill (HB615) would require all school projects 

that use state funds for the construction of a new school or the renovation of or an 

addition to an existing school that would increase the capacity by more than 100 students, 

to submit a pedestrian safety plan identifying safe routes for students to walk or bike to 

school. Would you support new vision zero policies that review the placement of bus 

stops, crosswalks, walking paths, speed limits, lights, and signs to create a school zone for 

children to arrive and depart from school more safely?

5.6  Yes! I support any policy that reviews, provides recommendations, and alternatives for safer practices and routes for our children.
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6. Growth 6. Answers

6.1 ENROLLMENT. With MCPS enrollment growing at 2,000 to 3,000 students per year,  

what is your commitment to ensuring capacity keeps pace with growth, and class sizes do 

not increase?

6.1 I would look to developers to contribute to a fund that would be used to build new classrooms, buildings, and improving school infrastructure, in areas 

of new neighborhoods and developments. 

6.2 PLANNING. How would you balance the need for additional seats/need for additional 

classrooms with the inventory of current buildings MCPS owns/leases?

6.2 I believe non traditional school programs, such as CTE, magnate programs, and parenting support initiatives could ube offered in under utilized 

buildings.
6.3 SUBDIVISION. In the next Subdivision Staging Policy revision, would you support a 

dedicated fund for school land acquisition, financed in part by land developers?

6.3 Yes, I support land developers contributing to a dedicated fund to help support the increase in the number of students that new development brings to 

the school system.

6.4 PROFESSIONAL SHORTAGES. How will you support MCPS leadership in addressing 

support professional shortages (bus drivers, security staff, IT, paraeducators, sign 

language interpreters, etc.) and the overuse of temporary part-time positions?

6.4 I would work with MCPS leadership to find meaningful and workable solutions to address the overuse of part-time positions.

7. Policy 7. Answers

7.1 MCPS POLICIES. What, if any, MCPS policies/regulations do you see proposing for 

revision in your first year in office?

7.1 My first order of priority would be to conduct a comprehensive review of all policies and regulations, to learn which ones are still relevant and meet 

their intended purpose, while replacing/revising the ones that have fallen short.

7.2 MSDE POLICIES. What, if any, MSDE policies would you advocate for changing in your 

first year in office?

7.2 I would have to review the various MSDE policies to learn which ones, if any, are not benefiting our students. 

7.3 CHILD PROTECTION. How effective do you think MCPS is in addressing child protection 

concerns? Would you recommend any changes to policies and procedures to better 

prevent and respond to such concerns?

7.3 The policies and regulations that MCPS currently has in place regarding child protective services are effective. Although, it appears the application of the 

procedures are not strictly adhered to. We need to reinforce a system where all educators and staff understand the importance of recognizing and 

immediately reporting incidents, and held accountable if they fail to do so.
7.4 SUSTAINABILITY. What responsibility do you think the school system has in addressing 

and Responding to environmental sustainability issues? Would you recommend any 

specific changes to curricula, buildings, and operations to address climate change?

7.4 I believe our school system has a great responsibility in teaching environmental sustainability programs and reinforcing best practices to our children. In 

a school system of 166,000 students, teaching sustainability and the importance of being good stewards of the environment can be quite impactful. I would 

have to review the current curricula on climate change before being able to address any modifications to the program.

7.5 RESTORATIVE JUSTICE. Do you believe that a policy is needed to address how best to 

balance school safety and discipline with restorative justice practices? Why or why not?

7.5 I think it depends on the violation and misbehavior, as to whether I'd support this concept. Generally speaking, restorative justice can provide a 

meaningful opportunity for accountability and healing to those involved.

7.6 BOUNDARY ANALYSIS. What do you think should be the next step(s) for the 

Countywide Boundary Analysis after the consultant’s final report is provided to the BOE?

7.6 Following the conclusion of the boundary analysis, the Board of Education needs to be transparent in all subsequent actions and meetings. The BoE 

should strive for true community engagement and agreement.

7.7 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What is your position on how boundary changes should 

be proposed, considered, implemented and reviewed by MCPS, and how frequently they 

should occur? Should there be boundary reviews at set time intervals, or only on an as as-

needed basis?

7.7 A boundary analysis is needed to address the overcapacity of some of our school clusters. The considerations for such an analysis should be capacity, 

geography, and student diversity. Due to the continued rapid growth of our school system, a boundary analysis should be considered when needed to 

address overcapacity and under utilization of our schools.

7.8 KIRWAN: THE BLUEPRINT FOR MARYLAND’S FUTURE. The implementation of Kirwan: 

The Blueprint for Maryland’s Future includes the community schools model. Do you 

support having school councils implemented as part of this model? Please elaborate on 

your reasons for or against having them.

7.8 I do not think a separate school council is necessary to implement the KIRWIN initiatives, if additional funding is needed.
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No Response Received Ehren Park Reynolds
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Question Steve Solomon
1. State Funding & Policies 1. Answers

1.1  GIFTED & TALENTED (GT) REGULATIONS. How will you ensure that GT COMAR 

regulations are upheld in every school in MCPS? 

1.1 The BOE has established several rules and regulations to oversee the GT programs.

1.2 ACCELERATED & ENRICHED INSTRUCTION (AEI). Do you feel the MCPS AEI group is 

sufficiently staffed to create, update, maintain and oversee all choice, magnet and local GT 

programming in addition to ensuring COMAR is upheld in all? They are currently 

responsible for 39,000 students.         

1.2 Yes, AEI programs reach elementary, middle, and high school.  Teachers are provided the resources and professional development to provide AEI.

1.3 KIRWAN FUNDING. Do you support any of the tax bills being proposed by the 

Maryland State Legislature, including an assessment of sales tax on professional services, 

as a means to fund the KIRWAN Commission initiatives? Please elaborate on your reasons 

for your support and/or non-support.

1.3 In order to pay for the Kirwan initiatives, the money will have to come from somewhere.  But I'm not in favor of taxes that will drive people and 

businesses out of the state of Maryland, or hurt current small businesses already struggling to survive.

2. Capital Improvements 2. Answers

Background: MCPS has ~$800,000,000 of proposed new/addition projects and 

~$800,000,000 of maintenance backlog.  

2.1 SPENDING AFFORDABILITY GUIDELINES. What measures should be taken to finance 

MCPS’s growing capital improvement needs— both upgrades to aging infrastructure and 

capacity expansion? Should school construction take a backseat to other County 

infrastructure priorities?

2.1 There is not an exact answer.  All school construction and county infrastructure improvements need to be judged on a case by case basis.  But yes the 

CIP must be very forward looking to see the growth in population and needs of MCPS in the years to come.

2.2 NON-TRADITIONAL FACILITIES. There are areas in the County that are lacking available 

parcels of land with adequate square footage to fit traditional school facilities, including 

outdoor space. Would you consider having MCPS use or build non-traditional facilities to 

house traditional and/or non-traditional facilities and/or programs? If so, please provide 

an example of what you would consider?

2.2 Montgomery County has millions of unused square footage in commercial buildings.  Some buildings are nearly empty.  If tens of millions of dollars 

could be saved by using one of these buildings without any detriment to teachers or students, I would support it.  The Basis school in Mclean, VA was built 

from an existing commercial space.   Montgomery County has several malls or strip malls that are empty and unused, it would be wise to take advantage of 

these spaces if possible.

3. Comunication and Addressing Equity 3. Answers

3.1 ACHIEVING EQUITY. What measures should be put in place to ensure every child 

(regardless of disability, geography, socio-economic conditions, ethnicity, or other factors) 

receives high quality instruction to meet his/her potential?

3.1 To meet their potential, we need to put in place everything around a student to give them that opportunity.  That involves hiring and keeping the best 

teachers, ensuring all schools are safe and modern, and expanding programs to more schools to give everyone the opportunity to participate if they choose.

3.2 OUTREACH. Does MCPS need to improve its communication with students and 

families? If so, what should MCPS’s priorities be in improving communication?

3.2 We're lucky to have so many hard working and dedicated parents in PTA who bridge the gap between MCPS and the students.  They are the front line 

for communication.  MCPS administration does a good job communicating details, changes, and a lot of other information parents and students need to 

know. 
3.3 TRANSPARENCY. MCPS has published equity accountability models to ensure MCPS is 

transparent about each demographic of each school to assess performance. How should 

this information inform future policy?

3.3 The data should be used to address the specific needs of each individual school.   The data from several schools can then be gathered and compared to 

address overall needs such as curriculum change or program change across all schools.

3.4 GT OPPORTUNITIES. How will you ensure that GT opportunities, curricula, enrichment 

and professional development are held to uniform standards across all local elementary, 

middle and high schools, as well as regional programs?

3.4 Schools that lack the resources for successful GT programs should be prioritized.

3.5 GT ACCOUNTABILITY. With limited seats available at regional GT centers at every 

grade level, how can MCPS ensure that students who are identified as GT receive 

programming and enrichment that is distributed consistently and equitably throughout 

the magnet programs and within local school settings? How will you ensure accountability 

at the local school level?

3.5 All students should have the opportunity to participate in GT programs if they are identified by MCPS and the local school, regardless of which school 

they attend.

3.6 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What do you believe is the proper role of boundary 

adjustments in ensuring that all students receive an excellent and equitable education 

within MCPS?

3.6 Boundary adjustments are necessary to address capacity issues.  Schools that are over capacity suffer from a teacher/student ratio, and if that issue is 

addressed they can receive more equitable education.

4. Health and Wellness 4. Answers

4.1 DIVERSITY & INCLUSION. Describe your commitment to fostering a climate of cultural 

sensitivity and tolerance. Please discuss what steps MCPS should take to ensure every 

student feels safe, respected, and valued for being exactly who he/she is.

4.1Every student should feel safe in school.  Bullying and violence should not be tolerated.  I believe MCPS must act quickly when any incident occurs so 

that students feel safe and their parents feel their children are safe.

4.2 STANDARDS. How should regulations be used to advance school standards in areas 

ranging from physical and mental health & wellness to digital safety and Wi-Fi exposure?

4.2 COMAR has standards that are well thought out and scrutinized.  I trust their regulations.

4.3 HEALTH/NUTRITION. Should health and nutrition education be better integrated into 

MCPS curricula? How might this impact MCPS’ Food and Nutrition Division practices and 

policies?

4.3 There should be some education on health and nutrition.  But this is also something that the parents should be more responsible for.

4.4 MENTAL HEALTH. Please describe your commitment to ensuring adequate mental 

health and counseling services for MCPS students.

4.4 Counselors and mental health professionals are the first line of defense in identifying problems with students and how to correct them.   They are vital 

to every school.

4.5 BE WELL 365. What is your take on Be Well 365? Where do you see it working and 

what steps do you think need to be taken to implement it more effectively?

4.5 It is a good program.  It has shown positive results.  Any program that supports the physical and mental well being of a student is a win.

5. School Climate and Safety 5. Answers

5.1 POLICE/MCPS. Do you believe the current SRO (School Resource Officer) staffing is 

adequate in our middle and high schools? Would you recommend any changes in SRO 

staffing? How would you propose funding any proposed additional SRO staffing? Would 

you propose any amendments to the MoU between MCPS and MCPD?

5.1 We have over 160,000 students in MCPS.  Our rate of violent incidents is very low.  The SROs are doing a great job at their high school and the middle 

school cluster around them.  At this time I wouldn't increase the number of SROs.

5.2 SCHOOL CLIMATE. What is your take on school climate, how it is measured, and what 

steps MCPS might take to improve it?

5.2 Immediate outreach from the school to the parents, teachers, and community after any incident.  When parents think the school is trying to hide 

something, that's when mistrust begins.
5.3 DISCIPLINE. What is your understanding of MCPS’s approach to discipline? Would you 

recommend	 any changes?

5.3 I believe that the administration and parents need to talk before any discipline is handed out.  Try to figure out what the problem is and how it can be 

corrected.  Also, I believe school absenteeism should count.   Accountability on the parts of the parent and student are necessary.

5.4 MOBILE DEVICES. MCPS sanctions the use of personal mobile devices in middle and 

high school; some teachers/administrators treat the device use as a reward for good 

behavior. Do you agree with MCPS’s current practice or favor an “Away for the Day” 

model that requires students to keep their mobile devices in their lockers during 

instructional periods?

5.4 Cell phones didn't exist when I was in school, but I do remember the teacher disciplining us for other distractions during class.    Yes, keep the phones in 

lockers during periods.

5.5 ADA COMPLIANCE. How will you ensure that MCPS is in full compliance with Maryland 

House Bill HB1061, which requires local schools to update their emergency plans to 

accommodate, evacuate and safeguard students, staff and visitors with disabilities?

5.5 Literature should be sent to all parents and teachers, and drills should be conducted.

5.6 PEDESTRIAN SAFETY. Proposed state bill (HB615) would require all school projects 

that use state funds for the construction of a new school or the renovation of or an 

addition to an existing school that would increase the capacity by more than 100 students, 

to submit a pedestrian safety plan identifying safe routes for students to walk or bike to 

school. Would you support new vision zero policies that review the placement of bus 

stops, crosswalks, walking paths, speed limits, lights, and signs to create a school zone for 

children to arrive and depart from school more safely?

5.6 Of course.   Pedestrian safety is very important.  The safety of children walking to and from school or to and from a bus is even more vital since they are 

not adults and need more safety measure in place.
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6. Growth 6. Answers

6.1 ENROLLMENT. With MCPS enrollment growing at 2,000 to 3,000 students per year,  

what is your commitment to ensuring capacity keeps pace with growth, and class sizes do 

not increase?

6.1 We need to be more forward thinking in terms of hiring more teachers and building more schools.  The CIP plans for 6 years.  By the time the CIP 

measures are implemented, the population has grown even more.

6.2 PLANNING. How would you balance the need for additional seats/need for additional 

classrooms with the inventory of current buildings MCPS owns/leases?

6.2 We need better capacity planning from school to school.  That's the first step.

6.3 SUBDIVISION. In the next Subdivision Staging Policy revision, would you support a 

dedicated fund for school land acquisition, financed in part by land developers?

6.3 I don't know if we need dedicated funding for land acquisition.  It can be budgeted for on an annual basis.

6.4 PROFESSIONAL SHORTAGES. How will you support MCPS leadership in addressing 

support professional shortages (bus drivers, security staff, IT, paraeducators, sign 

language interpreters, etc.) and the overuse of temporary part-time positions?

6.4 If elected to the BOE, I will review all aspects of the budget to determine where we can get more money to address shortages.

7. Policy 7. Answers

7.1 MCPS POLICIES. What, if any, MCPS policies/regulations do you see proposing for 

revision in your first year in office?

7.1 I would immediately work on fixing our broken snow day policy.  I find it unacceptable to make a decision in the morning then change at 8am from 

open/2 hour delay/closed.  This affects thousands of parents who have to alter work schedules or child care for the day.  We need to make a decision by 

5:30am and stick with it.
7.2 MSDE POLICIES. What, if any, MSDE policies would you advocate for changing in your 

first year in office?

7.2 One of my main curriculum ideas is more real world education.  I would work with MSDE's career and technical education program to see how they can 

help on a state level.
7.3 CHILD PROTECTION. How effective do you think MCPS is in addressing child protection 

concerns? Would you recommend any changes to policies and procedures to better 

prevent and respond to such concerns?

7.3 I feel MCPS does a great job protecting our kids.   If you look at the safety numbers across all of Montgomery County, we do very well.

7.4 SUSTAINABILITY. What responsibility do you think the school system has in addressing 

and Responding to environmental sustainability issues? Would you recommend any 

specific changes to curricula, buildings, and operations to address climate change?

7.4 Like all citizens, MCPS should do their part in environmental sustainability.  New construction and updated buildings should be environmentally friendly.    

Only 20 MCPS schools have solar panels.  We need to do better.  Also other counties have schools that are energy efficient or even net zero schools, we 

should model our new construction on that.

7.5 RESTORATIVE JUSTICE. Do you believe that a policy is needed to address how best to 

balance school safety and discipline with restorative justice practices? Why or why not?

7.5 I'm not sure specific policy is needed.   This is something that can be handled by the school on a case by case basis, allowing the administration and 

parents to decide if restorative justice is needed.   Of course on a grander scale, BOE could be involved.

7.6 BOUNDARY ANALYSIS. What do you think should be the next step(s) for the 

Countywide Boundary Analysis after the consultant’s final report is provided to the BOE?

7.6 The next step after the final report should be to adjust boundaries based on geographic proximity and capacity rates.

7.7 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS. What is your position on how boundary changes should 

be proposed, considered, implemented and reviewed by MCPS, and how frequently they 

should occur? Should there be boundary reviews at set time intervals, or only on an as as-

needed basis?

7.7 Boundary adjustments should be done on an as-needed basis.

7.8 KIRWAN: THE BLUEPRINT FOR MARYLAND’S FUTURE. The implementation of Kirwan: 

The Blueprint for Maryland’s Future includes the community schools model. Do you 

support having school councils implemented as part of this model? Please elaborate on 

your reasons for or against having them.

7.8 I would have to hear more about the details of what the school councils would be responsible for, and the what the cost would be.
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